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B$I,TOÊRAPHT
This thesis is primarily concerned with the photochernistry of àtmôd-
pheri-c ozorre subjected. to the somewhat artificial limitation of an
olrygen atnosphere at rest. In order to relate the photochenical
results to the actua.f ozorLe d.i-stribution in the earth's atmosphere -a
brief review is presented. of our lcrowl-eclge of atmospheric ozone and- its
variations and. coru:ections with other atmospheric effects. This is
fol-lowed. by a d.iscussion of the likely effect on the photochemical
ozone clistribution of renovilg the liroitation of an oxygen atmosphere,
ancL i-ncl-udi-ng reactions involving atonic hydrogen anô atomic nitrogen.
these reaetions wor:l-cl only affect the ozorLe d-istribution in the neso-
sphere a¡rcl it is conclud-ed- that reactions involvilg atonic nitrogen can
probabJ-y be safety neglected, but that those of atomic hydrogen are
Iíkely to be of some importance.
The photochemistry of an oxygen atmosphere in which it is assuned
that photochenical- equilibrium Llas been attained is then consi-d-ered. at
sone l-ength. The values of the absorption coefficients of ozone ancl
nofecular orygen, the spectral intensity of solar rad.iation and- the
various rate constants which are required. for the photochemicaf cal--
cufations are cliscussed and tabulated. The like1y photochemical-
reactions in an orygen atmosphere are Ii-sted., and. those of imporfance
are taken to be representative of the processes actually occurrÍng in
the atnosphere. The methods used to caJ-cul-ate photochemical- ozone
profiles are outl-i-ned-, a.nd. the results of such cafcufations are
presented- for the height rarrge 10 to 8OhI. The effect on the ozolle
profile of possibl-e variations or aJ-ternatives to the sefecteô val-ues
of ihe da.ta ate investigated-, and. regions in which uncertai¡rtíes exist
are defi-ned. The conclusion arrivecl at is that the biggest uneertainty.
in the ca^l-cu-l-ations involves the vaf-ue of the rate constant for ttre
reaction of ,atomi-c oxygen with azone. the d.erived- ozorLe profiles al'e
comparecl with previous ozone calculations and- it is shown that essen-
tial-ly the' sa¡ie nesufts can be obtailed- by selecting the most suítabl-e
data.
the valid.ity of the assumption that equilibrium ozorLe ancl atonie
orgrgen profiles are obtained- at high levels in the atmosphere i-s sub-
sequently investigated-. The characteristic timés for these gases ín
the atmosphere are cal-cu1ated., and the possible consequences of these
tines on the attai¡ment of equilibriun are d-iscussed. NumericaJ- methods
are developeo which permit the integrati.on of the d-ifferential equations
d-efini.nrg the atomic otÐ¡gen and- ozone varj-ations with time, al-l-owance
bei:rg mad.e for the variation of the solar zenitLr arrgfe with ti¡e of clay.
0n applying these method.s it is founcl that photochemicaJ- equilibri-um
car¡rot be expected- to be attainetL above about 6Onni¡l the atmosphere,
ancL the extent of the d-eparture fron equil-ibrium and- its variati on with
height are ilfustrated.. The reasons for the departure fron equil-ibrium
are explai:red, and. the likely effects of l-atitud-i-nal- and seasonal- varia-
tions on the results are tliscussed. Ihe extent of the tliurnal- photo-
chemioal variation of the total- ozorLe arnount i¡ the atmosphere is gi-ven
ând compared- with experi:nental observations.
(ii)
The nr¡merical nethoels clevelopeel for the above stud.y are then applieil
to the cleter¡mination of the vari-ations wtrich occur in the 1ùrotochenioal
ozone profile i¡ the mesosphere cluring an eclipse of the sun. l[ethocls
of representì:eg the v.arl.ation of the solar raùiation intensit¡r cluring
an eolipse.are tlevelopeô both for the oase where 1i-nb clarkenilg of the
st¡rr is neglectecl as well as when it is jnclucled-. the results obtained-
:i.¡rtticate tlrat ar¡ increase in the ozoloe concentration occurs above about
SOknbut that the total ozorLe variation is very snala, and shoulclnot
be obsenrable firon the ground.. The reasons for the clisagreenent
betçeen tlreory a¡cl observation as regard.s tt¡is ozone :i:¡crease are (Lis-
eussetl, a¡rd. attributecl to instrr:nental clef,ieiencies.
Finalty the whole of the ozoîe reaetion scheme in an oxygen atmos-
phe:re is re-exa,njned. i¡r view of recent laboratory e:cperi-nerrts sn the
rate of ilestrtrction of ozone by atonic oärgen. Ilsi:rg the stantlard.
reaction schene it is shown that these laboratory resul¿s inply that
very high ozone concentrations and. total ozo:ne anounts shoul¿L be ob-
se:rvetl in the atnosptrere, Írr ôisagreenæ.t with the lorown facts.
Possible ways of notlifying the ozone reactisn.schene so that nore
realistic photochenical- results are obtaineÈL are exa.n'j¡recl. It is
shown that very satisfactory tota-l ozorLe anor:r¡ts and. ozone profiJ-esjn the sbratosphere c€¡n be obtajned. by allowing for ttre elestruction
of ozone by eJ-eetronically excitecl atonic o4fgen. High ozone ooncen-
trations are sti-IL sbtai¡ecl in the nesosphere but it is thought that
a'llowing for reactions of atonic hyd:rogen wou]-tl re¡nove this d.iscrepancy.
lhe valiclity of the results obtained. hswever clepencls on the rate at
which tt¡e electronical-ly excitetl atonip orygen is cleactivatecl i¡ the
atnosphere, which is unlsrown at present. Reactions j-nvolving elec-
tronj-cal]y a¡rtl vibrationally excitecl polecr¡lar orygen are conclutlecl
to be r:ninpontant as far as the photochenistry of ozone is concemed.
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CHAPTER 1
A BRTEF RS\[TEI[ OF TTM PRESENÎ STÀTE OT KNOWT,TÐGE OF ÍTTE OZONOSPHERE
1.1 General-
Ozone, Os, is an allotropic form of molecular oxygen, Or: which
occurs naturally in the atrnosphene from grouncl level- up to about
9okm. The amount of ozone present in the atmosphere is ninute, at
ground 1evel it is very variabl€j with a relative concentration of
about 1 parb in 1Os (lO-'p.p.m.), while its manimum relative con-
centration occurs in the nid.d.le stlatosphere and. is only about
10 p.p.m; The total amount of ozone in a vertical column of the
atrnosphene varies from about 2nm STP to lmm STP conpansd. rith a
total- atmospheric thickness of about 8tm STP. In view of this
smal1 amount of ozone one might well ask what is its imporbance and.
why is there so mueh interest in ozone. As will be shown below
ther"e ane ¡rìany reasons for such inter"est, ranging from air-conàition-
ing of supersonic aircraft to the formation of airglow, but it d-oes
not seem an overstatement to say th.at ozone is und.oubted-ly the most
inportant minorconsùituent in ttre atmosphere bel-ow 100lø.
Sinply as a constituent of the atmosphere ozone is of intrinsic
interest since it d.iffers from other constituents of the homospheæ
in that its absolute'concentration incr.eases with height initially,
reaching a peak at about 25 to JOknand. then d.ecr"easing again at
higher al-titud.es. Some fairly t¡rpical vertical- ozorre ùistributions
are given in figur^e 1, these wer"e obtainetl by Johnson et al. (lgSZ)
from rocket flights at lVhite Sands in America. This unusual
verbical dlstribution is due to the way ozone is forrned. in the
atnosphere by photocheurical reactions and. wil-I be d-iscussed- in
d.etail in the body of this thesis. It is this vertical distribution
of ozone together with its abso4rtion properties which produce nany
effects of parbicul-ar interest to meteorologists, and- this has
r.esul-ted- in a large efforb being invested. in measuring ozone varia-'
tions both with l-atitud-e and. season and- also height.
1.2 0zone variations and the circul-ation of the atnosphere
It is found. at any one place that the total- ozor:e a¡nount urrd.er
goes a seasonal variation with a maximum i¡r late winter ancl sprilg
and. a mininurn in autunn. Iratitud.inally an increase in the total
ozone amou:nt is obserred from the equator to the pole in winter and.
spring in the norbhern hemisphene but in autunn the naxi¡rum is
situated- at about 6Oot. In the southern heraispher"e the d.istribu-
tion is ôifferrent with the rnaxim.m occurring at about 5!oS for the
najor part of the year. A conpilátion of ozone measurenents nad.e
prior to 1!J+2, mainly for tlre northern henispher"e, has been mad-e by
Craig (lgSO) who illustr^ates some of the above variations. MacDowall
(tg6O) has presented- a composite ôiagram, reprod.uced. in figure 2, of
ozone measurenents nad.e d.uring the I.G.Y. frorn É'eVenteen stations
ùistributed over the globe. The considerable ùifficulty which has
-2-
been experiencecl J-n explairring the obsened ozone ùistribution and.
its seasonal variation has given rise to the te:m of I'the ozorie
problenrr. Ttre basic tlifficulty has been to account for the
cliscrepa^ncy between t']reory and. obse:ration. 0n the basis sf the
photochenical theoly of ozorLe, which attributes the fomation of
ozone in the atnosphene to ttre clissociation of o4ygen by the sun's
ultraviolet racliati-on in the first instance, one would. expect the
maxinum total- ozorre anount to be obsetsed at the eguator, the nini-
mum at the poIes, antl also that the seasonal naximum wou]-cL appear
in sunner and. the minj¡n:-n in winter. In ord.er to explain this
èiscrepancy Br"ewer çtl+l), Craig (lgSO) ar:d. others have postulated.
that circulations in the atnospheæ are removing air, and. thus
ozone, from the equatonial regions where it is most readily formed.
and transporting ít poleward.s nùrerne it accumulates in the lower
stratosphere. As a resul-t of the way variations in the total ozol:e
arnount ane relateil to air movements, the concept has arisen of using
ozone as a trtpacertr in the atnosphene to stud.y such movements. This
concept is nc¡w so well- established that MacDowall- (lgøO) on the
basis of a comparison of the total ozone tlistributions in the north-
ern arrl southern henispheres has stated. that these ir:d.icate profouncl
changes must exist in the circulations of ttre two hemisphenes.
The transport of ozone. in the' atmosphere has now been extensively
stuclieQ'ard Newe1f (9Ø), in particular, has gairæd considerable
insight into the transport pnocesses operati-ng by using ozone tlata.
He h¿s shown ttrat net pqlewazd.s transport of. ozone occurs by means
of large scale ecld.ies and. not by the simple merid.isnal circul-ation
postulated. previously, such a circulation in any case being ur:able
to balance the angular monentur¡ bufuet of the atnosphere. Newel-I
found. that ttrese large scale eclclies reaoh a mani-mum in winter and.
spring and. he e>çlains the ozone build. up at this tine of year in
the polar negions as due to transporb of ozonÊ prolewards and down-
wards from the ozone source region of about 20 to rOknin the
atnosphere over the equator. Since the ozone descends as it tr^avefs
poleward.s it is protected. frorn the sunf s d.issociating raùiation and.
hence has an intlefinite life úrich gives it the tracer properties"
Further recent'work of note on the ozone problem has been carried.
out by Godson (lg6O)rwho confinecl his discussion to the north polar
region and showed. that ozorre increases corresponcl to injections of
st::atospheric air which travel northwards ancl d.swnwards in agree-
nent with Newel-l's concl-usions. ILre essenti.a.I d-ifficulties of the
ozorre problem now appear to have been overcome although much furbher
work is requirecl to understand. the d-etail-etl processes which occur.
T?re inporbant function that the tropopause has in isolating the
tropospheæ from the stratosphere and. preventing mass-exchange
between these two regirnes has been greatly amplified. by ozone
stuùies. Newell (19Ø) has usecl a combinati-on of the tracer prop-
erbies of ozone ard- those of rad-ioactive debris from nucl-ear bonb
tests in the atnosphere to stud.y ttrese mass-exchange processes. He
for¡nd. tàat such exchange must occur principally ín the region of the
tropopause breaks in the sub-tropics (3oo-35o Latitud.e);and-is
associated. with the jet strea^m which is a feature of these breaks.
Direct supporti-ng evid.ence that nass transfer does actually occur in
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the neighbourhood of the tropopause gap has been provid.ed- by air-
cre.ft ffignts red,e by Briggs and- Roach ?gØ) :-n tfre region of the
tenperate latitricte jet strean,. They found- on several occasions
that tttonguestt of ozofie rich air f rorn the stratosphere had- pene-
trrated. into the troposphere thrrcugh the trgpopause gap. It is
thought that it is the presence of the jet strea^ur which actually
d.omir¡ates the transfer process. The ratlical- chg,nges which ane
prod.uced. in the vertical ozone distribution ù:e to the pæsence of
the jet stream for stations very close in latitud.e, one being in
the region of the sub-firopical tropopause gap, Salisburlr Jj"S, atñ,
the other Aspendale 38-S, just poleward.s of it, are illustrated. in
figure J whictr is taken fron Hunt (116+). Al-though the profiles
aræ for the same total- ozone amount they are remarkabl¡r d.ifferent,
whereas for a given station the ozone profile in general is very
similar for the same total ozone amounts regard.less of the ti-rne of
year, and. this d-ifference has been attributed. to the transfer of
ozorre by the jet strea.ur from the stratosphere to the troposphere
through the trrcpopause gap for the station at Salisbury. The
station at Aspend.ale is.assumed to be free from this ùirect transfer
process because of its position just south of the tropopause break.
The variation of the monthly mean total ozorre amounts for Salisbury
ancl Aspend.al-e also supports the hypotheses that the.mass-exchange
between the stratosphere ancL troposphere in winter an1 spring is a
¡naximun.
The effect of the tropopause on the vertical d.istribution of
ozore with latitude can best be illustrated. by means of figure /+
taken frrcm Ramanathan and- Kulkarni ( 1960). It can be seen that
the amount of ozone above JOlsn remains virtually constant for al-l-
seasons and. is the same for aII latitudes. Bel-ow 30kn large changes
occur in the. vertical ozone d.istribution with the overal-l- effect
being that the large increases in the total ozorre amount in the
polar regions in pprirg are acconmodated- in the lower stratospheæ.
Mateer and. Godson (tg6O) have found that in Canad.a three-quarters
of the seasona1 or d-aiIy changes in the total ozone are attributable
to changes in the ozone content between 12 anð.24Wt. Increases in
the total ozone amount in general- resul-t in a'decrease in the height
of the ozone centre of gravity as can be deduced. from figure [, the
increase in the ozorre amount taking place al-most entirely below the
height of the ozorre ma:cimu¡n. Figure 4 also il-lustrates that the
l-atituùinal gradient of ozone concentration in the stratosphere and
troposphere is gradtral in summer but in wi4ter there is a steep
riså ai Joon. . rnir sud.d-en i-ncrease at SOoN can be related- to the
change of the tropopause from equatorial, with a height of about
I6lrrt, to polar w'ith a height of about 10}cn. Since the tropopause
acts as a barier to naÞs exchange the height range available for
ozone storage in the stratosphere is gr"eatly increased. at latitud.es
with a polar tropopause thus perrnitting the accumulation of the
Iarge ozorre amount resulting from the increase in stratospheric
transport in the .winter ard spring. fn contrrast with th-is is the
stabilit¡r of the ozone in the tropics wherre it is nainly stored
around. JOkn, there being littte change in the total ozone arnount
with season. ïzone car:not be stored. in the troposphere because it
-4
und.ergoes decomposition at the earth's surface ancl is a-l-so washed.
out by rain. In fact very littl-e ozone is nornally present in the
troposphere and a sudd.en discontinuity is obsenved. in the ozone
profile at the tropopause as Brewer and Mi-lforcl (t E6O) have shown
from ozone soncle measurements, of which a typi'cal one is reproduced
in figu¡e 5.
With the atlvent of a network of ozor:e sonde stations operating
on a synoptic basis, it is to be hoped. that a more comprehensi-ve
picture of the principal atmospheric circulations will be obtained-
and. our lclowled.ge of the atmosphere Ímproved.
1.3 Ovone and. the weather
ïn acld.ition to variations with latitud.e ancl season ozone shows a
marked. variation with weather, which has been shown conclusively by
Eobson et al-. (llZ9) to be relatecl to the l-oca.I s¡moptic pressure
situation in the atmosphere. As a result of this relation there is
an appreciable tlay-to-clay change in the total ozone amount which can
be greater than the d.iffefence between the naxi-mr:m and ¡ainim¡m
nonthly means for the entire year. the greatest d.ay-to-d.ay ozotle
variations take place in sprin6 when both the total ozone anount anö
the latitudinal ozone gradient are a marci-mum. At or¡e time it was
thought that the ozone variations night be causing the weather
changes. A close sinil-arity was found by Ðobson et al. lllZl)
between clepartures of the ozone content from its nonthly mean and
the isobaric pattern of the sr¡rface weather map, as ind.ieated in
figures 6 (a) an¿ 6 (¡). these show that positive ozone departures
are associated. with a cyclonic pressure d.istribution at the surface,
while negative departures are associatecl with a^nti-cyclonic activity,
the highest ozone d-eviations being to the west of the pressure
centres. Later Eobson et a1. (lg+g) reported that they coufd-
observe the effects on the total ozone amount of an advancing warm
front several hunclred niles before the front arriived at the surface.
A red.uction in the ozone content was observed for the passage of
a warn front and. the reverse for a colcl front. the prior noti-ce
given by a warn front is d.ue to the front sloping fo:rsard. aL an
angle of about th5o, since a col-d- front is norsally rnuch steeper
than a wa:m front and also slopes backward.s the change in the ozorle
emount occurs a short tine after the passage of the front at the
surface.
The variation of the ozsne amount with weather has resu.]-teò in a
consid-erable study of the processes occuring in the atmosphere whi-ch
lead to this vari¿tion, and many correlations have been made between
ozone varj-ations ancl the height of the tropopause, various pressure
Ievels, potential temperature etc. Probably the most inpontant work
in this regard. was carrietl out by Normanð, (19fi) who found that for
d.ay-to-d.ay d-eviations from the nonth-ly treans there was a negative cor-
relation between the ozone departure ancl the height of the tropopause
and the thi-ckness of the IOO to JOOmb layer as shown in figure 7. It
is apparent that there is a significant correspondence between these
variables although the d.etail-ed. variations are not perfect, as would
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FIGI]RE 4. MEAN U¡R.TICAI DISTR.IBUTION OF OZONE IN MARCH, JULY AIVD
NOIÆìIBER (tO3 clø Icvt-1 WllH ME AND CHOONG'S o).
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ITLUSTRATING HOT¡ T}IE AMOU}TT OF OZONE IS RETATED TO PRESSURT
DISTRIBUTION ]N CYCLONE AND ANTICYCTONE. CONTTNUOUS TINES
AfE IS0BAÌ,S; THE DASffiD CIIRTIES ARE TINES 0F EQUAI 0Z0NE
CONTMIT. TT{E NUMBERS INDICATE DEPARÎURSS FROM TÍIE MOIilTITIY
OZONE-VAII]ES. MIEY ARE POSITTUE OR NEGATI]TE ACCORDING AS
TI{E OBSNR.VTD VAIUE IS GREATER OR tESS TIIAN THE MOI']TTí[.}; MEAI{

























































THE DEPAXTURN FROM TTTE MONIITILY MEANS OF SMOOTTIED DAITY
OBSERVATIONS OT' OZO}G COIVIENI, I{EIGHT OF TTIE IR,OPOPAUSE
AND TTTE 1ÍIICKNESS OF TTM 5OO-JOOÌIB LAYER. TTTE DIF.ECTIONS
OF 1TIE DEPARTURES OF TTM IAST TWO VÁRIABLES ARE REVERSED
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that there was a seasonal variation for correlati-ons of this type,
the cornel-ation coeffícient being small- in ¡nid--winter ar¡d. highest
d.uring Àpril and. May. Ohring and. Muench (1960) however, in a
sinilar t¡rpe of investigation obtained- no signs of a d-efinite
seasonal variation of ozone correlation coefficients" although thene
were indications of a latituåinal variation with a naxi-mun at 5Ootl.
Reetl has investigateô theonetically. d.ay-to-day ozorLe variations
and. their corælations with meteorologi-cal parameters, ar:d has found.
that the observed variations can be explained. by consid-eri-ng the
high-Ieve1 pressure t-roughs and. rid.ges i-n the atmosphere. He,
moreover, was able to ca1culate thøt a maximum ozone change of only
about 0.04 cm STP can be expected. to result from verticaf air
motions, this being madle up of a positive d.eviation of O.O2+ cm STP
clue to subsid-ence and a negative d.eviation of O.O17 cm SIP due to
clivergence. As a result of these cal-cul-ations Reed concluded- that
vertical- motions in the atmosphene can account for, at the nost,
one-third. of the obse:r¡ed ozone changes, the remair¡d-er must be
attributed. to ad.vecti-on. Thus to a large extent the relationship
between ozone ancl weather variations is now und.erstood..
A point that may be mentioned in passi-ng is the large increase in
ozorÊ reported. by Dobson et al . (lg+6) d.uring a thr¡¡d.erstorm.
Vassy (lgSl) nas stud.ied. the ozone increase which occurs at ground.
leve1 in relation to thunderstonns and. cl-aims that the electric
potential grad.ient insid.e the thundercloud can be assumed to be
responsibl-e for the incr"ease. Since the f ormation of ozone by
this process is confined. to the troposphene arry ozone fo:med. in
this way would. have only a l-ocal effect.
1;4 The relationshi-p of atmospheric ozone arrd. sol-ar activity
As is well known the sun is not a quiescent raôi-ator but under-
goes an approximate 11 year cycle in which its activity varies
gr"eat1y. The pxtent of ttris activity is norrnally neasured. at the
earbhrs surface by means of the relative sunspot m¡mber or the-earthrs geomagnetic ind-ex. Since solar raðiation is responsible
for the fornation of ozone it might be thought that variations
coul-cl be observed in the atmospheric ozone content which could- be
r^el-ated- to sofar disturbances. Many attempts have been made using
statistical method-s to d-iscover if such an effect is pnesent, but
as Craig 0g¡O) has emphasized., any d-irect ozone variations due to
sol-ar effects must take place above 35Ifr, and. they ane not refl-ected.
d.irectly by variations in the total- ozorTe, amount. Ahned- and. Halin
(lg6l) report that there is little coirelation between the earthrs
geomagnetic activi-ty and. changes in the total- ozone amount. They
also found- that the correl-ation coefficient between total- ozone ancl
the sunspot number was not significant, in agreement with the find.-
ings of Gotz ( 1911) who gives a corrrelation coefficient of O.O1 .
Ahmed. and. Hal-im, however, state that possibÌe changes in the extra-
terrestrial- calibration constant of the obserrring instmment, the
Dobson spectrophotometer, coufd. hid.e any possible changes.
0n the other hand. Yfillett ( 1962) cl-aims to have f ound. a highly
significant negative comel-ation between the relative sunspot number
ancl the worldwicle average of total- ozone. His results have been
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challengecl by lonclon a¡rd. IÌaurvitz (llØ) who claim that they could
have arisen f¡¡om the use of biased. d.ata. Further tloubt has been
raised by Dobson ancl Nsrmand. (geZ) who point out that instn-¡mental
errors coulcl have been nesponsible for lÍi1lêttrs r:esul-ts.
A d.iffe:rent t¡pe of investigation has been carrieËL out by
Kul-ka:rei (llØ)'who founcl that within ahout 24 hours of a severe
geonagndtic tlisturbance the total ozone anount ilecr"eased in the
rregion of 5Oo - 6591{ and. increased south of about 509N, resulting
i-a a marketl d.znp i-n the l¿,titurri nal oøotÞ g::aùient in this region.
Within tso or three clays of the stom the latitud.i¡a-I gratlient hacl
neturned. to no:m¡il. Kufkarrri suggests that a :¡ed-istributisn of
ozone must oocur cluring a nagnetic sto:m but no d.ir"ect proof is
.avail-abIe of course as to how such a red.istributi-on occurs. If
Kulkarnirs fintlings aæ proved to be statistical-ly significant
then a¡r inportant eliscovery will- have been nade, as this prrcvíd.es
òirect proof that variations in.the Su¡ts raËLiation have resuJ-ti-ng
ef,fects on the atnospheric circulation. It nust nevertheless be
emphasize¿t that no significant cornelation exists betv¿een the
total- ozone a.nount anËl solar activity.
1,5 Íhe bie¡rnial variation of ozone
An unusual t¡pe of variation for the atmospher.e has been
obse:recl in recent years in the tropics and. sub-tropics. ÎÌris iS
the biennial variatj-on of ozone, wtt-ich was first reported. by Fu:rk
a¡cl Gernl¡an Olez¡ for ozone stations at Brisbane (27oS) ana
Aspenclele (¡a"S) in Australia. They found. a variation in the
total ozone nontlr-ly nearrs which in ad.ùition to the nomal seasonel
cyele showed. a varj-ation from year to year in the overal-l naxinum
ancl nini-nr:m. A nore extensive series of measure¡nents has
biennial oscill¿tion cou1d. be d.etected as far norbh as Rome (4zou),
as illustrÈted. in figr:re 8. As Ra¡rar:athan pointecl out years of
high ozone and.1ow azone occur sinul-taneously for both herúspheres
if al-l-owance is nacle for the phase ùifference in the seasons. At
the equator, as repæsented by l(otliakanal 1OoN, the ozone variation
is of the opposite phase to that of the higher latitucles.
In adôition to ozone variations a now well substantiated., Ebdon
?gA), need. ard Rogers (1962), stratospheric wind cycle in ttre
equatorial r,egions of approximately two ¡irears has also been found-.
It is natur:al- to end.eavour to relate these ozone and. wind- variations
and. Rananathan (1 963) lnas advanced tJle following surprisingly
sinple h¡4rothesi-s. Easterly winds in the equatorial- stratospherre,
owing to their tendency to conserrre angular momentum, produce slow
descent of ozone from above which wi-ll wa:n up the lower equatorial
stratosphene and. change the stratospheric wind.s to westerly. This
l-eatLs to an u¡ward. movement, outward fl-ow of air to hi-gher lati-
tutles, a loss of ozone and. subsequent cooling and- re-establishnent
of equatorial- easterly wind.s.
À further expS.anation of the bie,n¡ri-al- wind. oscil-lation has been
advancecl by Stal-ey (19Ø). He suggests that this cycle resul-ts
from a fluctuation of sofar rad.iati.on with a period- of abaut 26
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füard. (1 962) " Ozone is presumed- to be the most likely absolÐer,
and the heat absorbed. arounil 35 to 4Oklnis assumed- to propagate
d-otvnward.s. Staley however does not d.irectly rel-ate the biennial-
cycles of ozone and- wind- as Ramarrathan d.id., and- his explanation
does not appear to explain the facts as readil-y as Ramanathanrs
h¡rpothesis. Mone d.ata and more d-eta-iled calcul-ations ar€ needed
to verify these i-d.eas however.
1.6 Azone and radiation
In spite of the wealth of infornnti-on which has been revealed-
on atmospheric motions by the stud.y of total ozone variations, the
major geophysical interest j-n ozone arises from the effects of its
absorption of raùiation. Ozone has a very strong abso4ption
spectrum in the near ultraviolet with a maximum at 255Oi and. a
rather weak absorption spectrum in the visibl-e (these absorlption
-spectra wil-l- be discussed again in more d.etail- in Chapter 3)"
Further absorption bands l-ie in the near infrargd- at 4.7tt,9.6p
and 14.1 tt. TLre spectral cut-off at about 29OOA which occurs in
the sol-ar rad-iation received at ground. Ievel- is due to ozone
absorption in the atmosphere, ancl in fact without the protection of
the ozone 1a¡rer it seems unlikely that life in its present form
coul-d. exist on this planet, because of the dangerous effects of the
sunts ultraviolet rad.j-ation. the absorption of sol-ar radiation
in the ozonosphere results in the d.egrad.ation of raùiative energy
to heat energy via the chemicaf reactions which take place in the
photochemicaf reaction schene of ozone. It is the absorption of
solar ultraviolet radiation by ozorre which is responsible for the
temperature rise in the stratosphere shown in figure !, where,
accordlng to the ARDC 1959 mod-el atmosphere, a maximum temperature
of 283"K occurs at ttre stratopause, which is appnrximately the same
as that at ground- level-. ^Llthough the maximum ozone absorption is
at about JOkn, in'the region of the ozorLe maximum-, the temperature
peak occurs at about 50h. this is because the temperature rise
produced is proportional- to the ratio of the absorbed- enerry and
the atmospheric d.ensity, and. this ratio is greatest at about 5010
since density fal-l-s with height. Gowan (lg+1") has confirmed.
theoretically that ozone absorption can account for the obsen¡ed
temperature maximum at the stratopause by using an elementary model
which assumes that radiative equilibrium exists. He obtained-
tempe::atures of the ord.er of 400"K at 5OIcn, wh-ich are much too
large, but these can be accounted. for by the use of a more realistic
model. Al-so he showed, Gowan (19+7b), ttat the temperature maximum
at 5Olcn persists throughout the night, as is now wel-I known.
Several calculations, of which those by Murgatroyd and, Goody
(tgfA) are the most frequently quoted, have been mad-e of the
temperature changes which result from absorption of sol-ar rad.iation
in the ozonosphere. îhe net temperature changes per day at
vari-ous heights as a function of latitud-e are given in figure 10
according to Murgatroyd. and Singleton ?gel). The heating is due
almost entirely to ozone absorption in this region, except near
80lanwhere absorption by molecular oxygen becomes important, the
long wavelength radj-ative cooling is by ozone and. carbon d-ioxid.e,
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water vapour being r:ni-nportant at these altitutles. Plass (195&.,
1956b) has calcul-atecl the heat loss clue io ozone and carbon d.ioiiôe
raðlation in the atnospheræ. Although the resulting tenpe::ature
cha.nges aæ quite sna1l l[urgatro¡rô ancl Singleton found tåat they
wene sufficient to give rise ts neri&ional circulatj-ons of a signi-
fioant order. The effect of latituclinel and. seasonal changes on
tbe tempe::atune rises clue to ozone absorption of solar ratliation
tias been calculatetl by Press¡r¿r1 çllSÐ, who fourd. that strong
tènperrature changes wäre to be eipectecl. Johnson çllSl) calculatecl
the tliurnal tenperature change in the ozonospheæ fron ozone
absorption taking clata rnea¡urecl from a recket ffight.ancl for¡¡d. that
the na:cÍ-nr:n chanãe was !"3oK a+ 48h. Ttri-s tenperature change is
qrritã 
"nrerar*atie 
but gutfer ancl Sna1l (1163) trave clainecl th¿t
cliunral heeting of the ozonosphene rnust be æsponsible for the
cliurnal , serni-diurnal etc. pæssure oscillatÍonrs measu:recl at the
earthts gurface.
Àlt*rough most of the ozone absorption in the stratosphere is of
solar ult:::aviol-et racliation, at the ]ower Ievels acljacent to the
tnopopause absozption of terrestrial infrarecl racliation is con-
si¿leæct to be importarrt. Estinates of the anount of such r^acliation
absorbecl by ozorÃ have been natle by Dobson et aI. (lltú), who-
for:r¡cl that nost of the energy enittetl fron tåe earth between 9 ancl
1O¡l is absoribecl in the lower stratospheæ. Ttrey relateËL this
absorption by ozoræ antl its annr¡¿l vari¿tion to the anranal vari-
ation of the temperrature j-n the lower strratospheze, which is
reprodl¡ceô iq. figure 11 together with corz"esponclíng terperatures
in the troposphere. Ihey consiclen that the tropospheric tenpen-
atuhes inclicate that the lower troposphe:æ is heatetl fron the
earthrs surface, because of the tenperature 1ag about the tine of
the solstice, ar¡] that the upper troposphere is heated frcn t'he
lower because of the respective tenperature Iags. Since the
ngxj-mr¡m ternperature in the lower stratosphene occurs at the tine of
the solstice they reasonecl that the an¡rual variati-on of ozone
coupled. with clirect absorption of terrestrial racliatj-on woul-tl
o*"üft in just this t¡pe of tenperature variafion, as if it were
heatetL fron the tropospher:e a temperature lag would. be appanent.
The picture they poe""ttt is ar¡ ovèrsi.Flifiõation and Goody (lgS+)
states that in order to get the co:rect phase relations it is
necessaly to consider cli:¡ect absorption.of solar radiation by ozone
also at these heights. Dobson et aI. (lgtS) went on to generalize
their prenise to ex¡llain the an:s:41 ar¡d. latitud-inal varj¿tions of
the height of the tropopause in te:ms of ozone absorption of
terrestrial ir¡franed. racliation. .Llthough their resufts aæ only
qualitative a^ncl onittecl absorption by water vapoui and carbon_
clioxid-e, ard. also neglected. corrvective notions in the troposphere,
they pnobably ane correct in the ove::aIl. trerds arrl they d-o serre-
to ittustrate the i-rnportance of ozone to the rattiatj-on balance of
the l-ower atnospher^e.
Efforts have been made from tine to tj-ne to fintl a connecting
l-ink between afuospheric variations in the stratospheræ ancl tropo-
spheæ, as such a con¡ection night neveal that stratospheric
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could. lead- to a better understanðing of d¡mamic processes in the
atmosphere. It is possible that ozorLe rnight be important in this
respect and. also that ozone night provid.e a means by which the sun
can influence our weather, although attenpts to find. any such
effect have fai-led. to d-ate (T[exler, 1950). The interest in solar
activity ancl ozone variations ðiscussed prerriousl¡r arises to a
Iarge extent from the possibility that such activity might affect
our weather. }zone seems to provide the nost suitabl-e means by
which solar variations can be transnitted- into the atmospheric
circulation system because of the way ozone is i-nextricably related-
to the atnosphere. It is possible that some sf the atmospheric
changes which ane reflected- by ozone variations are, if not actually
initiated-, at least require ozone for: their mainter:ance. thus the
l-atitud.inal and. seasonal ozone d.istribution arises from atmospheric
circulations which can be rel-ated- back to absorltion of solar
raùiation by ozone in the first instance, as demonstrated. by
Murgatroyd- and- Singleton (116l). A similar effect nay occur with
the biennia] variations ùiscussed in Fèction 1.5 if the explanation
advanced by Ra.nanathan (1963) is correct. Again, the ex¡rlanation
given by Dobson et al-. (19M) of the seasona] and. Iatituùinal-
var.iations ûiscussed. in this section although superficiat i-nd.icates
that the lower height of the tropopause in high latitud.es, which
permits the accumulation of large ozorle a.mounts, nay in fact be
largely due to the presence of the ozone itself. Hence, it appears
Linat ozone has a peculiarity in that it nay be responsible for
na^ny of the atmospheric effects whose consequences result in ozone
variations. In the future the possibility of cl-imate control uia
the ad.justrnent of the atmospherers ozone d.istribution will
und-oubted.ly receive serious attention.
I "7 Ozone and- the airglow
It d.oes not generally seen to be appreciated. that most of air-
glow luninosity arising in the atmosphere results from reactions
i-nvolving ozorÊ in some way. Thus the most intense source of air-
glow in the night sþ arises from rad.iation emitted. by vibratiorrally
excitecl hyd.roxyl rad.icals in the grounð electronic state. these
raèicals are fônned accorÈing to Bates and. Nicol-et (t950) by the
following reaction 
rF
H+0u + 0H *8,
The raôiation emitted. by the excited. rad.ical as it retun:s to its
normal state, Ð" = 0u extend.s from the visible to the far infrared.
rnegion of the spectn:m and gives rise to an estinated- airglow
intensity of 45OOkR (Charnbertain 1961).
The above reaction has been challenged. by Krassovsky (t g¡5) 'wtro




lhe 0, presr:.nably, bei-ng fo:mecl b
0 + 0. - Of, + 0, (see ChaPter 6)
In each case the cycle is completetl via
0H+0+0r+H
Krassovsky !,s æaction schene has in turn been æputed. in some _ _
cletail by Bates antl Moiseiwitsch (1?2ç) ancl.he has l:ecently notli-
fieô hii original suggestions, as will be ttiscusseê in more cletail
in chapter 2. rt appears however that, ozone is und.oubtettly
invotvãdl in the procluction of the hydro:4yl airglow'-='it ái"ã """r"-Iik"Iy 
tbat at reait part of the intensity of the
gen can be attributetl to ozorte"
e transition between an electron-
the grourrcl state of o:ryge¡t
o.( tE ) +hu
The (0,0) band. of this forbiclclen system is situated at 76tgi'tut
is not obse:rred at theosuxface because of atnospheric absorltion,
the (0.1) bancl at 8645i is however observed' (Chanberlain 1961)'
ffi à;äátlo"-oF-trtiÅ-u""a system can resuft either ôirectly frou
the clissociation of ozone f or wavel-engths berow 2670ß' or inùirectly
by reaction of molecufar o4¡¡gen wi
orrygen, see ChaPtet 6. Ihe latte
frour the ôissociation of ozone be1
Ihe fo1lowÍng':paction is presumed
o(to) + or(3r*) - or(1r!) + o('P)
The formation of the Infrared. Atnospheric band- system of oxygen
has been discussed in some d.etail by vallance Jones and- Gattinger




not observa,ble at the surface
. Val-Iance Jones and- Gattinger






o('o) * or(trr) + or(ta*) + o(3r)
They were able to ex¡rlain the twiligþt variation of this band- system
fairly satisfactorily w-ith the compì-ete reaction scheme which they
consid.ered..
tr'inally it may be mentisned. that Ballif and. Venkateswaran (lg6*)
have shown that the nightglow enitted. by sod.ium may be due to
reactions involving ozone, although at the present tine they d.o not
exclud.e the possibility of atornic hyd.rogen being mor.e important than
ozone in th-is reaction scheme.
1"8 Method.s of measuring atnospheric ozone
Because of its convenient absorption spectn-rm the most wid.ely
used. way of d.etermining ozorLe amounts has been based on measuring
the intensity of radiation of known initial strength after itbs
traversal through a layer of ozone. îhis nethod. has been selected-
for the Dobson spect:rophotometer, Eobson (1957), which is the
stand.ard. measuring instnment used throughout the world. for total
ozone clete¡nir¡ations. This instmment uses a monochromator to 
oisolate two wavelengths of $rtterest, one being centned. al^ound- 11004
and. the other at about 33AO!-. The intensit¡r of the rad.iation reach-
ing the earthrs surfgce at 31008.:-s quite highly absorbed. by ozone
whereas that at 33OOA is only very weakly absorbed., hence the
intensity of these two wavelengths is quite d.iffeænt. the
rad.iation of the two wavelengths, after traversing a second. mono-
chromator to recluce effects due to scattered Iight, is then al-lowed.
to fall alternately on to a photomultiplier. The intensity of the
stror:ger bea¡n is reduced by neans of a calibrated. optical wed.ge until-
the photomultiplier ird-icates that the two beams are of equal inten-
sity. The positioa of the wed.ge is noted., as is the time of the
obse::rration, and- the total ozone annount, x, is calculated. from the
following fo:mula
I, T
1oe --l- = r"s # - (o., -ør)ux - (Fr-pz)n - (ô,-ôr)secZ" r, --o rrro
whene subscripts 1 and 2 refer t o the short and. long wavelengths
respectively, a, p and. ô being the coefficients of ozone absorption,
Rayleigh scattering ancl particulate scattering respectively. þt M
and. Z are very nearly identical and al-low for the variation of the
atmospheric pathlength with zenith angIe. I is intensity of the
rraùiation at the earthrs surface and. 16 that outsid.e the earthts
atmosphene. The optical wed.ge read.ing on the spectrophotometer is




supplied with each instruEent. Various pairs of wavelengths can be
selected- on the.'.instn¡ment and. in practice the A and. D pairs ane
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used. in the ildiffel€nce nethodrt, I)obson çllSl), in orcler to
el-ininate effects of particulate scattering. 0bservations ane
no:maIly made on the ôirect sun, if possible, when an ozone measure-
ment is being roacle, alternativefy observations can be nade on the
zenith sþ or cfoud although a small- coræction must be nad'e in
these casãs. Because of the various precautions taken in the
d-esign of the instnrnent and. the method. of obsewation the accuraoy
of total- ozone neasurenents is quoted' as 4.
the Dobson spectrophotometer cán also be used to prcvid.e a cruðe
vertical- ozone clistribution, the clata in figure J beir¡g obtained in
this way, by what is known as the unkehr or inversion effect.
obsen¡ations are nade on ttre zenith slry with a single wavelength
pair for a ra¡ge of solar zenith angles, z, as the sun is rising or-falling, 
and. ii is found. that if Z^is plotted against N then a turn-
ing point is reacheô at absut 86.50. This variation can be
exifäinea in te:ms of the retative inportance of absorption ancl
""ätt"titg 
on the two wavelengths of interest, antl the shape of the
umkehr cuITe is nelated- to the verticaf ozolne ùistribution in the
atmosphene. Ihe ozone pr"ofile obtained. from the umkehr effect is
not pärticuì-arly aecurate especiall-y at the lower levels, and. is
generally ar:alyÀetl to give a rrbfockrr d.istribution for ! layers each
6mtfr:_"k betwãen O and. 54kn" Because of the lack of any other
suitable nethotl it has neverbheless provicleÉL most of our info::nation
on the verbical il.istribution of ozone in ttre atmospheæ.
In ord.er to obtain more d.etaifetl ozone profiÌes, and to avoiËl the
use of the cunbersome unkehr nethod, a large effort is at the present
ti,ne being d.evoted. to the developnent of a cheap, efficient means of
nea$lring ozone concentrations fronbal-Ioons using ozone soncles'
fhese ozén" sondes are no::maIly stard.ard metesrological rad'io
sordes in which orre of the record.ing clrannels transnits ozone data
from an ozone sensor attached- to the ball-oon.
The nost wiclely used. ozone sond.e at the nonent is the 'rbubblerrl
nethod- tlevised. b/Arewei and- Mil-fotd (1960). .This nethod makes
use of the fo]l-owing r:eaction
2Kf + HrO + 0. '' 2K0H + l, + O,
Now if electrodes al€ imrersed in the sol-ution and a snall voltage
is naintained. between them then a curnent will- flow, since at the
cathod.e the free ioùine is reduced- to iod-ide
I"+2e + 2I-
and- at the anode iocline is refo:med
2I -2e -à r"
the ioùine ræforued- at the anocle is removeô fron soluti-on by
making the anode of sifver in which case sifver iod-ide, a.gl, is
fo:med. whiclr is effectively insoluble in this solution.
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fn the ozar:re sonclie air is punpeil through the sol-utj-on, which has
a volume of only a few c.c.'s, and. the resulting current i¡ irefe-netered to the receivirg station.
A variant of this type of sond.e has been d.eviseô by Regener (1959)
who' nakes use of a ùitratisa nethod of d.etermining the a.mount of
iod-ine present in the solution, based. on the reaction of iod.ine with
sodium thiosqlphate, NgrSrO., This method. does not give the fine
stnrcture of the ozone,profile that is obtainecl with the Brewer
nethod..
Paetzold and Kulcke (lg¡l) have developecl an optical ozone sorde
which effectively nakes use of the sa¡ne principle as is used. in the
Dobson spectrophotoneter. o the wavelength regions of interest, intheir case several- hund.reil A wicle in the region of the Huggins
absorption band.s of ozone, a¡e d.efined. by means of optical filters,
the intensity of the nad.iation passing through the fitter being
measureè by a phototube a¡rd transnitted. to the ground.. Thismethod.
of course d.oes.not measure the local- ozone concentration as in the
Brewer sond.e but the amou:nt of ozone between the sond.e and. the sun
at vafioui treights. Hèaqe.,nost of the ËLetail in the ozone d.istri-
bution cännot be obtainecL.
Itany other t¡rpes of ozone soncle aI€ presently und.er development
of which the chemi-luminescent t¡rpe d.escribed. by Kroening and. Ney
?gez) seems one of the nost attractive. Various other means of
neasuri-ng ozone concentrations ranging fron the use of Kr¡rpton 85
clathrates to d.ete:mine the heat rreleased. in the æaction of ozorrc
with Hopcalite have been proposed., but no sond.e prod.uced- to date
appears to have for¡¡d. universal acceptance for various technical
reasons.
The ozone profile in.ttre atnosphere has of course been measured-
from rockets, the first such measurement being macle by Joh¡son et aI.
(lg}l). They used. a spectrograph to obtain a solar spectn:m and
recorded. the variation in intensity of the incid.ent rad.iation with
height on film. Sinpler nethod.s are now under development by the
British Meteorological Offj.ce and- Adelaide University. The former
have desigræd. a spectrometer, which requires the rocket to roll in
order to obtain the Ëlesired. spectral range, the intensity of the
raôiation being measu¡¡ed. rrith a photomultiplier. They have also
used. photocells, which is the method chosen by Ad.elaid.e University,
ín which the nequired. spectral range is obtained by means of
j-nterference filters. 'By selecting d.ifferent filters varying
height ranges can be erplo:red..
Ozone measurements have been reported. from satell-ite observations
by Rawcliffe et aI. (gel)r and. further results shoul-d. be forbh-
coming from the Iß-2 satellite. the satellites normally wiII only
neasure ozone above about lúlowith the spectrometer method.s used.
to date, but it is i-n tbe region from 40 to 90kn that such measure-
nents are most lacking. Satellite neasur€ments will und.oubted.ly
provid.e much ozone clata in the future.
_ 1+_
CHAHTER 2
T¡IE PHOIOC}IEMISIRY OF THE ATMOSPHME
2.1 The linitations a¡rd uses of photochenical calculations
the subsequent d.iscussion wil-I be linited. to the neutral- atmo;
,spherrp" that is an atmosphene in wkrich it is assumed that chargetl
particles, either ions or electrons, are absent. In ad.d-ition, {
partially because of this assumpti-on, the discussi-on will be alrtosü
entirely restricted. to l-evels below 100h. OnJ-y the D layer is
present in thls aftitudle rar¡ge at a height of about 8olo, the naxi-
mum electron densì-ty being about 103 cr-3:. ard. reactions involving
charged. parti-cles can be oraitted. without incurring any noticeable
error in the case of ozone. This is not necessarily tn-re for other
gases. Since the D layer is thought to consist nomally of ionized.
nitric oxid.e t &ny account of the photochenistry of ttris gas shouJ-cl
incl-ude the effects.of charged. particles in the atnosphere. the
na.:cimum height considered. of 100lcl is also convenient, as up to
about this height the atmosphere is well mixed and- therefore 21/o by
volune of air can be taken to be molecular o4rgen. A further
restriction which is far from realistic for the actual atrnosphene is
that the model- atmosphene assumed is consid.ered. to be at rest and.
hence no account is taken of ùiffusion, tr.rbulence and wind.s.
In view of these restrictions it is as weII to consid-er the value
of photochenical cal-culations and. their rrelevance to actual- cond.i-
tions in the atmosphere. Photochemical calcufations aæ of internest,
even subject to the above li¡oitations, as they prorid.e a quantitative
check of any reaction scherne or mechanisn by which the presence of
atmospheric constituents nay be explained., and. ther¡efore have an
intrinsic interest of their own. Also a well developed. theory,
backed. by good. laboratory d.ata nequired. for the various terrrs in the
photochernical eguations, when cornpa:red w'ith expefrnental measurements
permits a stucly to be made sf the influence of afuospheric effects,
such as circulation processes, on the d.istribution of the gases under
considerration. In ad.tlition a goocl theoretical knowled.ge of photo-
chemical- processes in the atnosphere aid.s aralysis of any relevant
ex¡lerimental- d.ata and. should- give a cfeazer interpretation of' the
results. Once the theory is established. it can then be applied. to
regions and. conilitions not¡ amenabtre to experimental stud.ies anil, as
with any worthwh-il-e theory, it should. be capable of preùicting other
effects thus Lead.ing the experimental work into new avenues and.
expand.ing our knowled.ge of the atnosphere.
2"2 The oxygen atmosphene
A further restrietion oþ rnod.el atrnospheres, which is al-nost
ínvariabl-y applied. in photochenical ozone calculations, is to assume
that onJ-y reactions involving oqrgen need. be considered., thus
implying that no other gases react chemical-ly with oxygen. This
restriction is not as severe as it sounds and. seems quite justified.
up to a height of about 60kn, moreover, it gr"eatly si4plifies the
reaction scheme and. the photochenicaf caLculations. Aþove 60hr
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reactions involving atoroic ni-trogen and. hyd-rogen antl their various
oxides starb to beãome inportant and. result in lower ozone and
atonic oxygen concentrations than those pred-icted. for an oxy8en'
atnospher^e. N"-t"rthel-essr' even above 60h an oxygen atrnosphere
gives a good. first approximation and. is therefore of considerable
ialue, especially wnãã extending calculations from an oxygen atmo-
sohere to a more realistic atmosphene. Again, since only a frac-
;il;-& t% of the total ozone amõunt is above 6olmth-is limitation
is of no gæat irnporbance as far as meteorological and. nany geo-
physical requirenents ane concernecl.
The photóchernical- fomatÍon of ozotle in the atrnosphere nesults
fron thê clissociation of molecular oxygen by solar ultra-violet
:ndiation. The atomic orylen formed is then able to combi-ne with
a- molecule of oxygen in thê pr"esence of a third body to f orm a
mofecule of ozone. The reactions arre
o
Lr+hv + O+0 forÀ<2+2'Ã R1
and' u2 - -u B20+Or+M s O.+l[
o
The wavelength linit of 21P)Ã is set by the dissociation energy of
the o:cygen mol-ecule. In the three body reaction the third- bod'y,
M, is ,æ"essary to satisfy energy and momentum requirements' kr '
beÍng the rate constant for the reaction'
Tñe fonnation of ozone in the atmosphere by neans sf the above
reaction occurs theoretically ira the altitude rar:ge 10 to 100kn.,
the naxinr:m concentration being at about 25kn. The upper altitutLe
l-init results fron the atnosphãric pressu?e being so low that a
three body interaction becones extrernely Ï€;re'' ancl the foræ.tion of
ozone is thereforæ negligible. The lower linit follows frorn the
complete absorption oi "ótrr 
rrad.iation of the æquisite wavelengths
for reaction R1.
The ùissociation of ozone by solar r¡aàiation
0.+hu + 0+0,
ô
for À < 11 8O0A R3
can occur at aII altitud.es at which ozone exists, since rad-iation
of .wavelengths gr"eatêr than about IOOOÃ reaches the ground. Øzone
ean also be tlestrrcyed w reaction with atomic oxygen to reform
mslecul-ar ol Ygen
ko
0 + 0. -' 202 Rl+
Above about 6Otn the necombination of atonic oxygen by neans of




Below 6Ol¡n tfre atomic olygen concentration is so l-ow that R5 can
be safely neglected.; if this reaction is also ræglected_ for the
higher altitud-es a larger ozone concentration is obtained- than that
given when Rl i-s consj-dezed.
The above five reactions are those normally consi-d.ered- in photo-
chemical ozone calculations, anil, d-espite the simpticity of the
reaction scheme, realisti-c ozone ard- atomic olrygen profiles can be
obtained. over most of the height range. It will be seen from
these reactions that ozone is continually being formed- and. d.estroyed-
and. hence a balance must occur at any given height which gives the
resul-tant ozotle concentration. The rate of change with time of the
ozo!7e and. atomic oxygen concentratj-ons can be shown by considering
reactions R1 to R5 to be
d[ 03]
d.t
k, Io][or][u] - kolo][03] - ørl.[orJ 8,1
d[ 0]
d_t
h"e,"lo,") + dõq3[or] - krlolIor][M]
- kolo][03] - Zku[o]'[u] E2
The bracketed. quantities æprcsent the concentration of the gas con-
si-d.ered. per unit vol-ume. dzt g, &rrd a"t g. are the absorption
coefficients and. the nurnber of quanta of rad.j_ation absorbed. by
oxygen anil ozone respectiveJ-y. It is inrplicit in the above two
equations that each quantum of rad.iation absorbed. d.issociates a
mole cule .
If we assume equilibrium exists, i.e. that the net rate of change
inEl arÊ,82 is zero, then solving for [0.] we obtain a cubic.
I o.] -:] to.1'[o, q2k24 lo2f - a.e.krk4[or][M]'Id,o3'3
- o!r'"tuIuJ I ou] hr\rkrko Lor]'Iu]
*dz9zu7lo"l'trl'-o E3
If the term representing R5 is neglected. a much simpler, quad.ratic
expnession for [ 0.] is obtained.
ko
toJ =É.[0,][u] ,å E4
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For reasons explairæd. previously this equation is val-itl befow about
6019, as R5 can be ræg1ected. becar:se of the l-ow atonic o¡qfgen con-
centration.
Using either of the above two equations the photochemicaf ozone
clistribution in the atnosphere ca¡r be calcuLated'.
Since this thesis is çoncerned so1ely with the photochemistry of
an orygen atnosphere it is convenient to outfine .the work of the
thesis hene. Tþis work is presented. in ttre four succeecling chapters
which to a large extent are self csntained, and r"epnesent the
chronological- d.evelopnent of the investigations carriecl out for the
thesis.
In Chapter J the basis is set for the subsequent work in that the
intensity of the incid.ent solar radi.ation, the absorption coeffi-
cients of mol-ecular orygen and. ozone and. the rate constants for the
various r^eactions are tabulated. and. discussed. Equilibrium calcu-
lations are presenteil for the d.ifferrent possible sets of data and-
the effects of the changes oÌt the photochemical- oáone profile in the
atnosphere a:re il-l-ustratecl. Qther effects investigated aæ
variations in the solar zenitln angle, atrnospheric tempelature and-
possible errors in the ozone reaction scheme. The results are
lh.n corpaæcl with previous photochenicaf calculations and. also with
experi-nenta] ozone ProfiJ-es.
The stipulation that photochenical equilibrium is attained- in
the atnospñere is investigated' in chapter /+, inwhich the d'iurnal-
photochenical variation of ozone ard. atonic oxygen are dete:mined-
by integrating the relevant clifferential equations ,over a 24 hour
pêrioa. New æsults ane pæsented. for the variations sf these Sases
in the nesosphene.
In Chapter 5 the nr:merical method.s d.eveloped. in chapter 4 are
applied. tã investigate the changes which occur in the ozonosphere as
a nesul-t of an eclipse of ttre sun, a study never previously
attenpted.
Finally in.Chapter 6 the conplete ozot:re reaction scheme for an
oxygen atnosphere is reinvestigated. in view of rrew laboratory tlata,
and. a nevision of the photochemical qzone theory is suggested'. This
revision is required. to bring otherwise completely unrealistic
ozor9 profiles into agneenent with experimental ozone profiles, and'
inciclentally results in better agreement in the nid.d.le altitucle
range.
2.3 ttie aitrrcgen - orygen atnosphere
Ilhen accor¡nt is talcen of r^eactions between nitnogen and o4ygen
in photochenical cal-culations it.is necessary to consicler a much
lar{er neaction scheme. Bates çllSÐ has discussed. the reactions
or nilrogen and its oxid-es in sone d.etail- and. l-ists over 20
possible reactions, luckily all of these reactions aæ not important
in the atnosphene because of 1ow concentration'or very slow reaction
rates. However, a major problern which exj-sts with the nitrogen
atnospher"e is the difficulty of calculating precisely the atomic
nitrogen concentration i-n the atnosphere. Nitrogen cloes not have
a strong d.issociation cor¡tinuum in the spectral range where the
sunrs racliation is intense and atonic nitrogen is producetl by
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ind.irect procedures" By far the most imporbant of theSe is d.is-
sociative recombination of ionised. nitrogen.
+
N +e -' N+N
2
which is expected. to be an efficient mechanism in the tr' layer. This
atomic nitrogen coufd be transported. from the source region to l-ower
Iayers accord.ing to Bates (1954) because of its long recombination
time. Nicolet çlW+) considers that about 1O3N atoms cm-3 sec-1
coul-d be produced as low as 1'10kmby X-ray ionization followed- by
the above reaction" Nicolet al-so d.iscussei the rate of atomic
n-itrogen formation in some d-etail and- showed- that d-iffusion was
very impor4.,ant in d.eterrnining the concentration attained. at high
altitud.es" Below lOOkn mi-xing is expected- to be more important
than d.iffusion as the time of d-iffusion is of the ord.er of one month.
A furbher sollrce of atomic nitrogen is tha pred.issociation
mechanism whi-ch was observed by Herzbe"S 3ad Herzberg 
(tgæ) to
occur in the wavelengths region 12OO-125OA. Since radiation at
these wavelengths, principal-ty Iryman a1pha, penetrates d.eep into the
atnosphere to about 70km the Llerzberg-Herzberg mechanism may be the
principal source of atomic nitrogen at these al-titud-es despite its
poor yield., d.epend-ing on the imporbance of atmospheric mixing. Deb
(lgSZ) has cafcul-ated. an atomic nitrogen prnfile correspond.ing to
the above two dissociation processes, but, as Nicol-et (lgSÐ points
out, because of atmospheric effects the actual pnrfi'le cannot be
expected to follow the theoretical ùistribution. Barth (1961) f,r"
stud-ied- the time varj-ation of the concentrations of various nitrogen
gases in the raùiation free time at night, and considers that the
following are the most important reactions in the night time nitro-







Barth also gives the relevant rate constants for these reactions.
His study parti-eur arly emphasi-zed the importance of N0 in the nitro-
gen - oxygen atmosphere, and. it can be seen that to a large extent
N0 acts as an intermed.iary i-n the recombi-r:ation of 0 and. N into their
mol-ecular forns. In his cal-culations Barbh assumed initial- concen-
trations of either'106 or lOeN atoms cm-3 at al-l l-evel-s and then
integrated the re1evant equations to obtaj-n the time variations.
His principal resutts of interest are that below SOkm and. above
1z}fur there was a reduction in the N concentration whi-ch in some
cases rapid.ly led to exhaustion of the N suppl-y. The N0 concen-







between 105 and. 107 mol-ecules cm-3 and. was, rather surprisingly,
i-nd.epend.ent of the initial N concentr:ation. fh?_I0r. concentration
was ãnal-t at al-l- al-titud.es. These resul-ts are i-l-lu.strated- in
figure 12. After its initial rise at sr:nset no chahge was obsen¡ed-
in the ozoÍae concentration, and- it seens unlikely that incluùing the
nitrogen reactions affected the 'ozone. This arises because ozone
or:ly ãnters this reaction scheme through its r'eactions with atomic
orgr!"t, whose concentration it controls to a large extent at night
"p to 
about 9olm. Reactions involving ozone d.Írectly such
N +0. + N0 + 02
anel
NO +0s + Nor+ 8,
have rate constants of 6 x 1O-1 3 anð' 2'x 1O-to ttt mol-ecul-es-1 se"-l
rìespectively (ffriffips and Schj-ff, 1962) an¿ tl_rerefore prrcceecl too
sl-oily, becâuse of the low concentr:ations? to bp of uruch i-nporbance'
Colnparecl with ozone relatively littte is known about the concen-
trrations, vertical- d.istributions and variations of the various fo:ms
of nitr.ogen in the atrnospher"e. In the case of N0, Bates çllS+)
quotes a figr:re of less than 0.02cm STP for its reduced thickness,
based on the l-ack of N0 absorption band.s in the telluric spectn:m
in the infrarecl. This corresponds to a vafue of 5 x 1Or 7 mofecufes
" 
-' colu-nn. Jursa et a1. (1959) fron their fail-ure to detect
absorytion by N0 in a rocket flight estimated. thãt between 63 anô-
87knthe N@ concentrationwas less than 1OB nolecules cm-s' Barbh
(tl6+) from an investigation of the N0 d.ayglow using a scanning
spectroneter mounted on a rocket as mar:aged. to detemine an approx-
imate N0 pnofile. He found. that above SJlsrthere were, 2 x 1014 N0
molecufes'cm-2 while above 125fu, this had. fafl-en to 0"15 x 1A14,
resu1-ting in a concentre.tion of 6 x 107 mol-ecules cm-3 lrom 76 to
gOlcnwhich fell to 107 mol-ecul-es cm-o at '1OOkn. These values agree
approxinately with the night time concentr'ations given by Barth
0gA) in figue 12, but it nust be remembered. that the night vafues
woul-d'be higher than the d.ay val-ues because of recombirE.tion aftet
su¡set. Bárth (lg6l) also concl-ud.ed. from his study tLrat the N aton
concentr:ation nuÈt be of the ord.er of 106 cm-3in ord.er to account
for the fai-lure to d-etect N0 ai-rglow at the surface. In the case
of N0, very littIe appears to be known about its concentration in
the atnosphere. Bates çllf+) ir:fers from theor^etical consid.erations
that its total- amou¡t is even l-ess than the O.OZcm STP of N0, in
agreement with Barth's resul-ts in figure 12.
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The photoionization of N0
+N0+hy NO + e for À < 1J00I.+
has been shown to be responsibl-e for the formation of the D layer,
the ionization being due to the absorpti-on of L,¡noan alpha rad.iation
(see d-iscussion by Nicolet and. Aikin (1960)). Although this ioniz-
ation removes N0 frpm the photochemical reaction scheme this should-
not cause any significant reduction in the effective N0 concentra-
tion, if Bartht" (lg6+) resul-ts ar"e valid., as only about 1/, of tine
N0 need-s to be ionized. to account for the D layer electron concen-
tration. îhe results of Nícolet ard. Aikin, who gave N0 concen-
trations of the ord.er of 1Oa mol-ecules/cmsr.must now be consid-ered-
incorrect in view of Barbhf s experimental- val-ues.
Ttre airgtow band-s used by Barth (116+) to d.etennine N0 concen-
trations have been stud.ied. in the laboratory by Young and. Sharpless
(%Za¡. T?rey found. that the p band.s were formed. by the reaction
N+0+M '' N0+M
the ô band.s by
N+ 0 + N0
while the y Èand-s were due to a combination of both of these reac-
tions"
Any complete theory of a nitrogen-oxygen atmosphere should- take
account of the formation of nitrous oxide, NzO, although this gas is
nomally consid-ered- separately. NrO is the most abund¿nt of the
nitrogen oxid.es with a total- amount of 2"0run STP, anil is unifonnly
d.istributed- in the atmosphene accord.ing to Rank et al- . (lg6Z).
Gotdberg (lgS+), however, consid.ers the Nr0 vertical- distribution
to be exponential. Bates and- Tfitherspoon (lgSZ) have discussed
the formation of NrO in the atmosphere and. have shown that it is
possible that it is prod.uced- by soil micro-organisms. 0n the othen
hard. Harteck and- Dond-es çlWt*) on the basis of a rather crud.e
calcul-ation cl-aim that Nr0 is formed. photochemically in the atmo-
sphere, ancl is principal-ly resident in the mesosphere. Bates and-
ïtiitherspoon ('t)12) Inve d.iscussed- the various chernical reactions
which can prod.uce NrO and. consider that only the following two,
which were those used by Harteck and. Dond-es, ane inportant
N2 + 0 + M + NrO + M
and.
N 0_ NrO + 0
Both of these reactions have high activation energies and there-
fore smal-l- rate constants, but since the concentrations of the gases
are fairly high a snall concentration of NrO shoul-d. r-esul-t. îhe
d.estruction of Nr0 results principally by d-issociation
-t+
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NrO + hv 'å N, * 0
and
NrO + hv -> N0 + N
and would. be the controlling factor in d.eteræing the Nr0 concentra-
tion in the atnospheræ. The seconcl d.issociation prccess of Nr0 is
inportant as it provid.es the only source of free nitrogen in the
atnosphere bel-ow 100kn in add.iticn to the Herzberg-Herzberg
mechanism. Doering and Mahan ?gA) 4ave studied- the d.issociation
proclucts of Nr0 at 1236,1470 arß.185Of.and have shown that there
is a probability of 1 in 5 that an N atom rather than an 0 atom wi-Il-
be ejected- by tlissociation. Although the Nr0 concentrc.tion is
expected. to be low in the mesosphere it is possible that a production
rate of free nitrogen comparable to that given by the Herzberg-
Herzberg mechanism is not unlikely, as Barth (lgøl) f,rr shown that
or:ly about 1 N atom cm-3 sec-1 is proôuced. by this mechanism in the
mesosphere and lower thermosphene.
Much none work is uncloubted.ly requined. on the nitrogen-oxygen
atmosphere in order to obtain nealistic profiles of the various
gases, and. estinates of the effects of d-iffusion and. mixing in the
atmosphene. An experimental d-etermination of the Nr0 verbical
d.istribution would be of particular interest now that N0 concentra-
tions have been determined"
Finally it nay be concfuded. that the excfusion of nitrogen
reactions in photochemical ozone calcul-ations i-n an oxygen atnospher^e
do not seem to be of great corisequence as regards the d-erived. 0 and-
03 concentrations jud.ging by Barbhrs neaction scheme given above.
2.4 T}re hydrogen-oxygen atnosphere
The najor d.ifficulty with the hyd-rogen-oxygen atmosphene (cf.
the nitrogen-oxygen atmosphene) i-s the problem of d-ete:mining
theoretically the atonic hyd.rogen concentration. Atoroic hyd.rogen
is prod.uced in the atmosphere by &issociation of mol-ecular hydrogen,
water vapour and methane and afso from the accretion of solar
protons. The fast source is of some interest antl it has been
pointecl out by d.e f\rrvilfe (t 961) tlaat sol-ar protons could be
accumulated. by the earthts atmosphere at an appreciable rate, and.
he has emphasi-zed that in geological- time the oxid-ation of atonic
hydrogen derived from these sol-ar protons i-s capable of accounting
for the present water content of this planet. The production of
water vapour in the atrnosphere by ttris process coul-d. help to e:qrlain
some of the pr^oblems of the obserr¡ed water vapour d-istribution as
discussed by Newell (llØ). The problem is af so compJ-icated. by the
upwarrd. ôiffusion and. eventual escape of atomic hyd-rogen from the
aLnosphere. Kockarts and. Nicolet (116Z) give an escape rate of
2"5 x 107 atons cn-2 sec-1 at 1OO lcn.
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Some experimental- d.ata is available on the H d.istribution in the
atmosphere from a rocket e:çeriment carried. out by Purcell and
îousey (lg6l), who found. that the totat number of H atoms between
100 and. 20ohtdoes not exceed- 1.5 x lOtz cm-Z column. Nicolet
(lg6Z) suggests from these figures that the H concentration is of
the ord.er1OB atoms cm-3 at 8!kmand. 107 atoms cm-3 at 1oo]fii
(see Kockarts and. Nicolet, 1962). Ir:forretion on the water vapour
nixing ratio in the mesosphere might help to d.etermine the H con-
centration at mesospheric levels where data is greatly 1acking.
The photochemi-stry of the hyd.rogen-oxygen atmosphere is rather
complicated. because of the many reactions which are possible. Bates
and- Ni-cofet (1!!o) present a conpnehensive l-ist of these reactions,
but again onry those neactions which ane consid.ered- to be of major
imporbance wil-I be given here. the chemical reactions are
0H+H0,'+ HrO+0,
HOr+0 * 0H+0,
Most other reactions can be eliminated- because of either l-ow rate
constants or l-ow concentrations of the parbicipants, but it must
be mentioned. that some of those omitted- from the present discussion
could- be of marginal inportance. Rate constants for most of the
above reactions have been given by l(aufman (1g64). fn ad.d.ition to



























Note, no reactions invol_ving hyd.rogen peroxid.e, Hr}z, have been
includ.ed. as it is generally consid.ez"ed (nates and. Nicolet, 1950)
to have too l-ow a concentration for it to be of importance in the
atmosphere.
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the first attempt to cal-culate verbical tlistributions for the
various hyd.rogen cãnpound.s was made by Bates arll Nicolet (t950), w?ro
d.efined- a hydrogen profiJe by assuming that the fractional- volume
concentration of aI1 h¡rrd-rogen compound-s anounted' to 2'5 x 1O-s of
that of Nr, this figure being roughly basecl on ttre specific hunlttity
of the trõposphere. They also assr:med that equilibrium existed, but
pointetl out that sufficj-ent t1-ne might not be avail-abfe during the-day for equilibriun csncentrations to be achieved. Their results
."r= Br"""ttt"d. itt figure 1J ftom which it can be seen that they over-
estinated. the H concentration obtaining values of about 5 x 1Os and
5 x lOB atoms cm-3 at 85 a¡cl lOOh respectively comparecl to 108 ancl
1O7 quoted. by Nicolef (1962). No r it has been strown by Sghif-{-
(tgeä1, 
""r"e "å"ent 
d.ata f or rate constants , thtat the ratio s Ho"/H
anô- OII/H ane approxirrately 1O-t, hence the values for the H0r11d.0H
concentrations given in figure 13 wlII al-so need revision" The
zecluction in H concentration wifl afso resu]-t in an increase i¡ the
0. and @ concentrations and- thus bring them into better agreement
wÏth those cafculatecl from a pure oxygen atnosphere. TLre presence
of H besides affecting the equilibriun 0= arrò 0 concentrations al-so
r^educes the nocturrr:r""I ozone increase in the mesosphere. Venkateswaran
(i9Ø) has produced the curves given in figgre 14 which ill-ustr"ate
the mágnitud.e of ttrese changes for various initial H concentrations.
As can be seen fron this figur"e an H concentration of 1Os atoms cm-õ
at 85krn reduces the 0. concentration fron a ttpure oxygen vafue'r of
1ø11 molecufes cm-3 to 4 x 1Os mol-ecul-es cm-3 over a 12 hout period..
ii i. apparent therefore that the excLusion of hyd-rogen reactions by
the stipulation of an oxygen atmosphene is 1ike1y to result in a
larger error than the excl-usion of nitrogen reactions'
Ãs d-i-scussed. previously in section I .7 the reaction
*
H+0u + 0H +Qz
is generall-y accepted. as being responsible for the production of the
hyd.ro>cy] airglow. Âlthough Krassrvsþ has criticisetl this reaction
"i.a 
p"ãposed various al-ternativesr.Krassovsky (19Ø)' an analysis of
thesè propositions by Schiff (geZ) has shown them to be less satis-
factory tñan the original Bates-Nicolet reaction above. The only
reactiãn proposed. by Krassovstgr drich seems likely to prod-uce vibra-
tionally excited hyd.roxyl raöicals is
H0, + 0 - 0H+ 0,
ancl Schiff has inöicatecl ttrat at the nost this reaction can produce
only one quarter of the luninosity produced. by the Bates - Nieolet
"""ãtiorr. It should- 
also be noted that l-aboratory stud.ies by
McKirrley et at-. ?gfS) have shown that the reaction of H ryith 03
pr',cd.ucei 0H rad-icals excited. up to the 9th vibrationa,l l-evel as is
ãbserved in the atmospherer. while rocket measurements of the height
















FIGURE 1J. T}IE HYDROGEN - OXYGEN ATMOSPIIERE
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r€.nge. Schiffrs analysis does not prove that the 0H airglow is
formed. entirely b¡¡ H + 0. reaction, but it seems d.ifficult to find-
a reaction scheme wtrich is even partially as effective as this
reacti-on scheme. Theoretical stud.ies of the 0H emission rate have
been nade by Ïfal1ace (116Z) and- Ballif and- Venkateswaran (1963a).
Itla.llace estimated. that the night-tine emission r^ate would. be eight
times greater than the d.ay-time emission rate for the H + 0_
neactior¡whil-e the emission d.ue tdttre H +O] r"eaction gi.rurruirt
section 1.7 woul-d. remain essential-ly unchanged. from day to night.
t¡rtle'and Hanpson (t 9&+) t:øve emphasized the importance of these
deductions by measuri-ng the OH d-ay glow intensity of the (lrO) band,
which.they found. to be similar to that of the night gIow. Hence
the possibifity arises that during the day sone unknown reaction
nay be supplementing the H + 0. reaction. Molp work is uncloubteùLy
need.ed. on the whole of the hyd.rogen - oqfge4 reacti-on scheme.
Finatly it might be nentioned. that the hyd.rogen - o:<ygen and-
nitrogen - oxygen atmospherbs cannot be teated- ind-epend.ently, as
there are frcross couplingrt reactions such as the fast reactions
H+N0+M + IINO + M
and-
H + ïlNO -> Hr+N0
which need. to be consid.ered in any complete study of the atnosphere.
A theoretical study of the combined oÐrgen - hyd-rogen - nitrogen
atnosphere has yet to be made.
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CHAPTM. J
AN rlIrrESTrGAlroN 0F T¡IE AaIoSPITERIC EQUILBRIITM
PHoToCHnIICAI 0Z0NE PRoFIIE
3.1 Introcluction
there have been nany previous jnvestigations of the photo-
chenístry of ozoîe, of which those by Craig (tg¡O), Dütsch (lgS6)
and Paetzold. ( 19fi) in particular, have shown the basic features
to be expected- for photochenj-cal- ozone d.istributions il the
atmosphere. the equations defili:eg such an ozorte clistnibution
involve parameters such as the abso4ltion coefficients of ozone
ancl nolecr,.ùar orygen, the spectral- intensity of the srrnr s raclia-
tiÖn, the atnospheric temperature d-i.stribution and. other terms.
Si¡rce the completion of thê investigations nentioned above there
has been a considerable impr.ovenent i¡ or:r lanowleclge of the d.ata
required. for photochenical ozorLe cal-culations, which, while still
far from satisfactory, is the reason that the present work was
tu¡dertaken. Despite the use of this i-nproveê d.ata no essentially
new results were expectecl, and. it was therefore d.ecid.ed- to investi-
gate the effect of varXring the parameters i-nvolved. in the photo-
chemical equations in ord.er to dete:mine ttre possible variations
in the'ozone profiJ-e d.ue to various assr:mptions nade for regions
where the d¿ta were not sufficiently quantitative. Ihis analysis
woulcl d.efi.ne the l-inits of the variations to be expected. irr photo-
chenical ozorLe d.istributions a^nd. total ozone a.nounts, and, rnoreover,
show where the effeots of uncertainties in the d.ata were important.
. As nentioned. previously i¡ Sections 2.1 antl 2.2 t};le restrictions
of an oxygen atnosphere at 'rest have been inposetl f or the purposes
of ttre present stud.y. Beari.:eg tt¡-is in nincl it must be enphasized.
that below about 35Jm the elerivecl 0. profiles wil-l- not be represen-
tative of the actual atmosphere, since equilibrilln ôoes not exist
at the lower levels in the atmosphere because of atnospheric mixing.
.Llso above about 6Om the stipulation of an o:irygen ahosphere
results in higher 0. and. O concentrations ttran tho'se to be expected
in the actual atmosphere for reasons d-iscussed- in Section 2.4
3.2 lJae photochenical equations and. their nr,¡merical- solution
the five'reactions R'1 to R5 listecl'on p.15 were the on1-y ones
includ.ecl i¡¡ the 0. reaction sehene. Other possible reactions in
an oqygen atnosphere such as the followilg d.o not appear to be of
irnporta.nce.
The ther"mal d.econposition of O. by the reverse of reaction R2
M+0.+O+0r+M
or by the binol-ecul-ar: reaction
26
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ean be ignoretl flsr the atnospheric temperatures of interest
1650 - 283oK) since they have activation energies greater than





ca^n be conpletely ignored. in atmospheric O. calculations as they
have aetivation energi-es of approximately 1OO OOO cal.mole-r
(Benson and. A:cworthy, 1957).
Iaboratory stuðiês by lfcGrath arld. Norrish (t 957) have shovrn
that it is possible for vibrationaltr-y excited. molecular oxygen
produceè by reaction A4 to parbake in enerry chains, thus pro-
tlucing a¡r increasecl rate of 0. d.estruction comparetl lv'ith that in-
ùicatetl by the assuned. reaction scheme. Discussion of this
phenonenon will however be d.elayetL to Seetion J.4.6. AJ.so
reactions J-nvoLving electronicatly excited. f,orris of oxygen wil-I
not be consiclered. until Chapter 6. For the pr"esent, it will be
assumed., as has always been d.one previously, that a conpletely
ad.equate representation of the fo::mation and. d.estruction of 0u in
an oxygen atnosphere is given by reactions &2' R3 and R4"
Hence in order to obtain photochenical 0. profiles it is neces-
sary to solve equations EJ or E4 given on p.16. these equations
are invariably solved. numerically beeause of the complexit¡r of the
terus in the equations. This complexity arises because the ab-
sorpti-on coefficients and the solar radiation intensity vary with
wavelength, whíJ-e the l-atter ancl the atmospheric d.ensj-ty and tem-
perature vary with height. The methods used in solving these
äquations foll-owed. very closely those given by Crai-g ?gya),
exeept that EJ was used whereas Crai I tleal-t onfy with El+. The
proeedr:re ad.opted. was to tl-ivicle the wavelength and. height ranges
of i-nterest into a nunber of snall intervals in ord.er to alfow for
the variations of the various terns in the equations. Then for a
given height inten¡a^l- it is necessary to cafcr:-fate the absorption
terns d2q2l}z] atd øsg¡. the former, whi-ch gives the absorption
d.ue to molecufar o4ygen, ean be obtained. exactly using the analytie
expressi.ons clerived- by Craig (1 950), The tern d3q3, assoeiated-
with the O. absorption, is d.erived by assr:mi-ng that the rad.iation
is of consta¡rt intensity over the height j-nterval of interest and-
taking the val-ue of the incid.ent raùiation as the val-ue for qu.





was assumed for convenienee ttøt the 0, absorbed fir:st. For a
given height i¡terval it is necessary to sun the contnibuti.ons of
the i.:cùivid.ual- wavelength jnterval-s i:r ord-er to obtai¡r the terrns
c.2q2l)2f and ø.g-. Hence, IceowÍ.::g the value of these terns, and-
evaluating the qr.antities associated. with the col-lision reactions
R2, R4 and. R5 for conùitions at the oentre of the height interval,
the val-ue of l0u] "r", be calcr¡fated-. Fj-nalJ-y assunilg that the O.concentration is constant throughout the height i.:eterval, TVe can
d.erive the value of tÀe transni-tted. rad.iation q., for a given value
of the incid.ent racliation 9", for each wavelength interval, using
q1 = 9o "4 
(- o. [o.J lz)
where AZ i-s the thiclsress of the height interval. The various
9., 
rs are then used. as the val-ues of the incid-ent rad.íation inten-
sity for the succeecling, loi¡ver lqrer.
Beeau,se of the large'nunber of wavel-ength iltervals and- atmo-
spheric layers usecL in the caloulations the effect of the approxi-
nations j¡ this nunerical approach are rfqt 1ike1y t o resul-t Í:l any
large errorq. For the height d.epenclent variabl-es [6 layers , vary-
i¡rg i¡ thicla:ess from 2"llofor the upper layers to '1 lcnfor the
layers below [Oh, were usecL for the height rante from 80 to 11Iq"
4l i¡tenrals were used to represent the varj-ation of the wavelength
d-epend.ent variabLes. The cletail-ed- calculations ïvere nacle on an
I3M 7090 computer"
3.3 TLre clata used. j:r the photochenicaJ- cal-eulations
For the purpose of the present stucly it was necessary to have
some criterion by which the effects on the ozone profile of changing
the variables i¡r equati-on EJ could. be jutlgecl. A choice was nad-e
that one partJ-cuJ-ar set of clata shoul-d. be d.esignated. as Case I, ancl
that aIL the .other oases consi.d.erecL shor¡ltL represent a variation of
¿614a.'l'ly a si:agle tem fron this stancLard. clata. Hence ttre d.ata
sel-ected. for Case I wil-l be consicLered. i:c sone d-etail, wtr-i1e in the
subsequent sections onJ-y the ileviations il the d.ata a¡rd. the resr¡l-t-
ing effects on the photochemical ozone d.istribution wiIL be d-iscussed-.
3.3.1 The oqrgen absorption coefficients
For the pur?ose of the present photocheroical ozone cal-cu-l-a-
tions a lceowl-ed.ge of q,2_ was requirecl for the wavelength rangeoo-o
17754 to 4aZaA, thirteen 5OA wiiLe inten¡als bei¡g usetl to
represent the variation of ao with-waveJ-ength in this region.
The short wavelength li-mit o? nlSl w¿is d.etermÍned- by the
height at which these cal-cul-ations were conrnencecl" For the
mod.el atmosphere .selected. it was convenient to take thj_s
height as 80km, moreover, previous calcr¡l-ations (Oütsctr, 1956)
ancl neasurenents (Johnson et a1., 1952) have indicated. that
very lJ-ttle oz'one i-s present above 80 im. TÍavelengths greater
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than the tlissociation l-i-rnit of 2l+241for the oxygen mol-ecul-e
need not be consiclered, since oÐ¡gen is such a weak absorber
than its attenr:ation of the inciclent solar radiation can be
negleotetl il conparison with tlrat of ozone.
the orygen absorpti-on spectrun in the wavelength region
responsible for the production of the oaonosphere consists
of the Schr:mann-Runge absorption bancls and. ttre Herzberg
contj¡rur:¡n. Absorption at these wavelengths by nolecu]-ar
orygen results in the prod.uction of two atoms of orygen i.:e
their grorrrd. electronic states.
O, + hv - O(3P) + 0(3e) for 1750i. x. Zt*Zrl
The Schr¡nann-Runge absorption band.s shown in figure 1l
consist of 21 band.s comrnenci¡r g at 2O2,aÅ, ancl convergi¡g at
o
1750Ã (I[atanabe et aJ-. , 19fi), where they are followecl by
the j:ntense Schuma¡n-Runge continuun. lhere has been some
d.oubt ex¡rressed as to whettrer absorption by orygen in these
bar¡cls results i¡ clissociation. Thus Bates ancl Nicolet
(lgSO) assumecl that this absorption ùiô úot contribute to
the formation of the ozonosphere in their photochenical cal--
culations, while both Crai e UgSo) antl Dütsch (1956) assumecl
that a-11- absorption by oxygen in these bands procluced d.is-
sociation. Since preåissociation has been observed in these
barrds by lYilkinson and. Mu-ll-iken (tg¡l) and. Carrol-I (1959),
this assr:¡option nad-e by Craig and Dütsch was repeatecl for
the purposes of Case I. In Section 3.4.1 various al-ter-
natives are consid.er:ed.. Measurements of a, for the wave-
length region associatecl with the Schr,mann-Rr:nge ba¡rds have
been macle by Ditchburn antl Yor.mg (116Z) and. Tfatanabe et aJ-.
?gfl). Neither set of measureqents was sufficiently
quarrtitative ancl a.Tl apparent pressr:re variation of the aþ-
sorption coeffi-cient was observed., in each case bei¡rg attri-
buted to poor i¡rstrumental resolution, although a possibl-e
real pressure effect was not excluded. It was assl-ued
however, as previous authors ha.ve d.oae, that Beerr s l-aw was
obeyecl for absorption by orÐrgen il these band.s. The measure-
ments of Tlatanabe et aJ-. (lgSl) were preferred for the wave-
lengths fron 1 TlSl u 1975R, which inolucle nost of the o
Schr¡nann-Rrrnge band.s, ancl the value of a" averaged. over 5OA
wid.e i¡tervals was d.erivecl fron their ùata.
The Herzberg conti¡uum conmences at 2+Zrl and extend.s to
shorter wavelengths where, accordi.ng to Ditchburn ancl- Young
UgeZ), it appears to t¡nderlie the Schunann-Rr:nge band.s.
Àlthough tlre absorption by molecular oÐrgen i¡ this conti¡ruum
is very weak it is, nevertheless, the primary cause of t'he
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fairly intense solar rad-iation to penetnate to 20 to 25fu,,
where arry atonic olgrgen formed. reacts easily to produce ozone
because of the hÍgher pressure. 0wfuS to the failure of
Beerr s l-aw the orygen absorpti-on coefficients show an apparent
variation with pressure, which Ditchburre and. Yorrng consider
may be clue to absorption by ozonium, 0o . Fron their recent
measurements in tÌris wavelength region they give the pressure
d-epentlence of ø2 asi
3,3.2
" r(x) oo(À).+ . Âø(À) E5
where or(l) is the val-ue of the absorption coefficient at
wavelength À and- pressure p, ao being the value of u, extra-
polated- to zero pressure, while Aa is the increase j-n the
val-ue of a, due to a pressure p. po is a pressure of one
atnosphere. Thej-r resr¡lts are illustrated. in figr:re 16.
For'Case I the te:r:n =P . Ao Tvas taken to represent thepo
abso4ltion clue to 0o as ttris seemed to be the easiest antL
most satisfactory means of accounting for the Beer l-aw
violation. As such thi-s absorption wou1d, pnesrrmably, no.t
result ín any cLissociation of oxygen, u:rlike the absorption
of the a ^ teru. Hence, for Case I the value of o_ useclo'2
in equation SJ was taken to be that of aor while the attenua-
tion of the i-ncitlent rad-iation was calcr¡lated. usiag the fr¡l-I
expression for ø 2t i-ae. oo + ,3 . Oø, where the value of p
was that of the atrnospheric pressure at the centre of the
heigbt i.:oterval- und.er eonsideration.
, For the region from 19V51 û 2+z+1, which incfud.es the
Herzberg continuu¡r and. the first three of the Schunann-Rrrnge
o
ba,nd.s, ni.:ee 504 wid.e i.:atervals were used- to represent the
vaniation of a with wavelength. Ihe val-ues of a ^ and. Aa2-O
averageô over these interval-s were clerivecl from Ditchburn ancl
Yor:ng's data ?geZ). In Section 3.+.2 other possible forms
of equation E5 are consid.ered..
No temperature clepend-ence of the orygen absorption coef-
ficient has been reported..
. The values of the otêrgen absorption coeffi-cients usecl are
tabulated. in table 1 in Appencli-x I.
The ozone absorption coeffici-ents
The ozone absorption coefficients ane noür well-lorovm for
the three band. systens oscurring in the wavelength range of
interest for photochemical- ozone calculations. Conmencing
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at tlre short wavelength li-mit ot 1775î these band systens
consist of the Hartley, Huggires and- Chappuis bancls, of which
the Hartl-ey band.s are by far the strongest with an i-:rtense
oo
na¿ci-nr:n at 255OA. ,Near ,OOOA the Hartley band-s merge with
the Huggins bancls whj-ch extend to about J5OOÍ. where ttre
absorption by ozone bocomes negligible, see figure 1 7. ïn
the visible region of the spect:nrm ozone has a very weak ab-
sorption systen tlue to the Chappuis band-s, as shown in fi.gure
18, which extend. from about J+5OOE to 7500f,. wi-th a naximum
o
near 60004. Ozone has ad-d.itional absorption b¿nd.s in the
j¡rfna-recl but these are not of 1ùrotocheniçal- :interest bei:ag
beyond- the clissociation l-ínit of the ozone moleou.l-e. AlJ-
absorption for the tl:ree band systems mentionecl above is
assrmed. to result j¡n clissociati-on of ozone sj¡ree absorption
conti-nua are lcrown to r¡nclerlie the band-s (fnn ana fenaka,
19fi). Measr¡rements reported. by Hearn UgA ) supply ad.di-
tisnaJ- justiJi-cation for this assurqption.
Ttrirty rive 5Of. wi-d.e interwals were used. to represent the
vari-ation of a_ with wavelength i¡r the ultra-violet region3-o
of the spectrurn. For the region:beJ-ow 20254, the results of
Tanaka et al., çllSZ) were selectetl. Ihey consicler that
there is a ma,rci-milh error of 1V/" il thei-r measurements, but
no j¡rfo:mation is given regarcli:eg the tenperature and pressttre
clepentlence of the absorption coeffieient, such an effect being
tnJ-ikely in tJris wavelength region. Both Vigroux (t 952) anð'
Inn and. Tanaka (lgSS) at about tlre same ti-rne published new
values for the ozone absorption coefficients for the Chappiuso
and. Huggins bancls, antl for the Hartley band-s above about 20004;
ofor wavelengths greater than 28004
ments are in cfose agreement. For the region from 2025}.
oo
to 3O25A Inn and. Ta¡rakars data were selecteËL, but fron 3OZ5¡
o
to 3525A Vig::ouxrs d.ata is considered to be more aeeurate
antl has i-n faet been recomnentled. by Inn and Tanaka in pre-
ference to their own. llhe values of a. averaged. over the
o
50Ã wid.e i¡rten¡als used. il the present sfurtly were cl6rived
fron the data presented in the above references.
, ltre ozone'absorption spectrun is simpler than that of
orygen as Beerts law appears to be obeyecl. TLre values of
the -absorption eoefficier¡ts reporfecl- by Ir¡: ancl laneka for
ttre spectral ra.nge 2OOOi. to 7¡OOf. were the average of several
values measr¡recl at d.ifferent ozone pressures, the nancj¡num
d.eviation fron the average being given as !5%. Ir: particular
for ttre region frorn 2OOOÀ to JOOOÃ they f,ou:cl that a ehange of
25-folð. j¡ the ozone pressure d-id. not affect the obse:s¡ed.
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However, the ozone absorption coefficients are temperature
d.epend.ent and. a very careful study of the effect of tenpera-
tr¡re variations on these coefficients has been nacle by {igroux
(lg2Z). ResuLts are given for tenperatures between 1 8"C and.
-92"C, which effectively covers the^ra.nge of fiemperatr¡res ofi¡terest in the atmosphere, i.e. 10"C to -1O2"C. The values
of the absorption coefficients at the lower temperatures afe
aJ-1 quote¿L Trith reference to their respective .rãJ-ue" at 18oC,
the resr¡lts given show a variation of between 0.98 and.0.46
clepenclilg on the wavelength and. tenperature consid-ered..
Below 28751 the temperature correction was otùy t or !per cent
o
arrcl was theref ore neglected.. From 2875A to the tem-
peratr:re correction given by Vigroux TVas applied. to the results
of Inn and. Tanalca: sir:.ce the correction is a relative effect
this procedure shor¡Id. be satisfactory. In this region the
corrections were about 7 or 8 per cent and. showed. littl-e
variation with wavelength or temperature. Fron J1 2Sl æ
o
3375A, there ïvas a marked- variation with wavelength antl tern-
perature. But, when the results for the various temperatures
were averaged. over the 5Oi wid.e interval-s used., it was f ouncl
that for a given inte:r¡al- the comection was constant, or
nearly so, for the various tenperatures consitlered. Hence a
silgle iorrection was appliecl for a given 5Oå. interval to al-l-ow
for the variation of tenperature in the atnosphere. ThiS con
rec,tíon' rred.uceit.üre^absorption qoefficient by á na^:cinw of 2j/"
of its vafue at 18-C f or th-is wavelength region. the oorrec-
tions are listed. in table 2, Appentlix I. For the wavelength
oo
range 53754 to 3525L no data on tenperatu:re variations was
avail-able.
The neasr¡renents of Inn and. lanaka (1953) were selectecl
for the Chappuis bands, the d-ata bei¡g averaged- over six
ooo
5OOA wicle intervals in the region from 45004 to 75004 since
the absorption coefficients are small and. tlo not vary too
rapit[Ly with wavelength. For these ba¡rd.s the few results
given by Vigroux show that there is no temperatrrre effect.
For Case I the temperature correction given in table 2
was applied. to 03, iJr. Section 3"+.1 the ni¡ror i:nportance of
this temperature correction is d.iscussed..
The values of the ozone absorption coefficients are
tabulated. il tabl-e 2 in Append.ix f .
The spectral intensity of the sr¡n
Nearly all previously published. photochenical- ozone tlistri-
butions have reqrri-red. an extrapolati-on of the availabl-e d.ata






below 22OOÃ'. Recently, however, data fron rocket measure-
nents have become avail-abIe thereby removing the need- for
such ertrapolation.
, various wavelength ranges have been covered by different
authors a¡d. the sources of the d.ata for the individual ranges
are g'iven below. Detwiler et a1 . ?gA ) have published'
val_uãs for the radiation output of the srur for wavelengths
o-o
from 825Ã to 2625Ã'. their results, whieh were usecl for the
wavelength range 17751 fu 2625ß,, are eonveniently presented
in the f oru requiretl for use i¡r the present cal-oul-ations as
the tstal- ratliation incitlent within a 504 wiôe wavelength
interval-. The intensíty of the solar re.diatíon for tlre six
o.o-o
50Ã. wid.e i¡rtervals in ttre range fron 2675Ã,. to 2975A, was esti-
nated. fron the high resolution cuirT'es published. by TÙilson
et al, (tlSù for this region. Above about l00OA the solar
radiation intensity ca¡r be obtai¡red. from measurements made at
ggor.md. J,evel, anclr- of the many measurements maile, those of
ó,r¡1t"l-""r and- Scolnik (19i9) f or the wavelength range froro
oo
3W?Á to 6500À were selectecl a¡rd used for the inten¡als fronooo-o,oqj1,25i to 3525Ã ancl fron l+59oÃ to 6500Ã. ¡'ron 65OOA to 75oOA
ancl for the gaps i:: the ilata between the various sets of
resuJts the tlata tabulated. by Johnson (lgSù were used'.
Johnsonr s ða.ta ¿sf,ually cover all the wavelengths of i.:rterest
in the ozorre cal-cr¡lations down to z2ooß. but Detwiler et al.
(lg6l) state that tris ða.ta, which are nearly the sane as tlre
nost recent results to 24OOf., are fow by nearly a factor of
o
two at 22ooa,. Despite the fact that several sources are
used. for the ssl-ar intensiþr d¿ta cliseussed here the various
sets of data ane sel_f-consistent, sinee th.e absol-ute enerSr
scale for the rocket measurements was established. by ad.just-
ing the long wavelength entl of the rocket results to nake
then agree with Dr¡¡rkel-narr a¡d Scolni-k's clata over the rangeoo
frorn JOOOÃ to 31OOA, rÍhere the roeket and. gror:nd observations
overlap.
Às the calculations for the photochernical ozo:Ãe d.istri-
bution were commencetl at a height of 8O1o, the assumption
beÍng natle that there is no ozorle above this altitud-e, it
was therefor:e necessary to calcrrlate the attenuation of the
sofar ra¿Liation above SOlo due to oryten absorption. As
o
stated. previously it was for¡ncl that no raùj-ation bel-ow 1775L
coulcl pènetrate ielow 8Oh, it was al-so found. for the lortger
wavelengths that only raðiation bel-ow about 2OOOÍ. was appreci-
ably attenuated-.
The va:rietion sf the solar radi ation i::tensity with wave-
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length is ill-ustratecl in figures 1! ancl 20 axß, the values usecl
i¡r the cal-cr¡l-ations are tabulated. in table J i¡r Append.ix I.
3.3.1+ The stanclarcl atmosphere
lhe stand.arcl atmosphere sel-ected. f or Case I was the 1959
-ARDC mod.el atnosph.r" (1959) shown in figure !. This atno-
sphere was convenient for use i¡ the photochenical calcr¡J-a-
tions as i¡r the height range of interest, 10 to 801m, it
consists of two isotherrnal ancl two linear lapse temperatrre
layers. In this nod.el it is assr:med that the atmospheric
conposition remai¡rs constant up to an a-ltitud.e of 90km, hence
21/" of the air by vo}:ne can be taken to be molecular oxygen,
while above 9Okrtr an increasing percentage of the orqrgen will
be dissociated. The amount of rnolecular ol5¡gen above 801ctr
is ínportant since it d.eterri¡res how mueh racliation will pene-
trate to tiris al-titud.e for wavel-engths affected. by o4rgen
absorption. However, becar¡se of the exponential d-ecrease of
clensity with altitucle, most of the attenuation of the solar
racliation above 80lo for the wavelengths of i¡rterest here,
.o(¡ r t 775A), wi1l" occur between 8O an¿ 9O I<n, hence r:ncertaj¡-
ties concerning the atmospheric composition,above 90kn are
not very irnportant.
. the effects of variations of the atmospheric tempere,ture
profile on the photocheni-cal ozone àistribution aye d.J-scusseil
i¡l Section J.4.8"
3"3.5 the rate consta¡rts
3.1.5.1 
.k5, the rate constant for recombination of
atonic oxygen
ïn the last few years several vaf-ues for ku have
been reported baseä. on wid.ely d.iffering experi-nental-
techniques. As night be expectecL there is consid.er-
able tli.sagreement between these values and- they rarlge
from 5 x 1O-3a to 1 x 10-32 cm6 molecule-2 """-t.The val-ue of ku selected. for Case I was that reported.
by Reeves et a1" ?geù of 2,/ x 10-33 cm6 nolecuf-e-2
"""-t. this is in agreement with the reconnend-atíonsof Kaufinan and. Kelso (lg6l ) who have nacle a cnitical
sursrey of the published. measurements of ku.
At the present ti-me there is no experimental i:rfor-
nation availabJ-e concerning the variation of ku with
temperature for tenperatures of i¡terest in the
atrnosphere. Measurements mad.e at high temperatures
(Matthews 1959) suggest a temperature ðepenãence
approximately proportional- to T-2 for tenperatures in
the range JOOOo to 5OOOotC. The relevance of the
value of k, in photochenical_ ozot::e ca1culations is
-34-
d.iscussed. in Section 3.4"5.1 .
3.3.5.2 kr, the rate constant for for"n¿tion of szone
Tlrere have been many measuresents of the value of
the rate consta¡rt k., but again the resul-ts vary con-
siclerably, ranging from'1 x 1o-3a to'1 "7 x 10-33 cm6
molecr¡l-e-t sec-l at JoOoK. [his rate constant is
also Imown to be temperature clepentlent but relatively
few experi-nental d-eterminations of the activation
energy of reaction R2 have been mad-e. Kaufrnan a¡rd-
Kel-so (lg6l) trave also reviewed. the published. values
of k" and. suggest that its value is less tinan 2 x 1O-3a
cm6 molecule-2 ,""-t, at, JOOoK" The val-ue of k,
ancl its tenperature depend.ence chosen for Case I was
that givenby Zaslowsþ (lg6z), i.e. kz = 3.V x 1o-3a
e*p (-rOorlnr) "*t nolecule-2 sec-r 
for M = Oz.
Because the activation enerry is only 3OO cal.mofe-l
the variation of the val-ue of k, for the temperature
range of interest is very slight.
The value of k, is also d.epend.ent on the gas which
j-s used as the third. body, M, in the reaction. In
the atnosphere M will be mainly nitrogen, however,
resrrlts given by Benson and. Axwor*V ?957) show that
nitrogen is equally efficient as oxygen as a third
body.
. 3,3.5.3 kq, the rate constant for d.estruction of ozone
Relatj-vely few vafues of the rate constant ko and.
its temperature d.ependenee have been pr-ùIj-shed- so far,
and- the values which are available d.o not agree we1-I
as far as the temperature d-epend.ence is concerned..
tr'or Case I the reiults of Leíghton et af. (see Harteck
and. Reeves, l)61) were selected., they give ko =
6"1+5 x 1a-12 exp (]zoo/m) cm3 nolecule-1 sec-'"
In Section 1.1+.5.3 the importanee of the' correet
value of ko to photochemical- ouone calculations is
ilLustrated..
J.4 Presentation of results
3.4,1 lhe effect on the ozone d.istributisn of d.ifferent oxygen
Oissociating processes in the Schu¡nann-Runge bands
fn figure 21 Case I is compared. with Cases fI, III and. IV,
whi-ch {j-ffer from Case I onJ-y as regards the assr:mptions mad.e
cqncerning the quantun effíeiency of the dissociation
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For Cases TI ancl fII titre pred.issociation necha¡rísm of Case I
was d-isregar:d.ed. and. the ùissociation was taken to be causecl
by continua ur¡derlyi-ng the Schunann-Rr:nge bantls. I[ilki_nson
arrd. Mull-iken ( 1957) have founcl d.efinite eviclence f or an
und.erlying continuwr below 18OO;. which they suggest night be
clue to the foIlowÍng transition 3I__--3X1. Thus for Caseug
ïI the values of a, for this wavelength region which were
usecl in equation EJ were obtai¡ed. by assuni_ng that an
absorption continur¡m lay imrnsaliately bel-ow the Schumann-Rr¡ræ
ba¡rds. Ditchburn and Young ?gez) theoretically extrapolaiecl
their neasurenents for the Herzberg continur:rn and showetl that
the naxi-uun was to be expec'ted. at about 1870Í., corresponcling
to the transitiot u¿l - 3t: The val-ues of ø, correspond.-u8
ing to th-is extrapolation, whi-ch are consiclerably less than
those for the above rlII - continuu¡n'r, r¡ere usecl in Case III.
For Case fV it was assurnetl that no d.issociation was causecl
by absorption in this wavelength region, thus Cases I and. fV
represent the extremes in the variation of the ozone tlistri-
bution tlue to absorption in the Schunarur-Rr¡nge bantls. lhe
attenuation of the incitlent rad.iation for aIL these cases
was calculated. using the sa,ne values of the absorption
coefficients as for Case I.
As is apparent from figr.re 21 all four cases have virtually
the sa.ne tota1 ozorae anor¡nt of 0.37cn S.f .P., although there
Ís a noticeable clifference in the ozone profiles above about
501@. The ozone èistributions are however i.:n the expectecl
ord.er, the case with the highest quantun efficiency for orgrgen
d.issociation protlucing the highest ozone concentration. rlre
relative uninportance of the Schurnann-Rr,urge band.s results
frou the comparatively low intensity of the solar ratliation
in this wavelength region, or:-ly about l+% of the raôiation
reachi:rg 8O1o in the wavelength region frqn 1 7V5l æ ZD2DI
is incid.ent witftin the range fron 1 77Dl * l'9751. In spite
of ttris it is nevertheless ôesirabl-e to have nore precise
tlata for the oxygen absorption coefficients for this region.
It shou]-d. be notecl for all of these ozolne ðistríbutions
that the na^:ci-mr¡n ozone concentration occr¡rs at 2jlcn aad. that
there is a rapid. and. continuous fall- in the ozone concentrat-
ion on either sitle of the mæcj-mwr. There iS a change of
nearly four srclers of nagnitud.e betueen the ozone concentra-
tion at the na^:cinr¡m a¡rd. that at 80lcn, the val¡¡.es varying from
7. x 101 2 molecules/cn3, (0.o27 cn/t<n) to tOs molè-cut_es/" =
(4.0 * 10-6 cnfiø) respectively for Cáse I.
The various cases consid.ered. in this Section and. sub-
sequent Sections are sunmarised. in table 1 for convenience.
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TASIE 1




















Case and Case I
rll I conti¡ruum urd.erlyi:rg the
S chr:nar¡n-Rrrnge band.s .
Herzberg continur¡m und.erlying the
S chr¡nann-Rr::rge b and.s .
Assr¡ni¡rg no contríbution by absor-
ption in the Schumar¡e-Rr¡nge ba+rds
to the tlissociation of org¡gen.
the ter"rn (a + A o . ål used tooPo
represent the d.issociation of
olygen i¡r the Herzberg continuun
insteacl of just tlre øo te:m.
G + Aa) term instead of ø^ term,\--o o
i.e. no pressure clependence of the
oxygen absorption coefficient.
No temperature correctj-on applied








Orgrgen abs orption coefficient
clecreased by 1Ø"
Solar rad.iation



























































Quad.ratic solution of photo-
chenical equations
k, assunecL to.,vary with ten-
perature as 12
Using value of k, given by
Zaslowsþ et aI . ?geO)
Usllg value of k, given by
Benson and Arcwortn¡ UgSl)
Using values of k, antl ko
given by Eucken ancl Patat
Using val-ues of k, ancl ko
given. by Benson ancl A:rvuorthy
(tgst)
Quantun efficiency for the
clissociation of ozone = 2
nolecuJ-es per hr.r
Quantun efficiency for the
d.issociation of ozone = 5
molecules per hu
Solar zer.etin angle 0 = l+5o
e=600
Teroperature tl-istributi-on ab ove
53fu, increased so as to raise



























3.+.2 the pressr:re clepenclenee of the oxygen absorption
coefficients in the Herzberg continuun
As mentioned previously the variation of a, with pressu.re
in this wavelength region was taken to be given by
d,
2
ø, + Ao. po
In orcler to investigate the inportance of this pressure
d.epend.enee two al-ternatives to Case I Tuere consid-ered, Cases
V and. VI. Case V was si-milar to Case I in that i-t was
assumed. the attenuation of the incid.ent raùiation was ilue
to an abso4ltion coefficient of value (ao + Àø. + ), how-
ever, l:nlike Case I, this same value of the absorption
coefficient was also taken to be responsibfe for the d-is-
sociation of the oxyten. For Case Vf it was assumetl that
02 was ind.epend.ent of pressure and a constant value of
(oo * Àø ) was used to calculate both the attenuation of the
rad.iation ancl. the d,issociation of the oxygen for all heights.
The resr:lting photocheni_ca-I ozone ùistributions for cases I
ar¡ct-ÍI arre shown in fi-gure 22, l.]nat for Case V is not
incfucled. as it was nearly id.entical ïv-ith the d.istribution
for Case I. The corresponding total ozone anounts for al-l-
three cases are given in figure 22 also
The d.ifference beiween the ozone distributions of cases I
a¡rd. VI is due to the effect that absorption by orrygen has on
the penetration of the solar radiation in th-is wavelength
region. As the oxygen absorption coefficients for Case I
are always smaller than those for case vI, for the al-titud.es
of interest here, there is less attenuation of the sofar
ratliation i-ni-tia}1y, resulting in the formation of less ozone
compared wi-th Case VI because of the l-ower atomie oxygen
concentration. Hence, the radiatj-on reaching the l-ower
levefs will therefore be more intense for Case I, and, si¡rce
the oxygen coneentration is higher at these 1eve1s, corr'es-
pond-ing1y more oxygen will- be dissociated, this being read-ily
conyerted into ozone with the pressr¡res at these al-titud.és.
Àlthough the total- ozorLe a¡rorint for Case VI, O "2J cm' is in
better agreenent with obserryation than that for Gase I¡
AJ7cm, Case VI is consid-ered. to be physically unrealistic
and. is on-ly includ.ed. to il-l-ustrate the effeet of the pressure
d.ependence of a, on the ozone d.istri-bution, and- the errors































x = O'37O cm S,T.P.
X = O.373 crn S.l.P.
x: O'27O cm S.l.P
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the similañty betr¡veen Cases I and. V arises because the
pressure telm in a, is very sma11, p/Po reachir:g approxinately
O.2 at 11.5fut which was the lowest level consiclered.. The
extra clissociation caused. by usilg (oo + As . V/n) insteacl
of a can therefore be neglected for nost of the height a
o
?am1e, resulting in virtual'ìy iclentical ozone d.istributions.
Itre tenperature d.epend.ence of the ozorae absorptÍ-on
coefficients
Case VII clifferecl from Gase I in that no oorrection was
natle for the variation of au wittr temperature. Àlthough the
tenperature correction appLiecl to Case I reducetl the magnitucle
of a- for some of the wavelength interval-s by up to 2fi, only
3
11 of the 41 intervals were affected. and. these were i¡ the
region where ozone is a fairly weak absorber, the biggest
corrections being macle to the weak, long wavelength encl of
the Huggins bancls. It is not surprising therefore that the
ozone tlistributi-or¡s for Cases f antl VII are practically
id-entical, the total- ozone amotxrts being O.37O and. 0.369 cn
respectively. It is apparent that the temperature
dependence of the ozone absorption coefficients is not of
i^nportance in the photochemical theory of ozone.
the effect of e4peri-nental- ernors in the absorption
coefficients antl the solar intensity
Alttrough the quoted. experinental- errors for sone of the
data are onay !J/o, an i¡vestigation of the effect of !15"
variations i¡ the values of the absorption coefficients and.
solar rad.iation intensity was mad.e to cLeterurine the inportance
of such errors. Snal1 changes in the total ozone a.mount
were obtainetl for some of the cases correspond.ing to these
variations, however, all of the ozorte profiles were sub-
stantially the sane as Case T and. are therefore not shown
graphicalJ-y.
Cases üJIIa and. VIIfb differed. fron Case f by !1ú/"
variations given to the value of a., the total ozorLe amounts
obtained. being O.3|+cn and O.373 cm respectively. the larger
val-ues of the absorption coefficients used in Case VIIIa
apparently produced. an increasecl rate of photolysis of ozorae
resulting in the small-er totaJ- ozone anount obtai¡ed-.
Reclucing the value of the absorption coefficient caused- only
a smal1 change in the total- ozorre ¡mouÐtr presrrnably because
the rad-iation penetrati:eg the atmosphere wouJ-cl be slightly
nore i¡rtense, thus producilg a si-milar rate of ozoîe photo-
lysis as that for Case f.
Very sinilar results were obtai¡ed. for Cases IXa and- Dft
in which o- $Ias changed. by t'l(o respectively. the variation
2
of the total ozone fron 0.355cnto 0.372 cmfor these cases is
40
in qualitative agreement with the resrrlts discussed i¡t
Section 3.+.2.
For Cases Ta antl )(b, in which the intensity of ttre sofar
racliation incid-ent on the earthr s atnosphere was given a
!1Qo vaniation, no change whatsoever was produeed in ei-ther
the total ozone a,mount cr the vertical ozone clistribution
compared with Case I, Owi-ag to the eccentricity of the
earth's orbit the j¡ltensity of tlre sunr s rad.iation reaching
the earth vari.es by !3 "5%; it is theref ore obvious that no
change in the photoehenical ozone distribution will ::esult
fron this effect.
3.+"5 the choice of rate constants
3"+.5"1 The rate constant \
As stated. previously it was found. that the three
bo y recombi¡ration of atornic oÐrgen via reaction R5
was relatively unimportant in photochenical ozcne
calcr¡l-ations. In Case XI this reacti-on was com-
pletely ignored. thus pe:mitting equation EL to be
usetl ts cafeufate the ozone distribution. The
resulting d.istribution is not shown as it d-jffered-
from Case I only above about 7Oh, the ozone con-
centration at 8ôhbei-ng 2"2 x'1Os nolecules/cm3 for
Case XI as opposecl to '1 .1 x lOs molecuf es/cm3 f ar
Case I. Thj_s d.ifference would. of cotxlse becone
more accentuated. if the value of ku was, say¡ ari
order of magnitude greater, as reaction Rl would- then
proceecl nore rapiàLy.
A possible temperature d.ependence of \ was
investigated- in Case XII where the val-ue of ku used
for Case I was assu¡ned. to vary with temperat'ure as
I
T2, whj-ch is the fort given by elernentary kj-netic
theory. this tenperature d.ependence made virtually
no d.ifference to the ozone profile as the naximun
d-ifference between Case I and Case XIÏ, whieh
,occurred at 8Olm, was a rise from '1 .1 x lOs to
1 "2 x 1Oe ¡oofecules/em3 "
3,)+"5"2 lhe rate constani k,
îruo alternatives to Case I were investigated i-n
Cases XIII and. XfV. For Case XIII the value of
-34 _ -2 -1k, = 2.1 x 1o-'" exp('lzolAl) "tu nolecui-e seo
given by Zaslowsþ et al. (lg6O) was usecl, while for
Case XfV the vaJ-ue'of k, = 6.9 * 1o-ts exp(6Oo/ar)
em6 moleeule-2 """-1 was that given by Benson andA:cworthy (lgSl). A11 three values of k, are fairly
sinilar, and., what is more important, the vari-ous
-+1
activation energies quoted for reaction R2 probably
cover the range in which the true activ¿tion eners¡
is to be er¡rected.. The ozone profiles for Cases
XIII and- XIV are compared. with that for Case I i¡r
figure 2J. It is apparent that essentially the
same ozone tListribution is obtained. for each case
and. that the naxinuû ozone concentration occurs at
a height of 25km, the agreement beti¡veen Cases I and.
Xï/ in particular is very good., except above about
60h. The d.ifference bet¡¡veen Cases I and. XIII
arises because the value of k, for Case T has been
increased. by a factor of 1.75 conpared_ with Case XIII
followirlg the introd.uction of a new value of the
equilibrium constant for reaction R2. the agreement
between the total- ozone a,mounts for these three cases
is not so satisfactory as these range from O"J2cmto
O",laO cm, and. for this reason a more d.efj_nitive value
for ! is required.. However, any change in the
val-ue of , kz would. not be expected. to result in any
substantial alterations to the photochernical ozone
profile.
3)+.5"J the rate constant ko
The situation regarcli:ng the value of the rate con-
stant k_ is far from satisfactory at the present tine
4
as there is very poof at"eement between the various
quoted- values, resulting in wid.ely d_iffering photo-
chenical ozo:ne profiles. Cases XI/ and. )tVI, which
are comparecl with Case I in figure 2l¡, illustrate
the lmporta¡rce of the correct val_ue öf k4 to photo-
chenical- ozone theory. For Case )ff the much used_
d.ata of Eucken and Patat (see Craig, 1!!O) were
selected in ord.er to prowid-e a comparison with
previous photochenical_ ozone cal_cul_ations, as these
have, alnost without exception, been based_ on this
d.ata. Sj¡ce Eucken and_ patat only measvreô. kr/ko
a¡rd not k, and_ ko explícitly equation E/a was used- to
calcul-ate the ozone d.istribution for this case, hence
the ozone concentration above about 6Ot<mwill be
slightly high because of the neglect of reaction R5.
There is, arrwaye poor agreement between Cases I and.
XV both as regard_s the ozorLe clistribution and_ the
total azone a.mount.
')+2-
The d.ata of Benson and- Axvuorthy (t 957) wete sefected
forbothk,antlk.forCaseX]Il.Thed-ifference
between thã ozone öist::ibutions of Cases I and XVT is
due principally to the vafue assigned. to the activation
"rr""þ or 
::eaclion R4r that given by Benson and A:rruorthy
bein!"6OOO cal. molea resulting in a'vafue of
k. = 4. 9 x 1o-t't exp(-6OOO/RT) cm3 morecule-1 """-t,4
which is orders of magnitude less than the ko of Case
Iatatnospherj-ctemperatures.Theozoneconcentra-
tions and- lotat ozoie amount of O" 85 cm cafcul-ated for
CaseXVlareofcoursephysicallyimpossibfeinthb
atnosPheæ.
Since the vafue of ko sel-ected for Case I was
supported.bymeasurementsmad.ebyPhillipsantlSchiff
?gez), "r,¿ also 
produced. a realistic ozorle profile'
itwas-thoughtattheti:nethisworkwascarriedout
that the daia of Leighton et al-. used for ko in case
I was superior to that of Benson and' A:cworthy' .Sub-
sequent ãrçerimental work by Clyne et aI' ?gel) n"s
sulgested. ttrt ttis is not so, and. the implications
or-Inis find.ing have therefone been investigated. in
Chapter 6. ¡.Á tfre re'sults shown in figure 24
ird-icate, the greatest uncerbainty in,photochemical
ozorlecalculationsatthepresenttimeisthevafue
of the rate constant ko '
3.)+.6 the question of the quantum efficiency of the photochemical
ozorÊ reactions
Ithasbeenassumedint}reresuftspresentedsofarthat
each tine a quantum of rad-iation is absorbed by an ozone
mol-ecu1e ôisÃociation occurs, ard that the mechanism Sovern-
ing the ozor(e reaction scheme in an oq¡gen atmosphene is giver:'
byreactionsR2,RJand-R4.Thernaximrrrnquanturnefficiency
of this reaction scheme is two, and- would be obtained- in the
absence of any appreciabLe O, concentration and for
o
x > 31OO .ã... In 1g25 Kistiakowslgr reported quantum efficien-
cies greater than 2 molecul-esþv when studying ozone deeom-
position d-ue to a red - yeltow raðiation light source. For
nar5r years ,these resufts werne the source of considerabfe
controversy as reganës the mechanism of ozorre decomposition"
These ðifflculties now appear to have been overcome by a new
stucly of this particular rreaction by castell-ano and' schumaeher
flôiZf"- Usin! the improved- techniques now availabl-e they
have shown thai the r"eiults of Kistiakowsþ were "pp1fnl]y
in errcr, and. that t}re reaction scheme of reacti'ons W' R3
and RL is adequate to ex¡llain their results'
0n the other hard' McGrath and' Norrish çllSl) in experiments
ontheflashphotolysisofozoneobtained-highquantum
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where 0, is a vibrationall_y excited_ oxygen molecule.. The
chain is maintained- by the 0 atom prod.ueed_ by R6 partaking
in Rl+a. Subsequent work by McGrath and_ Norrisfr (t960)
ind-icated- that the efficient propagation of this chain
required- tþe chain atom to be electronically excited_ to the1D state" Such excited. atoms can be prod-uced. by the
d-issociation of czone at wavelengths belr:w jlOO3., cr possibÌy
from reaction R6 when the vibrational ex,citation i.s above the
'1 /th level"
The possibility that chain reactions can be produced. in the
atnosphere is d.iscussed in Chapter 6, for the present onl_y a
crud.e investigation of the possibl.e effects of quantum
efficiency variations will be nad.e to deternine what influence
these variations have on the photochemical- ozone profiJ-e. Two
alternatives Tver^e consid-ered., Cases XIIII and. XVIII, which
d-i-ffered- frrcm case r in that for each quantr:m of rad-iation
absorbed. in r"eaction RJ two and- five mole cures/hv were assi_rmed_
to be ùi-ssociated- respectively. The resul-ting ozone profiles
ar€ compared- with Case I in figure 21, fron which it can be
seen that f or al-l altitud.es there is a marked- reduction ín the
ozorre concenlration for these two cases, and- that this reduc-
tion increases wi-th eltitucle because of the increasing
intensity of the incid-ent rad-iation. The total azone amounts
for these cases are j-n better agreement with observation than
tha.t for case r, but for these cases the ozone concentration
is red-uced- at the nid--altitud-er level-s, which is the ï€rrerse
of that d-esired- in ord-er to obtain good_ agreernent with
e:perimental azone profiles. Neverthel.ess, it is apparent
that quant-rrm efficieàcy effects can be of i-mportance in
photochemj-cal ozone stud_ies"
The attractive possibil.ia:y that the high ozcne concentra-
tions obtained- in Case XVI , where Benson and_ A:<n¡orthyss d_ata
were used- for k, and. k4." coulil be r"ed-uced. to realistic values
by assuming a simple quantum effi_ciency variation as i_n
cases xvrr and- xvrrr does not appear to be tenabl-e" Tt was
fcrund- that a varue of 25 moleoules/hv f or reaction RJ reduced_
the total ozone amount for case xvr only from 0.8!cmio o"J2.cm,
ard such a high quantr.m effi-ciency seems unlikely to resuLt




Variations of the solar zenith angle, 0
case I was cal-culated^assuming photochemical equil-ibrium
and. a zer¡t¡- angle O = 0o, implyin! that the snn is vertically
overhead.. For any one place there is a diurnal- and. seasonal-
variation of the sunrs zer1sth a.ngle, and it is of interest to
estirete the effect of zenith angle variati-ons on the photo-
chemical_ azoyre profile. The ozorLe d.j.stributions of cases
xlx and. xx have therefore been cal-culated. f or zerszth angles
of 456 and. 600 respectively, and these d.istributions are
shown together with that for Case I in figure 26. It is
apparent from th-is figur"e that above 35kn tlne zenith angle
of the sun does not substantially affect the ozone d.istribu-
tion, while for lower altitud.es the maximum ozone concentra-
tion d.ecreases with increasing zenith angle, although the
height of the maximúm concentration is not changed-. The
change in the ozone d.istribution wiih zenith aJlgle results
from the increased. absorption of the sol-ar raùiation at the
higher levels because of the tóngeratmospheric pathl-engths,
these sl-ant pathlengths incneasing as see 0 for 0. < 7O-.
the d.ecrease in the totat azone amount with increasing
zerdth angle is not observed experimentally, and. for l-atitud-es
where the maxirlm solar zer:d-tLr angle is large there is more
ozorre than there is at the equator where the naximum zerttüJe
angle is always smal-l. This d.isagreement between theory and-
obse:r¡ation arises because below 35lgi the atmospheze is not
in photochemical equitibrium and. ozarre can therefore accumu-
latã at the lower ievels. The point to note from figure 26
is that, neglecting possible variations i-n the atmospheric
temperature profile, one is led- t<l concl-ude that essentia]-Iy
the same photochen:ical ozone d-istribution is to be expected- at
all l-atitud.es and for al-l seasons for al-titudes above 35kn"
In Section 3"4,8 the infl-uence of variations in the atmospheric
tenperature frofile is discussed. the smal-l- dj-fferenees
between the ozone d.istributicns above 5'Ifri in figure 26 aríse
because the longer atmospheric pathlengths associated with
the increase in the zenith angle resutt in increased absorp-
tion by oxygen above 80lcr, the wavelengths principally
affected being those associ-ated with the Schr.imann-Runge bands.
TLre effect of changes in the atmospheric temperature profile
It is obvious that the temperature profiJ-e will influenoe
the ozone d_istribution in the atmosphere, not ontry beeause of
its control over the atmospheric densiþr, but al-so because of
the temperature dependence of the rate constants" However,
the aim of the present study was not to investigate in detaiL
the effect of seasonal and. l-atitud-ina1 changes in the atmo-
spheric tenpez"ature d-istribution" this laving been done
rècently by London and. Prabhakara (lg6z) in any case, and in
fact only one variation from the ARDC 1959 tenperature profile
was considered_. This variation, case xxI, which consisteð
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that the temperature at SOlcnwas raised- ly fOoi< to 2l6oK"
was consid.ered, because most previous photochemical ozane
calculati-ons used- mod-el atmospheres with temperatures of the
ord-er of 22OoK at 8Olsn. fn ã¿ait:-on atmospheric temperatures
obtained. by means of the rncket-grenad.e experinent by Stroud"
and. Nordber'g ( 1961) show that the largest tempe¡ature chang,o
occurs at gOkm qher"e they obsezved- a rise of 7O'K from sr:rnmer
to winter at 70"N. The ozone d-istribution for Case XXf is
conpared with that for Case I in figure 27, from whiah it
can be seen that only a minor change has occurred-, the higher
temperatures resulting in lower ozorre concentrations. This
change is due principally to the variation in the rate con-
stants rather than that of the atmospheric d.ensity. The
results of Stroud. and. Norrdberg ind-icate that apart from high
l-atitud-es, i.e. greater than about 650 l-atitud.e, the effect
of vari-ations in the atmospheric temperature profile wil-l
produce onJ.y minor changes in the ozone profile so that
theoretically essentially the saue ozone concentrations ane
to be ex¡rected. at all latitud.es and- seasons between about J5
ana 6Ofm"
The relative concentrations of atomic oxygen, ozone and. air
In figune 28 the equilibrium atomic oxygen and- ozone
d.istributions for Case I are. companed.. Although the atomic
oxygen concentration is very much higher than the ozorre
concentration at the maximum altitud.e consi-d.ered. of 80km,
its concentration varies more rapi-d.ly with height, d.ecreasing
conti-nuously with d.ecreasing altitud-e, unl-ike that for ozone.
The decrease in the atomic oxygen concentration in this height
range follows from two reasons. 0ne, the intensity of the
rad.iation capable of forming atomic oxygen by d.issociation of
either morecular orcygen or of ozone is rapid.ly red.uced. forthese
lower levels i arf, two, because of the higher pressures at
these levels, the probability of a three bod-y reaoti-on of
atomic oxygen to forn ozoye is higher. Al-though the atomic
o4fgen concentration reaches 1012 atoms/cms at 80lmthis
represents less t}an 1f d-issoci¿tion of the molecular cqrgen
concentration at this altitud-e. Note that above 54Lm the
atomic oqfgen concentration is greater than that for ozone.
The variation of the ratio of the rurmber of mol_ecules of
ozone to the number of molecul-es of ai_r is shown in figare 2)"
îhe marimr.m ozorre to air ratio of 10-s oceurs at 29lcn, which
altitude is slightly above that for the maximum ozone concen-
tration, viz. 25lst. Above about lOkm the ozone to air ratio
ceases to decrease and- even shows a slight i_ncrease with
increasing al-titude. The minimum ozone to air ratio in +;his
al-titud.e region is at 5/+t<n, which also happens to be the
height at which the atomic o)cygen and- czone concentrations
are equal.
the number ratio shown in figure 2) can be conver.bed_ to a
mass mixing ratio (microgram. of ozone to gran. of air) by
nrultiplying by 1 "66 x 106 . It is therefore apparent that a
+6
constant ozone mixing ratio is not obtained- for an atmosphere
in photochemical equilibrium, although above 50icn this cond.i-
tion appears to be approached-. E4lerimental- results given
by Godson (lg6Z), lor ozorre distributions obtained- by means
of the unkehr method, indi-cate that above about 501cn a constant
mixing ratio d.oes occur j-n the atmosphere.
J.j Conparison of results
3.5.i Comparison with prerrious photochemi-cal ozcne caf cufations
In figure 30 tine ozorre d-istribution for Case I is companed
with photochenical ozone distributions calculated- by Craig
lrffo), Dütsch (lg16) andPaetzord- (19fi). -L11 four d-istr"i-
butions, were calculated. assuming tkre zentfh angle of the sun
was zero and. that the rroxygentt atmosphere was in photochemical
equilibriun. The agneement between the various profitres and-
total ozorre amounts is quite satisfactory consid-ering the
uncertainties in the data and- the assumptions made by the
various authors. The data selected for Case T d-iffered. from
those used previously E"idy as regards the spectral intensity
of the sun below 24004¡ the pressure dependence of the
oxygen absorpti-on coeffi-cients and. the values of the rate
constants k, arsð- ko. The agreement between Dütsch's results
ancl case I is particularly good. between 30 and- !Okm, but, due
to the differences in the two sets of data, tlr-is agreement is
considered- to be fortuitous.
3.5.2 Comparj-son of Case I with ex¡reri-nental- results
Very few d-irect measurements have been mad'e cf the
vertical ozone d.istribution above 50Isn" 0zone profiles have
been obtained., however, fnom spectrographs carried by roekets
launched from lVhite sand.s in America, latitud-e 52"N (Johnson
et aI., 1952); two such profiles are shown in fi8ure J'1
together with Case I. The ex¡lerimentat val-ues are in accord
above about 4okn, but only for the mÍd-d.l-e altitud-e range is
the ozone concentr.ati-on for Case I of the same orcler as the
experimental values. Agr.eement would- not be ex¡rected for
altitud.es below 35lcn since the atmosphere in this regior:. i-s
not in photochernical equilibrium, and in ad-dition case I is
representative of the photochemicaf ozone d.istribution whieh
woul-d be expected- at the equator. For the. upper layers the
assqmption tfrat sufficj-ent time has elapsed for photochemj-cal
equilibriurn to be attained results in a highet azarLe conten-
tration than woul-d. actually be present in the atmosphere, as
also does the linitation of an olqy8en atmospherre. The
experimentaI ozorte concentration above 60km is in faet con-
si-d-erably l-ess than the theor.etical concentraiion" However,
d_ue to the subsequent r.evision of the ozone absorption
coefficients, the experimentaf ozorre d-istributions may be in
error, in ad.d-ition the ex¡lerimentaf accuracy is low for the
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between the rocket ard- the sun, hence the importance of the
d.ifference between the obseryed- and- the calculated. ozone con-
centnations above 60kn cannot be fully assessed.. The agree-
ment between the rocket resul-ts and- Case I i-s consid.ered- to be
sati-sfactory having regard. to the possj-ble sources of emor in
the theoretical and. experimental ial_ues.
The mod-ification of the photochenical ozone d.istributisn
by atmospheric motions, which becomes importarrt below 3Dh,
is il-Iustrated- in figure J2 where Case I is compared_ with ar.r
-trmkehr ozone d.istribution for the Belgian congo, latitud-e 2os,
taken f rom results prresented- by Dritsch (lgsg). As can be seen
photocheni-ical theory ind.icates that ther"e is less ozone above
J0lcr than is actually observed- while bel_ow JOkrn the theory
pred-icts much more ozorre, there is al-so a significant ði-ffer-
ence between the experimental totat ozone amount of O"23cm
and. the theoretical- value of 0" 37 cm" The reason f or the
d.isagreement between theory and_ observation in this height
range arises because the air in the equatorial region aseend-s
and- then moves poleward.s transporting ozorrc with it, thus
prod-ucing the d.eficit noted. in the ozorre d.istribution befow
,0 hî"
3"6 Conclusions
It is apparent from the d.iscussion in the preced-íng sections that
d.espite the improvements in recent years there is stilt some uncer-
tainty about the values of some of the terms required_ for photo-
chemical ozorre calcul-ations. Therre are probably mì-nor errors i-n
the photochemical- ozone profiles because of the tack of sufficiently
quantitative val-ues for the oxygen absorption coefficients assoei¿ted-
with the schuman¡-Range band-s, anil the question of the quantum
efficiency of d-issociation of oxygen in this waverength region.
These uncertainties woul-d affect the ozone concentrations above
about 50kn only" The values of the ozorre absorption coeffici-ents
and. the spectral intensity of the sun would appear to be satis-
factorily known at present for the wavelength region of i_nterest,
and. no impor:tant changes in the photochemical- ozone profile would- be
expected- to result from a subsequent revision of these val_ues.
Tlre major sources of error in photoohemical ozone catculations at
pnesent would- appear to be in the rate constants kr, ko and_ kr" 0f
these ku is the l-east important as the resur-ts of Section 3"L',0.1
show, the ozone profile being influenced- only above /ohn by
reacti-on R5. rn the case of krr although there is a wid_e range of
reported. values, it seems from the discussion of Kaufman and- Kel-so
?ga) trrat the actuat- value oî k, Lies near to that used- here,
Sínce the temperature d-epend.ence of k, is not of great jmpor"banee
it seens probable that the essential featuzes of the photochemical
azarLe profile are ad-equately represented by the value of k, used
in the present cal-culations. und-oubted.ly the major uncerlainty
conrerns the value of ko and its temperatuze d-epend-ence, and, a
d-efinitive varue of ko is of vital_ inporbance as regard_s the
48
photochenistry of atnospheric ozone. Not onJ-y is the value of k,
of gneat consequence in calculating the ozone concentr^ation, but
perhaps ofmore inportance are the inplications the value of ko can
have to the theory of the photochenistry of ozone. Tlris topic is
tlevelopetl in detail- in Chapter 6.
For the present it will be assumed. that an ad.equate representation
of the photochenical ozone d.istribution in the atmosphere is given
by Case I, ancl the d¿ta selected. for this case wil-l be used in
Chapters 4 antl 5. Since there is reasonable agneement between
Case I and. experinental resul-ts this assunption woul-d. appear to
































A NoN-EQTTTTIBRIUM r][rrESTIeArroN I]qTo mfE DIUR]üAT, PIIoToCHEMTCAT
ATOMIC O)ffGn[ .AIüD OZONE VAR]ÍTIOI{S ]N $TE MESOSPHM.E
4.1 Introduction
In the previous chapter the res',¿l-ts have beør presented. of an
i-nrrestigation i¡to the variations of thp photochemi-cal O. d.istri--
bution for an orygen atmosphere at rest, for cond.ítions und.er which
it was assumetl that equilibriun had been attai¡ed.. ft is there-
fore of i-::terest to investigate the diurnal- variation of O. i:r the
atmosphere, due to photochenical- effects, and to detenni-ne whether
the equilibc"iwr siate assr.¡med- above is actual-ly attained-.
Although O. is forned. by photochenica.f reactions at aIL aLtituC-es
in the range 10 to 100h, only the O. at the higher 1eve1s, above
about 35lfr, is affected- by the solar rad.íation under normal- oircu¡ß-
stanees. The Ou at the lower 1eve1s, where it is principally
stored", is protected. from ihe i¡tense short wavelength solar
rad.iation, ancl as a result is ind-epend.ent of the d-iurnal variation
in the sol-ar ratliation. The 0. above 35I<:n d.oes however nesponå
to changes which al-ter its concentration from that whieh is in a
steady state with the atomic or,cygen eoncentrati-on and. the i¡ciden';
rad-iation at a particu-far altitude. This response is faster at
hågher altitud.es where the solar rad.iation is more iltense, and,
, because of thisr or-re mi-ght expect the ozone at these al-titudes'ao
show a d.iurnal- variation following the variations i¡ tft.e solar
rad.iation. The resulti.:ng change in the total- ozone eoncentratíon
i-,n a col-r.mn of the atnosphere wou-l-cl be very smaIl, and henee
extremely d.ifficuJ-t to d.eteet ex¡rerímentally. This is ilue to the
low ozone coneentration at the higher al-titud.es, the ozone amo'¿nt
abcve {Olsnbeing less than 1/" of the total-. The observaticn of
d:i-urnal- ozone changes i-s also complicated- by the fact that the
stand.arrL i-:estr¡¡nent, the Dobson speetrophctometer, i-s eal-ibrated
by assuming that there is no d-íurna1 ozone change. NevertL¿etress,
by neans of a statistical- analysis, Dütsch (lgf6) has reported- tkat
a smaJ-l ozone change oecurs d-uritg the si:¡l-it hours, a.lso, Khalek
and Vassy (lgZZ) have noted- that a reðuation in the total- ozoyle
amomt üan occuf arouncl noon. The biggest increase i:l the d-iu.:mal
a'zarre variation takes pLace after sunset when the ozone concen-
tz"at'ì on increases at the eqpense of the atomi.c oxJ¡gen concentrati.on.
these increases in the totaJ- ozone amor¡nt have been observed- by
usìng the moon as a light source, although the results are
app.arently subject to sone specr:lation (Ra"rnanathan et al, 196X).
Theoretical- stud-ies of these effects are of interest as they
provi-d.e info:rnati-on on a region of the atmosphere whieh is sti-l-l
z'elatively unexplored, antl it is possible to relate atcmì c ot gen
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and ozone concentrations i¡ the mesosphere and abeve with atnos-
pheric motions as shonn by Young ancl Epstejn (1 962). Cal-culations
of the azo:ne incre¿.se at n:-ght have been nacle by Barth (lg6l),
Dütsch (tg6t ) and Paetzold ?get). Dütseh (tgfe) has also
attenpted. an i¡nvestigation of ttre tliurr:al photo,chenical ozone
change, but assunptions he had. to nake in tlie tlerivatlon of tris
equations arrd. also concernì.:rg the values of rate constants l-initetl
the results he obtai¡retl. Very recently Leorry ?g6+) has a.lso macle
a stuely of the cliumal ozone variation and the departure fron
equilibrir¡n i¡r the mesosphere, and obtai¡ed. results fai-r1y simil-ar
to sone of those given here inclepend.ently. He was however
prinaril,y i¡terested. i¡r the raeliative properties of the nesosphere
i¡r his stutly rather tl¡an the properties of the ozoncsphere as
reported. here.
The present work is an attempt to i-mprove on previous calcu-
lations by using a ûore realistic mathenatical treatnent and. the
best flata available. The principal ôj-fferenoe betv¡een the treat-
nent gi-ven here antl those usecl previously is ttrat the equations
d.efining the atonic o:ry.gen antl ozone eoneentrations are maintaj-ned.
i¡ their conplete clifferential form a"nd. sinultaneously integratecl
nrrnerically on a computer. this pernits a completely non-equili-
brir¡n appnoach to be usecl and avoicls maki:ag the usual assunption
that photochenical equilibrir:m prevails at some ti-me in the atnos-
phere. the clifferential eqr-lations haue been integrated to permit
a study of the variations i-r¡ tþe ozone and. atonic olrygen concen-
trations for a periocl extenôing from noon one cla¡r t,o noon on the
succeecling clay.
,[.2 fhe photochenical reactions ancl equations
The lj-nitations of an o4¡gen atmosphere at rest were agai.n
inposed- for the present study, ar¿d" the sâme reactj"on schene as
before, reaetisns R1-R5 onlJ¡, TÍaa considered. the ti-me rates
of ch'ange of the O and. O. concentrations due to these reaetions
are then given by equations E1 andE2 (p"t6). Tftren consideri:lg
the racliation free time at nieht i-,he above two equations reåuce to
d. [03]
-Ë = kz [o] [or] [u] - k4 tol [0.] E6
a [o] = -kz tol lorl tul - k4 lol [0.]
d.t
- 2k5 [o]2 [t',t] E7
By integratJag these pairs ef sinultaTr.eoi.i,s equatiotos zlumerieally
it is possible to investigate the ùir-r:sial variatÍcn of O and O. in
the atnosphere.
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The d.ata sel-eeted. for this study was the sane as that used. for
Case I in Chapter J, as this was consid-ered- to give a fairl-y
real-isti.e representation of the actual- cond.itions in the atmosphere"
The equilibrium concentrations of 0 and. 0. for case f were those
used. as the preliminary initial val-ues for the diurnal integæ.tion
routine" Since in the diurnal investigation one is concerneiL onl-y
with the upper layers of the ozonosphere, it is possible to ignore
the pressure d.epend.ence of the 0, absorption coef,fi-cient in üre
Sohumann-Runge band-s, as given by êquation E5 on p"2!, and. put
d,2 = a.o" îhe negleet of the Âø Å term is justified- forthe
altitud-e range und-er consid.eration as the maxinun value of this
tèrm amoi;rrted. to l-ess than O"1% of a o.
In the equilibrium study of Chapter J tl:rc 0u eoncentratisn above
801mwas neglected., but, for the ùlurnal investigation the atraos-
pheric pathleng+,þs at dawn and- sunset ar¡e very 1arge, and. the
absorption by the 0= above 80kn can produd,e a noticeabl-e attenuation"
3or this reason a val-ue of 5 x 101 õ molecules/cm2 col-umn was taken
for the total O- anount above 8Oh, whil-e an esti:nate of L"6 x 1Ole
molecule,srlcm2 col-umn was mad.e of the total O, amount above ggkn.
It was assumed. for the purposes of the d-iurnal investigation that
thene was no diurnal variation of tenperature in the atnosphere, for
the altitude range of intere"t (44 to 8Ot<n) inaications are tJ:ai any
such variation wo';ld- be of minor importance" The effeet cf
variations in the atmospheric temperature profile is ùiscussed- in
Secti.on +"5"+"
The ttd.ayrr used for the d.iurnal- investigation was taken as that of
the equinox at the equator, the zegith angle at noon therefore bej-ng
zern" The sun was then given a 1" rotation every 4 minutes so il¡at
the rel-ative times of nigþt, day, d-awn and- si.rnset were as for the
actual atmosphere"
\"J The characteristic times for atomic oxygen and_ ozone in the
atmo spher:e
Before d.iscussing the numerical method.s used. in the present work
it is as well- to consid-er the characteristic times (fraff restoration
times) for O and Ou: these being ttre tines taken for d.isturbanees
A[0] or A[0.1 from the equilibri'um values [O]o ana [0.]o to be
redueed. to e-1 of their initial- val-ues" Dütsch ?gye) ¡r.* d-erived-
an exTression for the characteristie tine for Ou in the atmosphere
from a consideration of equations E1 arÊ.I,2, negleeti-ng tkre terrn
involving atomic oxygen recombination, whi-ctr is of minor importanee
for the a.l-titud.e range und-er eonsid-eration" Assuming that [0] is
9q.ga1 tc its equilibrium value and. therefor"e d. lOl/U = O enabl-es









If [os] is not in equilibrir¡n br¡t is given by [ou] = [0.]o
+ À[O.] ttren substituting for [o.J in E8 and ronembering that
¿ [Osl/at = o. the following expression is obtai¡ecl
Ts =
r<rl o, J IuJ
-tu 
"9rk4 
[ 02 ] A I o. ] -,*. q3 k4A I os ] [ or ] o-h "t 
ko a I ou J 
2
kzlozl[u] * to(lo.Jo + a[o.J)
By eonsiclering the relative inportance of the various te:ns in
th5.s equation Dütsch was able to integrate it, antl obtai¡ecl a
rather lengthy expression from whieh the charaete::istie ti-me, r-,




Similarly, by eonsitlerilg [O.J to be in equilibrir:n i¡estead. of
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In eal-culati:rg values for ¡. and, r., from E! ancl E1O the values
'used for the various terms i:s these equaticns were the õ¿ùme as
those usecl for Case I in the prevíous equilibrium ealculatisn.
The variation of r, and ru with height for an overheacl sun ts
given i-n figure JJ.
The si-gnificance of figure 33 is that it read-ily pennits the
heigla"c ranges to be d.eteruinecl for which either 0 or 0. would. not
be expecterl to be j-n equilibriun. 0f the 8.64 x lcta seeonds in a
day or:-1y about 1Oa seconcls a:re avail-abl-e in wt¡-ieh the atmosphere
wíl-l .be able to attain equilibriurn with the incid.ent solar radiation,
hence altitud-es for whieh the charaeteristic time is much greater
ttmr¿ 104 second.s wiIL probably not be in equilibrit¡n because Qf
nixing in the aetual atroosphere. In atltlition if there i"s a
variation in the coneentration of an atmospheric constituent due to
reaetions taking plaee at night, it will- not reach its equilibriun
coneentration cluring the d.ay if its characteristic ti¡ne is greater
than about 104 seconils, regardless of arry nixi:eg in the aünosphere.
Fron figuîe 33 it can be seen that above about 65fu 0, and below





























in the atmosphere" rn fact from a study of r.,, yüa11ace (1962)
has estinatetL that the cLaytime val-ue for the 0 concentration night
be l-ess than the equilibrium value by at least one order of nag-
nitud.e in -bhe al-titud.e range from 85 tc below 6O m. Subsequent
results will shcw that thís is parLía11y correct"
Às is well lcaown, the hígh value of ru bel-ow Jokm is the reascn
that rel-atively large anot¡nts of 0., 5-n some cases narry tìmes the
equilibri.um va1ue, are to be found" in the atmosphere, si¡ree it is
'in this region (tO to Joicn) that the atmosphere rrstores" i-ts ouone
supply. siniJ-arly the high vaJ-ue of r, above Toloresul-ts j-n ncn-
equilÍbrium amounts of 0 bei.:ag formed-, and such non-equilíbriun
values will- al-so cause the Ou in thj-s regi_on to be in non-equil-j--
briun. This fol-l-ows beeause the 0u concentration is closely
rel-ated tc the O concentratíon at these aJ-titud.es and. cannot attaå¡
its equilibrj-u¡n concentration ind.epenclently, d.espite its snal-l-
characteri-stic ti-me "
4.1+ Nurnerical- nethods
A for¡r poi:rt Runge-Kutta 5-ntegration routi-ne was usecl llo
iltegrate sinultaneously equations El and.32 for d.aytime cond-itJ-ons,
ancl equations E6 and. E7 f or the rad-i-ati on free time at night oïl ¿un
IBM 7090 c,omputer" Because of the variation with height of the
$as concentrations and. the rad.i¡.tion íntensit¡r it was necessa"r"¡r ti:r
clivid.e the atnosphere into a nunber of height intervals. Feu*"teen
i.::terval-s j:t the height range B0 to t+T\g-were used., these bei_:eg
2"5tu thick d.own to 55Isanð- 2Imthi_ek fros 55 to l+71o" The upper
height l-iait was sel-ected. because this was the li-nit set in she
previous equiJ.ibrium eal-cul-ations, whi1e the lower L.ifiit ani-ses
fro¡n the fact that the ti.ne step fcr the integration routj-ne starts
to beccme prohi-bitiveJ-y snall- at the l-ower aJ-titucles; also bel-ow
this alti-tud.e thi s study ås not of iriterest because phctochemical
equilibri-un exists.
In the rad"ia-l;iotr free ti¡e the various layers are conpletely
i:rd.epenclent of each othev" and" can be treated. separately íf d.esi red".
However, d.uring the d-ay -bhe J.ayers are interconnectecl by the
rad.iation tevms, the Í-ntensi.ty of the raC.iation i-nei-d-erit on a gitoen
layer being tþ,at transmi-tted- from the Layer above. As a,r,esur-t of
thi-s it i s d.esirable to use a conrìon time i:rterval for the i-nte-
gration routine for the whole al-titud-e r.ange uncler invest:i-gation ín
order tc red-uce comptr-icatior:.s arising J-n the eal-cul-ation of -ihe
sol-ar intensi-iy" This åntensity varies continuousl-y because lhe
variatiorr in the sun's zeni-th angle with time of d.ay resr¡lts ir"r
changfug atnospheric pathlengths, and. hence in the correspondån6
atmospheric absorption" The tirne interval-s d.etermi-ned- for the
i^ntegration step were sufficientJ-y short to be able io assume that
the solar intensit¡r was constant over the step length, and- its
val-ue was oa^Lcul-atecL for the time eorrespond.ing to the centre of,
the tine jgtterval-.
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The solar lntensit¡rr g¡: reaching a layer at height, h, is
relatecl i-n general to the solar intensity incident on the earthr s
atmosphere, e", bX
' o N sec 0)qh = 9o e{P \-
where ø is the absorption coefficient, N is the nr¡mber of absorbing
particles i¡r a vertical col_r:nn above the height h, antl â is the
iolar zenllh angle. For 0 < 7Ot the atnospheric path-length was
taken to vary as sec 0, w[i1e for 0 > -7O" sec 0 was replacecl by the
Chapnarr functJ-on, Ctr (Îre), which al-lows for the_sphericiQr of the
earth's atnopphere (Chapnan, 1%1). For e > g9o no radiati-on can
reach any of the layers of the atnosphere consicleretl here as they
Lie i-n the earthrs sh4dow. ^The val-ue of 0 at which this cut-off
occurs varies fron 99o to 97o for the al-titucle range 80 to 47fu,
In any case by this tioe the intensity of the racliation is very
weak ancl the:raöiation terms in the equation are of roj-nor inportance.
The evaluation of Ch (XrO) was perfornetlby the computer as requÍned
usi:rg a five poilt Gaussian quaclrature.
In an integratisn routine of ttre Rr:nge-Kutta type it is necessal.¡r
to cletemine the tiroe step with sone care in orÊLer to avoid. in-
accuracies or round.-off errors. It can be showà (ttictrotts, 1962)
that the time step, At, is related' to the eigen values, À, of the
matrix d.efining the pairs of si¡nultaneous equations E1 ancl E2 or
E6 and.87. ' For conputational stability the largest negative eigen
value nust be retai-netl, an additional requirenent.for stability is
that f ÀAt | < 2"8, whiie for good. accuracy lÀA,t I . 1.0. The
variation of At with altitude correspontli-:rg to lÀAt | = 1.0 j-s
given Ín figure J\ f or cLayti-me condj-tions. A different varj.ation
ís obtai¡ed. of course for the ratliation free ti-roe at night.
It will be seen that below l0knthe tiroe step becomes critically
small for a 2\ l¿our i¡rteration. Figure J4 or:fy d.efines the upper
li-ûit to at correspol]d-ing to | 'i' I t I = t '0, antl it is necessary to
cletemj¡re the lower linit enpirically. For the present i-nvesti-
gation a ti-ne step of JO sec was used for the period. fron clawn to
sunset, while for the night two ti-ne steps were used, one of 240 sec
for 8O to 6Olcn a¡rcl one of 4Osec for 60 to 531m," The lowest thnee
layers were not considerecl at night si:rce by the encl of sunset,
e i 9go , there was insufficient o left to produce any clre¡ge in t¡e
O. concentration.
The actuaf d.etails of the calcuLations c€ui now be cliscussed.
For each ti-ne step tluring the d.ay it was necessarlr to calcuJ-ate the
rad.iation te:ms d2qzlozf ancl o.e.[O.], where the 4191 were the suns
taken over al_I the wavelength i-nterval-s of interest. The 0,
absprptÍon term was d.ealt with as before usi-ng the arralytic methotl
g:iven by Graig (lgfO). In the case of the O. absorption the ter"rn
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hence strictly the who1e term shor¡l-d be evaJ-uated at each of the
four poi::ts used. in the Rr:nge-Kutta routine. In practice thís
invol-vecL excessive coùputing time and- al-so it was not necessary
as neithe" lO.] nor g- varied- noticeably dr.rring an iltegration-
step. The val-ue of ø.ea was rnaj¡ztai-necl constant for a gi-ven step,
and- was caleuÌated. using the value of [ 0. ] at the begilning of the
step with the val-ue o¡ gs correspond.ing to the zenith angle at the
centre of the step as stated- above. This procecl-ure was fowrd- to
be completely satisfactory in practiee si¡ce lo.l only changed.
significantly at d-awn or sr¡nset when the collision terns pne-
clominatetl over the rad-iation terrs. The eol]ision teims were
cal-culatetl for cond.itions at the centre af eac]n Layer, as the
[0r] and [u] vary with height and- the rate constants k, and ko
are temperature d-epend-ent.
Once the requi-red- time step for the Runge-Kutta routine was
d.ete:mj-ned. no tror¡ble was experi enced. with ttre Jntegrati-on pno-
ceilure, good. stabiJ-ity being obtajned- at af]- times and- unifono. smooth variations in the I o] and. I o= i rronc one ti-me step to the
next. Integration began at noon ar:.d. proceecled. until after 24
hours noon ïvas again reachecl. As was expectetl the ilitial- equili-
briun values of io] and [o.J we-re not obtai::ed, and. it was necessary
to repeat the iltegratj-on usi::g the new values r¡ntil- a stable siate
was reached. in which-Lhe values of [o] and. [0.] ror a given tíine
one tlay were the sane as those for the same tj¡ne on the preeeeòing
day. It w-as f,ound. that the lower layens rapiùLy stabilize,l wÏ¿íle
the top layers req-uirecl severar 2[ houn i-teraiions to attai-n a
steacly state 
"
4.5 Presentatío:: ar.¡d. d.iscussion of results
+.0.1 The d.eparture from photcehenieal- equilibrium in the
mesosphere
The principal r"esull; obtaj¡aed. from the present investi-
gati-on was that photochørical equilibriun concentrations ar.e
not obtained. for vertical- 0 and. 0. d.i-st::ibutj-ozls j-n tr¿e
atmosphere above 60nr, in agreemerrt with Leovy (116+). The
extent of 'bhe ùeparture of the O and- O. concentratj-ons from
theír equilibrium values, which is due 'co photochemical-
effeets al-o4b, is shovm i-n figure J! where equiri-briurn and_
non-eguilj-briun val-ues are compared. for condi-tions at rlcon,
0 = O". Complete photochemical d.j-stributions are given for
the altitude range 10 to 80hr i-n figure JJ anð, sr:fusequnent
figures in ord.er te j-nd.icate fully the extent cf the
variations in the coneentrations, regarùLess sf the lcnovrn¿
d-eparture f'nom equilibri'¿¡o below about 35Irt d-ue to atmosphe3iceffects" From figure 3D ít i-s apparent that above 6oknthe
atmosphere d-oes not ha"¡e sufficient tine aftey' clawn to acrrieve
equilibrium coneentrations by noon, and- that the d-eparLure
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froro equilíbriun increases with altitucle, reachilg nearly
one ortler of magnitucle for both the 0 ancl 0. concentrations
at 8O1o. ft shor¡lcl be noticed. that there is a seconclary
naxinun i¡r the 0 distribution arorued. TOlmanising fron the
breaktlown at clawn of the secontlary 0. naxi-nun which is fometl
at this altitutle durþg the night. Later in the afternoon
this seeonclary O nari¡rrn virtrrally cllsappears ancl the rnore
'rnorral'r monotonic 0 increase with altitucle is observed.
the departure of the 0 antl 0. concentrations fron equili-
brir¡n results from the effects that the rates of reactions
R2, R4 and R5 have on these concentrations in the racli-ation
free ti-ne at night. ltlTien equilibrium concentrations are
usetl as the initial values for these reaetions the reaction
rates are about an orðer of magnitucle greater than those for
non-equilÍbrir¡n concentrations above 70lq" Now reactíong
R4 and R5 both leacl to the d.isappearanee of two I'oiLcL* fo::ns
of o:grgen (O or O. ), ancl the initial equilibriun concentrations
aré suffioiently hi,gh to per"roít these reactions to pnoceed at
such a rate that the nu¡ober of od.cl forns of o:cygen which are
consumetl cannot be macle up tluri::g the d-aylight hours. The
only reaction which lead.s to acld-iti-onal otlcl forms of oxygen
is the clissociation of Or: reaction R1, and. this proceeôs too
s1ow1y (to-t """-' 
per unit eoncentratj-on at 8ol@) to be able
to rnake up the deficiency above 6onn in the ti:ae availabl-e.
Below 60knthe situation is s1i-ghtly clifferent as the 0 con-
centration is too low to permit any significant reclr¡ction i¡
the nr¡pben of otld. foms of orqrgen overnight. The extent of
the cons.rrmption of these od.cl folus of o:çygen for the various
altituôes is shown in figr:re 36 for non-equilibrir¡n conclitions.
the nr¡nbers of oôd. forus of oxygen ane plcttecl for conclitions
existing lor 0 = 90' in ihe afternoonr^just before the night
O_ Íncrease oommences, anô for 0 = -99" in the ßon3j-ng, just3
before the ôawn breakdown of the 0. concentratj-on. The
figure inôieates the nurober of ocld. fo:ms of oxygen whieh
have to be procluced. cluring the clay at the vari.ous levels so
that the given values at sr.¡nset wil-1 be attained.. this value
is a naxinrm around 75tu, as this is the al-titucle at which the
slm of the rates of reactions R.[ and. R5 is a maximr.m whsr
Í.ntegratecl over the whol-e night. Befow 75Ls the rapid-
reduction i¡ the O coneentratior: caì¡Ðes this aonbínecl rate
to tlininish with clecreasi¡g l¡eieht. Above 75Io the eonbi¡retl
rate fal-ls off because of t'he snaller Q. concentration, and-
al-so because the lower pressure recluces the rate of the three
botly reactions. 0n1y above 75k¡o is reaction R5 roore
important t'tran Rl+ antl this is true only for the initial
periotl of the night, before the O concentratíon wrd.erSoes
any appreci.able reðuction.
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now be more ful-l-y unðerstooô following the above d-iscussiori"
Ihe d.eparture from phct'ochemical equilibriun anises si-mply
because r, is of the oriler 1Os sec at 80Iq and- therefore
there is insufficient ti-ue for the O to reeover its equili-
briu¡: csneentratÍon fol-l-ow'ing the losses sufferod- d"uri-ng the
night. this low O eor:.eentration i¡ tusn resul-ts j-n a l-ow
0- concentration, as the rate cf fo:mation of 0_ 5-s ùirectly
3
proportiona-l- to the 0 concentration"
Another consequence of the Large val-ue of r, in the meso-
sphere and. above is that atnospheric motions can also result
in non-equilibrir:¡r eoncentrations. Nicolet and- Mange (lgt+)
have shown thai O coneentrations greater than those predieted
by photochenical- equilibrium theory are to be ex¡reeted" above
70 kn i-n the atnosphere because of mixing and ,tror¡rnward. d-iff,usi-on.
However, fcr the purposes of the present stuðy it was assuned
that the atnosphere was at nest and- that no transport
mechanisns ïvere operating"
The d.iurnal- variation of atomic o4Fgen and ozone i,n the
mesosphere
the d.iurnal- variatj.on of 0 and- 0. f,or several heights Ín
the atmosphere j-s shovun in figure 37, wlníIe profiles of 0
and 0. are given in figure 38 for d.avrn, noon and. su-nset", For
the purposes of "the pres.-nt tliscussion d¿vrn i.s d.efined- as the
ti-me sofar rad.iation first reaches the top J-ayer und-er con-
sid.eration (7V "5-80Is), and. sunset as the time thís rad.iat:ioyiis first eut-off, from the top layer; these times are respec-
tively 36 nín:¿Nes before anð after these events oceLrr at the
surface. At d.awn the 0. concentration is a ma^:cimum through-
out the height range whi-l-e the O concentration is a minimirm,
below 701m ít is in fact zero. Tfj-th the onset of solan
rad-iation, whi-ch is capable of dissociati::g O. only for about
the first 20 månutes af.ter aaunr (tfre shorter wavelengths are
stil-l completely absorbed-) very rapíd. changes take plaee 5-n
the 0 and. 0_ concentrati-ons " These changes of eourse oceìJ-r3
first for the upper layers, as can be seen from figure 3-/, "ulne
most marked- effect being a red-uction of over "bwo ord.ers of
magnitud.e i-n the O. coneentration i-n the top layer in 3A
minutes" The changes at the l-ower levels ber¡oue progres-
sively smalier so that f or a heighi of 48 ico only a mi:nor
effect j-s d.iscernibl-e" The d.issociati-on of the 0. at d-awn
completely d-estroys the build- up which has taken place in the
preced-ing 2/a heurs, anð results i-n the minimum O" concen-
tration for the d.ay. The d"issociation of the O. eauses very
little change i¡ the rzumber of "oiltl" fo::ms of o:6rgen (O + O.)
at any level, see fígure 3-1, as except for the upper layers,
no appreciable quantity of these od-d. f o:ms of o:rygen i s
consumed by the collision r"eactions R4 and- R5"
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After the narketl d.awn variations there follows a steady
builtl up in both the O and- O. concentrations f or aJ-1 l-evels
r¡ntil noon, as is apparent from figure 37. Below 6O m
this builcl up ceases at noon as equilibriun vafues are
attainecL, see figure 35. The intensity of the solar
rad.iation reaching the layers under consideration starts
to decrease after noon because of the increased. absorption
through the longer atmospheric path-lengths. Below 60kn
a corresponôing reduction is observed. in the 0 ancl 0. con-
centrations following the d.ecrease j-n the rate of clissociation
of 0r, but above 6Omthe 0 *A gs v_alues continue to in-
crease because they are below theír equilibrium values. ïn
fact for the t;op layer consid.ered the O concentration con-
tinues to'i¡rcrease until- si¡nset when the O. build. up com-
mences. the sunset value shows an i-ncrease of a factor of
4 over the d.awn velue¡ ind.icati¡rg that the O concentration
above about 75Is persÍ-sts essentiaJ-Iy unchanged. cluring the
night.
At sr¡nset large changes occur in the concentrations of
both gases as shown in figure 37, t}re O. concentratipn in-
creasi.ng at the elq)ense of the 0 concentration once the
sunrs d-issociating ratliation is absent. The order of the
changes are very nearly the same as those at d¿wn althougtt
they are not quite so rapid.. At the lower leve1s the O is
alnost completely converted. to 0. and. a steady state is
attai¡recl in about an hour. The O and. 0. concentrations at
srxrset are shown in figure J8 from which it can be seen ttrat
a second.ary ozorre manj-mum has appeared. at 65h. This
secontlarXr maximum appears at tlris l-evel- because the net rate
of fo:mation of O. is a maxjrnum in this region during the
sunset period, as the intensity of the sunr s rad.iation is
nuch less than that for the upper layers, and al-so the rate
of reaction R2 is faster clue the higher pressure. However,
because of the higher pressure at the lower level-s, the
higher rate of reaction R2 soon lead.s to d.epletion of the 0
supply and. therefore to the attaínnent of a steaôy state at
these level-s. The seconiJa;ry Os maxj¡rum appears ultimately
at about TOlsnbecause of the larger 0 suppÌy. It ca¡u:ot
occur at higher fevels because the rates of reaction R2 and.
Rl¡ becone of the sa¡ne orcler soor3. after surset so that the net
rate of 0_ formation is very low. Although above 70ts the
3
O. builcl up continues throughout the night it is essentialÌy
conplete even for the top layer within an hour of sunset.
The final- 0 and 0u profiles at d¿vrn are given in figure J8
fron which it shoul-tl be notecl that above 78km the 0 concen-
tration is still- larger than the 0u concentration. the
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The d-iurnal photochemica-l total ozone variation
It is apparent from the previous d-iscussion that there
will- be a variation in the total- 0_ a.mowrt of the atmosphere
due to the photochenical effects, regartlless of any
variation due to meteorologicaJ- factors. The d-iurnal
photochenical 0. change is shown in figr:re J) from wtrich it
carr be seen that a cl-ecrease of 0.0031 cm S.T.P. occurs in the
total- O. arnorrnt at dawn which is fol-l-owed. by an ilcrease of
O.00O2cn S.T.P. drrring the day, ancl a sudden increase of
0.0028 cm S.T.P. at sunset. the mini-mun totaJ- O- arnount
occurs just after d.awn at the surface and- the maxi-mum at
about midnight.
. Silce the range of the total Ou change due to photochemical
effects is only 0.00J1 cm S.T.P. it seems unJ.ikely that ít
could. be observed from the surface, even at the equator where
it would represent the biggest percentage variati-on of the
total 0. anount. Takir¡g a total Ou arnount of O"2Jcm S.T.P"
as bei-ng representative of the atnospheric O. content at the
equat,or, it is seen that the photochemical- variatíon
represents a tleparture of orrly 1 .{o from the total anount,
while the quoted. accuracy for the stand-ard- measurilg instru-
nent, the Dobson spectro-photoneter, is only {" (Dobson,
1957). Since the results presentecl here are for an orygen
atmosphere it is Iikely that they represent an upper limit
for the variation of the total O. amount, hence in practice
a d.eparture of less than '1 .2/o nay be expected.. Night-tine
total 0. measurements usi.:rg the moon as a light source
(Ramanathan et a1., 1961), intlicate total- O. increases of
between 0.015 cm and O.069 cm S.1.P. depend.ing on the wave-
lengths used for the observations. However, when the
d.ifference nethocl (Dobson, 1957) was used. it was found. that
there ïras no significant systenatic increase of 0. d.uring
the night. Such a resul-t is pred-ictable fron figr:re 39
where it is apparent that within about J0 minutes of sunset
at the surface no significant increase in the totaJ- 0. amount
will occur; a,nd al-l one can expect to observe is the clay to
night change. It is concecled. however that the irrelusion of
reactions involving atomic hydrogen woulcl be ex¡lected. to
effect the results reportecl here, in particular the nagnitutle
of the night-ti-me photochemical total O. increase night be
recluced.. In spite of this it is concl-ud.ed that no measur-
abl-e change in the total O. amor:nt should. be observable ùuring
the clay d.ue to photochenical reactions, and. that the d.ay to




There appears to be no support, as far as photocheroical
effects are cor.cenreil, for a retluctibn i¡ the total 0. anount
arouncl noon as obse:¡recl by Klralek ancl Vassy (lgSZ).
Latituclinal and seasonal effeots
The nesults ôiscussed. in the previous sections are valicl
for tt¡e equator at the ti-me of the equinox, and. it is of
i¡terest to sonsi.¿Ler the effect of seas,onal ancl latituði-nal
vaniations on th.ese :results. Ihe height range unôer con-
siôerati,on is stiIl linited to that of 48 to 80 }o.
,Now, for any one stati-on, there are two effects to con-
siôer, one, the va,riation of the tenperature profiJ-e of the
atnosphere, antl, two, the variation of the solar zenith
angfe; The effect of var¡ring the atnospheric tenperature
profile has been discussecl previously i¡ Section 3.4.8t
where it was concfutleô that apart from high latitucles
essentially the same photoche¡nicaJ- O. Profiles cou1cl be
e:çectetl for al.l latitud.es antl ¡easons between about 35 ana
6Om. For latitutles within 35" cf the equator the meazure-
ments of Nordberg antl Stroucl ?gA) näve shown that there
are tenpèrature vari,ations from the nean tenperature profile
which ::each a maximum at B0lo of ! 3O"K, although these
variatilsns clo not show an-y systenatie pattern. Sincq the
resr¡lts'presentetl in Section J.l+"8 j¡rd.icate that a 5OoK rise
in the 1959 ARDC atloosphere at 8O lo produces very minor
changes in the O. æ1 0 coneentrations, it follows that
tenperature variations of the ord.er repor"becl by Norclberg
and. Stroud will have a neglig ble effeqt on the results
presented here for latitud.es within 35o of the equator.
, At high latitud.es (650) Nordberg ,tt¿ St"ot,d, fõund that
the nesospheric tepperatures are higher i.:r wi::ter than
surmer by about 70YK at 80kn. The effect of the higher
tenperatures j¡r the winter will be to reduee the O and- O.
concentrations comparecl to the sunmer because of thê increase
in the rate of reaction RJ¡; the fonnation of O. wiJl aJ-so
be slower clue to the reduced pressure at these l-evefs in the
wi¡rter. the faster rate of reaction R4 in the winter wil-l-
leacl to an i¡rcrease il the nr¡mber of sd.cl fo:ms of oxygen
which are consrmecl cluring the night, ancl theref ore to a more
na-rkecl d.eparture fron photochenical equilibriurn. This
shor¡ld. a-1so leacl- to a slightly snaller òiurnal- variation
of the total 0.. Hence it would. appear that variations in
the nesospheric tenperatures at high latitudes, r:¡l-ike those
at 1ow latitucles, will have an effect on the resuÈts of
Sections t+"5.1 to.4"5.3. Nordberg and Strouð' (1961) fç.t"
also for¡rrtl that a ttiurnal tenperature variation of 5-10-K
at 5OIo exists at high l-atitudes, but such a variati-on is
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Seasonal antl latitucli¡ra1 variations of the solar zenith
angle wor;lcl however be expected. to be more i,nportant thart
tenperatr:re vari.ations, particularly f or the polar regions.
One inporta¡rt effect is that the tleparture fron equiJ-ibriun
will be more marked. ,in the upper layers for high latitucles
due to the ohange in tbe ::elatíve lengths of clay anö nigþt.
This will occur since at night nore ti-ne is available i:: the
wi¡¡ter for the collision reactions, ancl a closer approach to
conplete exÌ¡austi-on of the 0 supply above 75lm would þe
e:çected.. As less ti¡e wiLl also be available cluring the
clay for equilibrir¡ro to be approached, and. the intensity of
the sol-ar racliation will be nore attenr:atecl because of the
Iarger zenith angles, this wiJ-l result in'the departune fron
photochenical equilibriun being accentuaterl. Tbe I,i-nit is
set by the conplete exhaustion of the 0 supply in the meso-
sphere, ancl, as lrlal-lace (l%Z) has obsenred, it is clifficul-t
to see how arqr Olcor¡l-d remain i¡r the nesosphere during the
polar rlight as far as photochenical consiclerations are con-
cerr:etl. Drriag the polar day it should. be possible for the
O and. O. fu the nesosphere to approach equilibrium concen-
tretions. It therefore appears that for latitud.es within
35o ot the eqrrator the """u1ts 
presentetl here will be
essentia't'l y r:nchangetl, while f or higher latitutles more
narketl clepartures from photochenical equilibriun i-n the
mesosphere are to be e:qrected, with the exbreme effects
occurrÍ:eg in the polar regions as would.;be expecteè. How-
ever, j¡¡ the actual atnosphqre there alre reasons to suggest
that transport of O i¡rto the nesosphere ocqurs cluring the
polar night by neans of merid.ional circufations (Yor:ng antl
Epstein, 1962), so that the photochemical-ly preclicted. state
will- not be achieved. i-n practice.
4.6 Conclusions
The investigation presented i-n th-is chapter lps clemonstnated.
that the wid.ely he1d. a,ncl muctr used assunption that photochenical
equilibri* O. ancl 0 concentrations are attai¡ecl'above 35lsin
the atnosphere is not val-itl. Àlthough the cleparture fron equili-
briu¡o is orrly appreciable above about 70Ioit is nevertheless an
effect which neetls to be taken into accorrnt, for exæple in atmos-
pheric heatj¡rg calculations ancl also airglow stuclies i¡volvi¡rg 0¡.
It appears faùr1y conclusive that grorrncl basecl obsen¡ations of the
noctufrral 0. i:rcrease are r:n-likety to be feasible, but rocket
rneasurements of the 0. profile in the nesosphere at night shoul-cl
be nore rewarcli:eg, and woultl be of great value i¡r cleterrnining the
i¡¡fl-uence of atonic hylclrogen on the O. concentration at ttrese
levels. It nust be enphasizetl that the i:rcorporation of reactions
i:rvolvJng H a¡rcl the aelctitional reactions cliscussetl in Chapter 6 are
Iikely to alter the overall orcler of nagnitud-e of the 0_ and- 0
-o¿-
cha.r¡ges given here, bUt the essential fo:m of t}re ûir::¡ral variation
sheultl be u¡raffecÈecl.
Tbe .stuftr of the 0. ancl 0 changes by neans of nunerical inte-
gration of the goverzring tËJferential equations provicles a tech-
nique of csnsi¿Lerable use i-:r the atnospheric.stuclies. Thus
I,eory Ug6i".) has use¿L suoh a net}rocl to Èlerive atmosphe:rie tenpera-
trrre profiles for oi:rculation stutlies. 'Another exanple of the
use of this,technique is presentecl in Chapter I where the effeets
of e sol-ar eclipse on the ozonosphere are stuùie¿l. In the future
2,1+ hsur integrations of tlifferential equati.onÞ goveneing the
varj,ations of atnospheric constituents wiJL rr:aôoubteclly provirle
¡nuch interesti:rg inf ornation.
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cIfaPrER. 5
A IEEORSTICA]" STIJDY OF fTTE CH.ûNGES OCCTIRRING IN THE
OZONOSPTffiE DT]RING A TOTAT ECL.IPSE OF fi]E SIIN
5.1 Introeluction
It is well heown that an eclipse of the su¡ results i¡r narked.
c}:anges in the state of the upper atmosphere, particr:Iar1y in the
ionosphere where the changes can be stutl-ied. easiJ.y by neans of
raclio Tcaves. At l-ower heights a solar eclipse also- affects the
ozonosphere, where it is fot¡etl ttrat an i¡¡crease occurs in the total
ozorre content in a verbical coh¡mn of the atnosphere. There have
been several- reported. stuòies of this effect, the nost reeent antl
best docr:mentecl of which are the obsenrati-ons of ltranz (lg6l).
Stranz, working frora the Belgian Congo latitucle 2'S, neasr¡retl an
j¡.crease of about +% b the tstal ozoîe emount shortly after the
naxi-num phase of an eclipse, in wtrich only about 8ú/" of totality
was reaehed.. Qualitatively it car¡ be seen, fnom a lanowJ-etlge of
tåe d.iurreal photochenical atmospheric ozone variation and a study
of the eguati-ons controJ-l-i¡g the ozone concentrati.on in the atnos-
phere, that an increase in the ozone conce.ntrati,on shoul-d. ocer¡r
above about 40}@as a'result of a solar eclipse. However only
about 1/" of the total- ozone a.mount is present above 4OIo in the
atnosphere, hence the experinental results i:eôicate t}aat a four-
fold. i:ecrease takes plaee in the total ozone content above 401@
during a solar eclipse. Such an i:lcrêase ca.n be easiJy strown to
be physically inpossible and. the question therefore ariseq as to
what actually happens to the ozon.e concentration clr:ri¡eg an eclipse,
ancl what is the cause of the apparent ozone increase obse::ved. ex¡teri-
nentally. For these reasons it was thought tlnat a theoretical
stuily of the ozone variation tluring a solar eclipse Eight help to
resolve these paracloxes, especially as no such otucly appears to have
been macle previousÌy. The present investigati-on shows that theore-
tical-ly a¡ ozone i¡rcrease of only about l/" is to be expected. cluring
a sol-ar eelipse, ancl reasons are aclvancecl to explain the clifference
between theory ar¡cl e4periment.
l. 2 Nr.merical nethod.s
5.2.1 General cLetails
The sane reaction schene, R1 to Rl, a¡rcl the same d.ata as
for Ghapter l¡ were useil j¡r the present stud.y. Since orrJ.y
d.aytine conclj-tions were of interest only equations E1 arld E2
(p. t6) were consi.clered.. The tletails of the actual nunerical
procetlures were iclentical to those d.evelopecl for the diurnal_
study, except ttrat the racliation te::rns hacl to be mod.ifietl to
a.llow for the variation of the intensity of the solar
rad.iatisn reaching the atmosphere caused by the occul_tation
of the sun by the noon clrrring the eclipse. the i¡ritial-
5.2.2
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values of the O and 0. concentrations required for the
integration routj-ne were a-1so taken from the tliurnal study,
ancl correspond.ed. to the non-equilibrir¡n concentrations
attair¡ecl at noon at the equator for an overhead sun"
The time of the eclipse fron first contact to fourth con-
tait was taken as !0OO seconcls, æd at the instant of totalit¡r
at 45OO seconils it was assumecl that no sofar radiation reached
the earth. This is not strictly true ín practiee because
of the existence of the corona arowrd ttre swr, but si¡rce the
intensity of the corona at the sunrs linb is onJ-y'10-6 of
the intensity at the sun's centre its presence was completely
ignorecl throughout the investigation. For conveni-enee the
eclipse was consid.erecl to start at noon ancl during i-ts
course allowa.ncp was made for the varj-atíon of the zenith
angle of the sr¡n. Àfter tlre conpletion of the eclipse tJ:e
i4tegration was continued i¡r orcler to d-ete::nine how long the
a,tuosphere requirecl to attain its nornal O. and O coneen-
trations. The ti-ne step for the iltegration routj¡e rlas
taken as JO seconcls, the sâme as that for the ùir:rnal stud-y,
a¡¡cl was nai¡rtained. consta¡t with heigþt, an enpirical check
bei:lg uacle to d.etelmi-ne if trr:ncation errors or other in-
accuracies were present.
lwo oases were consid.ered. il this study, a preliminary
investigation in which no allon¡ance was rnade for l-imb d¿rk-
eni¡S of the sr:rr, andl the rnore real-istic case in wh-ich
allowa¡rce was macle for li-mb darkeni:ag. Si::ce the nethod-s
usecl to represent the variations in the solar intensÍty
reachíng the earthts atmosphere were basically different
they will be cliscussed separateJ-y for convenience in the
following sections.
The variation of the racliation te:m assuning no linb
d-arkening
Yrlhen the linb d.arkeni¡g of the sr¡n is negleeteð the
variation of the intensit¡r of the sun's rad-iation reaching
the earth is then clirectly proportional to the wrocculted
area of the sun, a¡rd can be d.efi¡ed. in tems of the angle 0
in figure l¡0.
laki::g the apparent radií of the swr ancl noon equal to R
we see that the occr¡lted area' 4", is given by
A- = R2[e"-si¡ro]
U
and. if A rR2
o
then Ao A -A R2 lr-0c+sj¡o]o c
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tt go is the rad.iation output of the sun corresponclÍng to






o lr - oc + sin.g 811TT
Hence, by evaluating the coefficient of qo in 811, the
effective ratliatj-on output of the sun c¿ux be cletemi:eecl for
arry value of 0. It is necessary to relate 0 to the
Í:etegration time step Àt usecl with equations E1 ancl E2 irr
orcler to obtain the vafue of 0 corresponcling to a given ti-me
step. faking 0 = 0t at th.e beginaing of the time step and-






where the value of g requirecl for equation 811 is given by
e1 + 0,
0 = -----. e attains its naxi-num value of r at fuñ.22
eontact. By putting 0, = 0, th.e new value of 0, at the end.
of the succeecling time step nay be evaluatetl. I:e this
marül.er, for the case with no l-j-mb clarkenilg, the variation
of the siürr s effeetive racliation output d-uring the eclipse
was tlete::mined., and. incorporatecl ilto equatíons E1 and. E2 in
ortler to d.eterrni¡e the changes occurring j¡ the 0. and- 0
ooncentrations clurilg an ecJ-i-pse.
The va::iation of the raùiation term allowing for li.lnb
darkening
Linb darkening of the sun resuJ-ts from the effeetive rad.ia-
tion ternperatwe of the sun d-eereasi.ng towartls the linb where
the racliation is emj-ttecl fro¡n the cooler, outer layers of the
sul. The rad.iation j:ntensity for a given position on the
sun is corwentionalJy d-efi:led. by the angle ry' as shown in
figure l¡1 . Hence we require to larow the value of tlre rad.ia-
tion intensity I(/ ) il orcler to aJ-low f or lj-nb clarkeni¡g.
Values of f(t¡)/t(O), where f(O) :-s the intensitSr at the
centre of the sun, have been given by Mitche11 (1 909) anð.
Peyturaux çISSS) for cos / values fron 0.2 to 1.O urr¿ fo*
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various wavelengths d-own to about JOOO.8.. their data, which
are plottecl i¡r figure \2, have been extrapolated. as ild.icated.
si¡rce wavelength data are required- to l8OOi for the present
study.
For a given wavelength Pierce ar.rd ïtlad.d.e1l (1961) have
shown that it is possi-ble to represent the variation of
t(,/)/t(0) with cos rlt by the followi:rg equation
r(ø )
r( o) "À*bÀtt+cx
1 - ¡tlrn (t o ¡r-')t l I'12
where l.¡ = cos rlJ anò, the coefficients â, b, c are fr¡nctions
of wavelength as íntlicated." This equation was convenient
to use sj.:rce it readily pe::nitted. the ratio t(,/)/t(O) to be
calculated. for the various val-ues of ry' occurring in the rep-
resentation of the eclipse. The values of the coefficients
ã, b, c were clete:mi:red", for each of the /a'1 interwal-s usecl
to represent the variation of the solar intensity with wave-
length, by solvi-ng equation î,12 for three &ifferent va-lues
of ¡r usi::g data for I(/)/t(O) taken from fi-gure 42; the
results are given i¡ table 2. A check wh-ich was mad.e for
subsicliary values of ¡: reveal-ed. that this proceðure gave
resrrlts accurate to withi¡r 3 ta l+%, whi-ch was consiclerecl to
be satisfactory, the largest errors oceurring for the
shortest wavelengths.
.It is necessaïy to relate the value of I(O), tfre ilte,nsÍt¡r
at tåe centre of the sun, to that of F, the nean value of the
Íntensity over the sun, as j-n the absence of any occultation
of the sun the amor¡rrt of ratliation reachilg the atmosphere
for a given wavelength inten¡al ís given by F. The ratio
\O)/f is plottecl agai-::st wavelength in figure )aJ fram ô-ata
given by PJ-erce (lg|Ð, below 32OOl ít was again necessaïy
to ertrapol-ate the d¿ta as i-:aùieated.. Because of the
i::corporati.on of linb darkenÍ-ng i-n the racliation terms in
equations E'î artô. E2 the area representation given by equation
811 is no longer ad.equate a^ncl ít is necessary to consid-er
the surface area of the sr¡rt to consist of a nurnber of annu]-i-.
the area of the sr.ln was ùivid-ed. into 75 annul-i correspond.ing
to the time step of 3A seconcls, which meant that an ad.d-i-
tional- annulus had. to be ccnsj-dered- or neglected, d.epending
on the erbent of occultation, in each íntegration interval.
For a given integration step the value of 9 gi-ven i-n figr:re
Jtlt was evaluatetl for each of the an¡u1i which were occulted.,
the area of occultation being given by 9 rd.r.
r(ø ) r(o)
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The proportion of the mean va-lue of the i:rtensit¡r, F, emitted.







the value of I" was cal-eulated. for the radiaf centre of
the anrrulus, t+dr/2, correspond-ing to conôitions in the
mitlille of the integration time step. Then, by surnnj-nt I",
for a given wavelength intenral, over all the annuli occulted-
for the given tiroe step the reduction iJl the racliatisn
i¡tensity for that wavelength i¡terwaJ- was obtai:red.. the
net radiation intensity was that wkrich was usecl in the inte-
grati-on of eqr:ations E1 and. E2 j-n order to cletermi¡re the
changes in the o. ancl o concentrations for the tine step.
For the succeeding tj-ue step the number of annr:l-i to be
consiclerecl changed. by one, all the values of I al-teretl antl
new values for I" had- to be calculatetl. By repeating this
procetlure the variation of the sol-ar raùiation intensity
reaching the atmosphere ôuri-ng an eolipse was followed- i¡
ti-ne.
The nr¡nerica.f calcrr-l-ations l¡rere progra¡nmed for an IBM 7O9O
computer, the i:rtegnation proceclure usecl for equations E1 and-
82, a four poi:at Runge-Kutta routi-:re, pvi¡rg good stability
and accuracy throughout the i-nvestigation.
!.J Presentation and- d.isci:ssion of results
0n1y the results for the ease in whieh línb d-arkeni¡g of the
sun was consid.ered. will be presentecl here. The resul-ts were
qualitatively very simj-l-ar whether l-inb tlarkeni¡8 was all-owed for
or neglected., but the magnitudes of thé changes in the O. coneen-
trations were slightJ-y Sreater for the li¡ob d-arkeni-ng caÊe. the
reasons for the sinílanity of the resutrts wil-I be discussed l-ater.
5.3.1 The variation in the atomic olõrgen and ozone profiles d.ue
to the ecliPse
The i_ncrease i-11 the concentration of 0. ancl the corres-
pontli.:rg d.ecrease ir} that of o clue to the eclipse are inði-
catecl in figr:re 45, where the concentrations existing just
after totalit¡r are conparecl with the "normalrr coneentrations
for the "4" iir" 
of day. The profiles are plotteå for the
ti-ne just after totality at which the i-nerease j-n the total-

























































































































O. concentration i¡r the top t¡¡vo or three layers after this
tine with the naximun being attainecl three nj¡rutes later.
Conplete photochenical profiles are given in figure 45 :-n
ortler to i:nd.j-cate nore fulJy the exbent of the changes
occurri:lg d.uring the eclipse a¡rd- their retrative insignifi-
c'ance. There is a neximun increase of about one ord-er of
nagnitud.e in the O. concentration above 70lo d.uring the
eclipse, but tl¡-is increase fa1ls off very rapiùLy with tle-
creasing altitud.e, antl bel-ow 45 tsn no change in the 0. con-
centration can be ex¡lectecL. The variation of the 0. con-
óentration with ti-ne cluri¡rg the eclipse for several heigþts
is shown in figure l+6. The figr:re j¡dicates ttre narkecl
effect height has on the variation of the 0. concentration
and. clearly shows the mi:cor change which is obtai::ed- at 48Im"
It shoul-tl al-so be notecl that the response of the ozonosphere
to an eclipse varies with height, as migþt be expected, and-
that the naxinun 0. concentrations are obtai¡ecl at d.ifferent
tines for the various heights.
. Ihe increase j¡. the 0. concentrati-on nust obviously take
place at the expense of the 0 concentration, ancl it can be
seen fron figure )+5 tyøt at al-l- heights there is a recluction
in its concentration which reaehes over an oriler of magnitucle
at 60Io, and is even more accentuateil at lower altitud.es.
Below 5OIo the 0 concentiation is ¡nuch less than the 0= con-
centration uncler normal conclitions, hence even if all- the 0
at these hei'ghts is converted. to O. the percentage change i-:r
its concentrati-on will- be very smaÌl, and will- rapiùLy
approach zero with tlecreasing altitud-e. th-i-s is the reason
why below 45lm the 0u profile is not affected. by the ec1ipse.
At higher altitucles, above about 55I<rî, the concentration of
0 is greater than that of O. d-r:ri.::g the clay, ancl rel_atively
larger percentage changes can be expectecl in the 0. concen-
tration. However, at these heights the magnitud.e of the
inorease in the 0u conçentration is controllecl by the losses
causecl by reâction R4 and. not just by the rate sf fonmation
given by reaction R2. the 0. concentration therefore d-oes
not attai¡r the values whieh wor¡ld_ be possible j-n the absence
of reaction ÌJ¡, and- the resulti-ng profile is that given by
the net rate of Ou forration. Above about 7okn, the O con-
centration remains essentially rrrchangecl by ttre eclipse i¡r
spite of the large 0= i-ncrease, si¡tce a ver¡r snall_ change in
the O concentration at these levels ca^n procluce a Ia.rge change
in the 0u coacentration because of the three orclers of nag-
nitucle clifference in their rel-ati-ve concentrations. The
reason a.n insrease occurs in the O= concentration d.uring aJl
eclipse is of course due to the retLuction i_n the intensity
5.3.2
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of the sofar radiation reaching the atnosphere, which reduces
the rate of tlj_ssociation of both 0, arrd- o. very markeùLy and.
a1lows the col-lision reactions to predoninate as tliscussed
above. In this respect the changes produced- in the ozono-
sphere by an eclipse of the swr have noany sini-l-arÍties 'co
those produced by swrset where the sa,me qualitative changes
occur.
The vari-ation of the total ozone amount d-uring an eclipse
The theoretical increase in the total 0. arnount i-n a
cofr¡nn of the atmosphere d.r:ring an eclipse is perhaps the
nost interestilg result of ttre present investigation, since
erryerimental- clata are avail-abl-e for comparison. The caJ--
culated. change in the total- O. a.rnor:nt wj-th tine is given in
figure 47, fvom which it can be seen that the maxi-mu¡n in-
crãase of 0.9916cm S.T.P. is attaj-ned. 48JO seconds after the
start of the eclipse, ot 33O seeoncls after totality. The
maximum occurs after totality rather than at totality, si¡ce
the racliation j¡rtensity reachfug the atmosphere takes several
ni¡rutes to reach arr¡r significant l-evel aftet third- contact,
ancl clurilg ttr-is ti-me the col-l-ision reactions continue to pre-
cloninate. The rise i^n the o. content is very sl-ow initially
cluring the eclipse but i¡rcreases as the peroentage of the
ertrlosecl area of the sun is reduceù, after the naximum is
attained- there is a much nore rapj-ð decrease, the 0u increase
being reduced to zero i.:: only 2OO0 seconcls compared- with a
build. up time of 48oo seconds. An j¡teresting poi-nt is that
tåe tlecrease in the O. content conti¡Ues aftet the "normaftt
o. value for the correspcntlS.:lg time of d-ay is reached, and- a
mi¡ri-mr¡m occurs at about I5OO secontls, or 500 seconds bef ore
fourth contact, when there is a rrnegative[ va]-ue of 0.ooo2 cn
S.T.P. The Ou content then shows a small, steady increase
back to the "no:tma1" value, the v'estoration ti¡e bei:tg
greater than two hours.
If we take a totaJ- O. value of 0"25cm S.T"P" as being
representative of ihe O. content at the equator, then the
maxi-mr¡n percentage increase in the total O. amor:nt ðuri-ng
an eclipse wil-l'be 0"6/o, usíng the d-ata given i¡r figure l+7.
This is considered_ to be significantly d-ifferent from the
value of )+% reported by Stranz ?gA ) for a si-milar total 0.
a¡nount. Eelipse obsenrations mad.e by Fou:rnier tlrAlbe and-
Rasool- (lgS6) at the er¡rerimentally cti-fficult time near
s¡xrset fail-etl to reveaJ- arry noticeabl-e change in the total
O. anount, and. they obtained- only irregular ancl nÍnor
variations. lwo eclipse observations have also been
reported. by Bezberkhrry et al (1956) wlno appear to have
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total O. anount, which ane of course plgrsical-ly irnpossible
a¡rô nust presr:nabIy have been due to instrunental error.
In other reportecl ecJ-ipse obsen¡ations of 0. fu the atrnos-
phere, d-iscussed. by Stranz (116l), slight cleereases in the
0 content seem to have occurred.
3
The reason for the tliscrepancy between the theoretical-
and- experi-mental- results
The d.ifference betrueen the theoretical i¡rcrease i¡ the
total O. a,mor:nt antl tlrat obse:¡red ex¡reri-mentaIIy is most
like1y to be clue to inarlequacies in the Dobson spectro-
photoneter, which is the standartl i-nstrr.¡ment used in 0.
obse:s¡ations. This instn¡qent is d.esignecl to measure the




other at about 33OOA,. The total- 0. amount in the atmosphere






exp (o, - or) px- (Ft - Fr) frrï 2to
where the various s¡rnbols have the mea¡rilgs given on p.11.
No'v in order to ca]culate the total- ozone a.nount d.uring
arr eclipse it is necessary to have a val-ue of I' ,o/I"ro, ild
it is norral-ly assumed that this ratio remails constant anð
equal to its stantl¿rtl va1ue, which is wl-ikely because of
linb d-arkening of the sr¡n. It is possible to obtain an
estinate of the vari-ation of this ratio cluring an eclipse
using clata tlerivetl as indicated- in Section 5.2.3. Consi-ùer
for exa.mple the "4" wavelength pair of the Dobson spectro-
photoroeter {or which the wavelengths cor:responcling to I., and-
I, are 30558 and. J254l respectiyely. Selecting the cl¿ta
for the nearest two 5Ol. wid.e intçrvals usefl in the present
study, which are centred. on 3O5OÃ anð,3250Ã,, the computer
resr¡.l-ts i¡clicate that at J 600 seconcls the ratio of I., ,o/Tz ro
is 97. V. of its initial value, while at 42OO seconds it has
fallen to 95.5%. By transposilg the above equation it can
be shornr that the vaJ-ue of x is proportional- to the
clifference of I., ,o/Tr¡o âJr€[ 1.,/T-r, hence arry vari-ation i.n the
ratio of I., ,o/Ir,6 wilJ affect the apparent val-ue of x.
Since this ratio decreases d-uring an ecl-ipse the i.-ncorpora-
tion of a l-imb darkenilg correction night be expectetl to
reduce the value of x ob.serveq. 0:r the spectrophotometer
the wavel-ength inten¡als are only a few Angstrom units wide
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for the various wavelength pairs, therefore the linb d.arkening
resufts quoted. above for the 5Oi wid.e intervals will probably
not be d.irectly applicable for the "4" wavelength pair, but
they shorrJ-cl be comect as regartls the fact that a reduction
fu I, ,o/Irro is to be erqlected. d-r.iring an eclipse. The net
result however shor¡l-d- be to bri:rg ttre theoretical- end- ex¡leri-
nental results ilto better agreement, although the value of
x which woul-d be observecl if the above corrections were in-
corporated. is tlifficuJ-t to calcul-ate because of the way the
Dobson spectnophotoroeter data are analysed." It shoul-tl be
enphasizeð' tttat if the theoretical- results presentecl here
are valid. then no increase in the 0- content of the atmos-
phere can be e>qpected to be rneasured duri:rg an eolipse,
because the theoretical- increase of 0.6/" is l-ess then the
quotecl accuracy of 4" of the spectrophotometer.
Throughout this stutly the effect of the sun's corona has
been neglected- because of its 1ow intensity, and although it
is adnittecl that the corona wor¡Jd be important i¡r d-etermini:eg
the value of I, ,o/Tzro near totality, antl therefore probably
contributes to the d.iscrepancy betr¡veen theory and observation,
its neglect is consitlered. to be entirely justifieel clespite
the conroents of Bezberlchny et al- (lg¡6). Thry state that
because it can be shown the equilibrirrn 0. concentration
tlepencls on the ratio of the a.nor¡nt of racliation absorbecl by
o. to that absorbecl by 0r, then the racliation fron the corona
will be important because this ratio is Iarge, although the
absolute va]ues are minute. This argr:nent is erroneous as
one is bot cleali:rg with an equilíbrium situation but one i-:r
which the changes in the O. concentration d-epend on the mag-
nitutles of the var|ous terns in equation 81, so that absol-ute
and. not relative values are important.
It shoulcl be notetl that al-though the theoreticaÌ study
assr¡-med. the eclipse bega¡ at noon, virtualÌy id-entica^I results
wor.¡.1d- have been obtainecl regarùLess of the time of day the
eelipse begar:., sj¡rce the daylight photochemical ozorLe change
is only 0.OO02cm S.Î.P according to the resr¿fts of Chapter l¡.
Although very rapid changes occur in the ozorLe and atomie
oxygen concentrations at d-awn and sunset, these changes
should. not affect any experi-mental ob servations maôe cluring
an eclipse which extends into say sunset, because the srrnset
changes occur after observations on the sun are possible.
5.3.)+ The effect on the theoretical resul-ts of neglecting limb
d.arkening of the sr:n
As stated previousJ_y neglecting limb darkeníng altered the
results obtained. quantitatively, but not qualitatively. such
a resuÌt is preclictabl-e si-nce the pred.oninant effect occurr-
ing clrrring an eclipse i_s the overall- recl-uction in the s olar
ratliation íntensity reaching the atnosphere, the rel-ati-ve
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change i¡ this intensity with wavelength being of secondary
importance. For about the first l00O second.q of the eclipse
the variation of the racliation intensity is essentially con-
stant with wavelength, ancl is proportional to the exposed-
surface of the sr¡n. Hence up to th-is tjme the neglect of
1i:nb ctarkeni:lg woulcl be of ninor importance, as the results
were actually found. to show. However, after this tine the
recluction in the exposed surfaee of the sun towards seconcl
contact progressively increases the impontance of lj-nb tl¿rk-
ening, sþce t*re ra.cliation becornes inereasingll enittecl fron
the li-nb itsel-f. Figure l¡2 shows that the effect of the li-mb
tlarkening is most jmportant for the shorter wavelmgths,
where the racliation intensity rapirl]y d-rops lowarcls zero ae
the linb is approaqhed. The variation of f(O)Æ with wave-
length teqd.s to a1l-eviate the effect of 1i-mb d-arkeni::g to
some extent. At a ti¡ne of 3600 seconcls the rad.iation inten-
sity at 18OOl. has faLl-en to about 15/" of its initial value,
while at the long wavelength end. of the scal-e, 75OOi., ttre
recluction is to only abouf ry/" of its initial value. Now
it is the shorter wavel-engths, above about IOOO;., which are
pri:ecipaIly absorbed. at the upper level-s of the ozonosphere,
resulting i.:: the öissociation of the 0. , hence the a,nor¡nt of
O. clissociatecl becomes progressively less toward.s seconcl con-
tact conpared. with that when li¡b d¿rkening is neglectecl. A
larger i¡rcrease in the total 0. a.nor:nt is therefore to be
expected. for the case i¡r wtrich 1i-ub tl¿rkening of the sr¡n is
allowecl for. It shor¡l-d. be notecl that although the rate of
o)rygen clissociatíon is also reducecl compared- to the case with
no lj¡b darkenj-ng, this is of minor importance because this
rate is very 1ow and. i¡r each case the i¡rcrease in the O. con-
centration occurs at the erpense of the 0 rrreservoj¡tt i-n the
atrnosphene. The fi-nal resr¡l-t of allowing for l-i¡nb clarkening
was for¡rcl to be of little inporbance as regarcls the increase
i¡ the total 0. anouet, a rise fron 0.OO13. to 0.016 cm S.T.P.
bej¡rg obse:nrecl due to linb cl¿rkening. However, the changes
jn the 0. concentration above about TOhwere more narked. .
Neverthel-ess, it is apparent that no great error would have
resultecl if 1Í-ob clarkening hacl been neglectecl ancl the nr¡meri-
cal stucly woulcl have been greatly simpl-ifiecl.
5.4 Gonclusions
The theoreticaÌ stucly nacle of the changes occurri¡rg in the
ozonosphere during a total eclipse of the sr.n has shown that an
increase of less tl:æ;n 1/" in the total O- amou:rt is to be expected.,
compared. with experimental obse:rrations of t¡/". However, it
appears th.at a correction of the e:çeri-uental- obse:rrations to
al-low for l-Í-nb d-arkening of the sun woul-cl give better agreement
- 7+'
between theory and e:çeriment. Since the theoretically preùicûed-
char-rge in the O. a.norrnt is less than the e¡peri.nental acouracy, it
seens tlrat when lj-mb tLarkenS-ng is allowed for i¡ the elçeri-mental
results no change in the O= a,mount shoul<l be obsen¡ecl. Neverthe-
1ess, i:cöinect i¡fornation regarclÍ:rg the change in the 0. concen-
tration at clifferent heights cluring an eclipse nay be obtainable
fron ai-rglow measurenents, sj¡ce the excitation of the h¡rd-rolryl
ba¡rcls ancl the i¡fra recl atmospheric band-s of orygen are lcrown to
result fnom reactions rnvolvi-ng 0. as cliscussetl in Section 1 .7.
Frm the thesretical point of view the neglect or inclusion of
1i.ub tlarkening of the sun i¡r the nr¡nerical cal-culations was f'ouncl
to be of milor inportance.
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CIIAFTER 6
A MODIT'IED PHOIOCHHIICAÍ, T}TEORY OF THE OZONOSPHERE
6,1 fntroduction
The results presented- i¡ Chapter J show that it is possibl-e to
obtain fairly realistic photochenícal ozone profiJes wittr the clata
avail-abfe at present, although there are some uncerbai¡rties in these
data. As d.iscussed. i¡r Section 3.+.5.3 t}:.e principal doubt con-
cerns the value of ttre rate. constant ko which shoul-d. be used- in
the calculations, and it was þoi.r:ted- out that although the value
of ko given by Benson ancl A:cworthy (t 957) gves r:nrealistic results,
see Case XVI, figure ?)a, Clyr"e et al- " (lg6l) have suggestecl thatin spite of thi-s the results of Benson and A:cwonthy are probably
correct. They base this conclusion on an erçerimental- measuremørt
of k- which they for.md. to be i-r:. agreernent with ttre results of
4
Leighton et al-. (see Harteck ancl Reeves, 1961), whose value of ko
was usecl for Case I. they however cönsid.er their results to be
il error because of the presence of atomic tgrd.rogen i¡ the experi-
nentaL system, and. they state that a sinj-lar cause of er4or was
probably present i:a the other str:d.ies of this reaction because the
same t¡rpe of ðischarge-'f1ow systen was conmon to these, stuùies.
A noticeabÌe exception was the work carried out by Benson and.
Axrvorthy çllSl) who obtai¡recl their results fron an i-:rvestigation
of the themal deconposition of ozo:ne. Clyne et al. therefore
consicler that the resr¡l-ts of Benson and. Arouorbhy, as corrected. by
Jsnes ancl Daviclson ( 1962), are the best available at the present
ti-ne. The tlisoussion by Schiff (116+) of the various measuremem.ts
of this rate constant wor¡J-cl appear to support thís concl-usion.
The resul-ts of Cl¡rne et aI. becane avail-able aftey the completion
of the work presented. i.:r Chapters 4 a¡icl 5r antl because of the i-m-
portance of the value of ko to the photochenistry of ozone it was
apparent that a more cletaiJ-ed. study of the reaction scheme of ozone
in the atnosphere was nequirecl. Such a stutly is neces.sary iJl
order to ex¡llairr the large ozorLe concentrations obtailed. when
Benson and. Axworthyrs (lgSl) data are usecl i-n photochemical ôzone
calculations. These high boncentrations imply that there are
reactions occurring which d.estroy ozone in tlre atnosphere þut whiehto d-ate have been neglectecl in the reaction scheme. It would. seem
wrlikely that reactions ilvolving atonic tqrdrogen ancl atonic
nitrogen and their various oxicles are inportant enough to nod-ify
substantially the ozorLe profile, especia-lly i¡ the stratosphere, and.
such reactions have been d.el-ibenately exclutled. by the l-i-mitation of
an oÐrgen atmosphere. The ad-clitional reactions nust therefore ô
jrrvolve the tlestruction of ozone by excited forus of o4ygen. It
may be notetl that Clyne et al-. (llØ) reported. the presence of
el-ectronj-cally excitecl molecul-ar orygen j-n their reaction systen,
as has.been obserwecl by other workers, ancl they conclud.ed. tIøt ar:.
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appreciable reactiot:. uras taking place between the excited. mol-ecu.Lar
ol4ygen and ozone. Now, it is lsrown from stuclies of the ai-rglow
euission-that excitecl orygen exists in the atmosphere, anô V¡lleurce
Jones arìd. Gatti,:eger ( 1963) have eafculated- that 101 0 molecules/cm3
of nolecuJ-ar o]Ðrgen in +*re 14, electronic state are expectetl to be
present at a height of 50kn. In aclclition McGrath ancl Norrish
(tggO) have reportecl chail reactions ocourri.:eg in the d.ecompositi.on
of ozone i¡l wtrich they consi-d-er the chail to be naintai¡red. by atonic
oxyten excitecl to the 1D state. Hence it would. appear f easibl-e
that reactions bet¡¡veen ozone and- excited oxygen rnolecules ancl atorns
could. be of inportance in the formation of the ozonosphere, and it
was in orcler to cletermine the inporta,nce of such excitecl species
that the present investigation was r:nclertaken.
6.2 tbe rrstanclard'r photochemi-eal reactions
The staniùard. photochernicaf reactions were taken to be reactions
R1 to R5 consiclered previously in Chapters 3t 4 æd 5. As
nentj-onecl in Section 6.1 Jones and. Daviclson (t 962) have revised
the values of k, ancl ko given by Benson .and Ax¡vorthy ( 1957) to'
al-low for the redete::nination of the d.issociation enerry of O, by
Brix and. Herzberg (lgSÐ. Al-though the correction is quite sma11,
for the sake of completeness, equiJibrir¡rn O and. 0. profÍJ-es for an
overheacl sun were recalculateil usi::g the new values of k, and ko,
these are:-
-z<5 x 1o-3t exp(1ooo/RÎ) cm6 molecures-2 """-t
! x 1o-r l e:cp(-5600/nr) "rt molecuf-e-' ,""-t
For k M = O or N and. the relative efficiency of O_ to O or--- --2 -2 -- -'2 3 2
N, was taken as 1 to O.J (far.rfrnan and Kefso, 1961).
The profiles were ca1c,r:J-atetl for the same height rante as before,
usirrg the d.ata selected for Case I il Chapter J. In subsequent
sectisns of the present chapter only the values of the various rate
constants wiJ-l be girren, al-l- other tlata being the sane as that f or
Case I r:n-l-ess othe:n¡ise stated-. The O and. O. profiles for the
revisetl values of k, and- ko are given in figr:re 48, and are very
sj-nilar to ttrose for Case )fiII of figure fu apart from a small re-
clr¡eti-on j:r ttre totaJ- O. anount. The concentrations given in
figure l¡8 are excessively high, especially above 70kn,and. the total-
0. anor.:nt of 0.81 cn S.T.P" i-s completely r:nrealistic for an 0.
clistribution representative of the equator. It is apparent there-
fore that reactions R1 to R5 are not sufficient to represent the
processes actualÌy occurri::g in the photochemistry of the ozono-
sphereo and. it is necessary to investigate other possible reacti-ons
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of electronically excited atomic orryten, O (tO), in the ozonospherÇ
wi-II now be consid.erecl.
6.1 lne formation of electronically excitetl atonic o)cygen
in the ozonosphere
The Iot'vest lying electronically excitecl state of atomic oxygen,
O (tO), car¡not be pnoclucecl by tlissociation of 0, in the altitud-e
range of interest, siJrce the shortest wavelength available,
oo
À = 1775L, is above that requirecl, À = 17504.
o^ + hu* 2'o(3p) ror fi5o1.< À < z+2t+l'2
The excess enerry for À ,242*lwi11 appear as tnansl-ational energ¡
of the growrcl state atons.
In the case of 0. ùissociation, it is possible that in ad-ùition
to the tlissociation proclucts being elestronically excited, the O,
fo:metl nay be rotationalJ-y or vibrationally exci-tecl. Rotational-
excitation catr¡ be ignoretl j-n general, anô for the present the possi--
bility of vibrational excitation of 0, in the primarSr d.issociation
act of 0_ will- be ignorecl also. It is therefore assured- that any
3
enÇrff in excçss of that requirecl to excite the electronic states
i[i1I appear as translational energr only. the possible d.isso-
ciation protlucts of 0. can be cleterni¡ecl usi:rg the val-ues given by
Herzberg (lg6l) for the excitation energieÞ of the el-ectronic states
of O and. O, . ïlhen enerry and. spin restrictions (O. is a singlet)
are appliecl only si-x of the possible pairs of clissociation prod-ucts
of ozone for À > 17751, remain feasible. These are
oo. - o(=p) * o, (3r* ) ror À < 1'1 8004
os * o(rD) + o, (t^e) for À < llooL
+os - o(tD) + o, (t¡ )for,À <2670AI
o
ou - o(t s) + o, (to.) for À < 1 99Å
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os-o(tP)*0. for À < 22404
The number of possible d.issociaÈion products can be further
reclucecl by cleterïnining whettrer their terus nanifoltl are conpatible
with the te:m manifold. of the Ou nolecul-e. the te:m nanifol-d. of
O. in its gror:nd el-ectronic state has been given as 1E (faufman and.
Kãlso, 1961). Now, usilg tabl-es 2 anð' J of Mu-l.liken (1%3) artd
tabl-es 3 and l¡ of Sponer and Tel-l-er (lg+l), which are tlerivetl fron
6roup theoretical- eonsitlerations, it can be shown that Si:ece 0.
j-s a nenber of poì:et troup ,n (oka antl Morilo, 1962) its tenn
nanifsl-cl is 14.,. Thence, bX forming the d.irect proclucts for
poiat Eroup Ca corresponðing to the tert s¡rmbols of each of t'Lre
various paj-rs of possible 0. tlissociation proclucts, we can tleter-
ni-ne whether these proclucts can gÍ-ve rise to 03(1.A., ). By ttrese
me¿u:s the last pair of ,tlissociation products listed above was
elini.¡ratetL.
In ortler to sinplify the photochernical- cal-culations as much as
possible it is clesirabl-e that the ozane ùissociation products be
even further restricted-, ancl for thi-s reason the production of
(1S) atoros was neglected.. Th_is is reasonable on theogror:nd of
eners¡ requirements, as wavel-engths shorter than 18OOA or 1993A
dre i-nvolved. ancl the intensity of such raòiation is very weak, as
most of this radiation is absorbecl above 70kn. This therefore
l-eaves only the first three pai-rs of djssociation products l-isted-
above.
In the next section the presence of efectronically excited
states pf Oz is ignored. for the time being and. only the reactions
of (rD) consiclerecl. It is assuned that for each quantun of
rad.iation absorbed. by ozone for À < llOO;. an atom of oqrgen in the
O(t O) state is protlucetl. Dj,rect evidence that O(10) is actually
procluoed by raùiatj-on of these wavelengths has bgen obtained. by
McGrath ancl Norrisfr (t960) and. DeMore ancl Raper ?geZ). It may
be notetl that because of the weak absorption by ozone of rad.iation
of wavel-engths above about fi@Ê the rate of procluction of O(tO)
in the atmosphere by tlissociation of ozone is greater than that of
o(tP) clown to about 351n.
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6.4 tne reactions of o(to) ir the ozonosphere
Because of the inportance of O(1O) in the atnosphere it is




canrrot be a significant source of 0. as the electronic states of
1D ar,rtl "x-' clo not core]-ate to give a grorrtcl state ozoneI
nolecule. In adclition sj-nce the excitation enerry of O(1O) is
1.987eVand the clissociation enerð¡ of O. is onJ.y l.OLeVthe
fomatisn of a stable 0-0, conplçx j¡rvolves the transfer of a con-
siclerable a.nqr¡nt of excitation enerry to the third. body.
the reaction
o(to)+o(tD)+MrOr+M.
can also be neglected because of the loriv concentration of O(1n) irr
the atnosphere, æty Oz f ormed. by this reaction woul-d- be in an
excited. state.
the principal reaotiqn of interest as far as the ozonosphere j-s
concerned is
o(t¡) *o"Ltzo, R7
where the state of the 0, fo:mecl *il_}"not_be consid.ered. f or the
present. A value of kr-= 3.3 x'1 O-rt c*t molecul-e-t """-t has
been given by Fitzsi¡mons antl Bair (lg6+), which they consid.er to
be a lower Iinit. Because of this, a¡rd since a high val-ue is
requirecl for kr, a value of 1o-1t "rt noJecule-' """-t was actuallytaken. The assunption was also roacle that k, was intlepend.ent of
temperature si¡rce R/ is thought to have a snall activation enerry
(f'j-tzsi-nmons ancl Bair, 196ù. The chosen val-ue of k, is in close
agreenent with that given by elenentary kinetic theory, viz.
-f 2 + 'r -11.5 x 10 '- Tz cnr rool-ecule sec ' , assuming that the steric
factor of 0.1 which occurs j-n the value of ko also applies to kr.
(ttr) + M-o.(1t.,)+u
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Assr:mÍ::g that R7 is the najor reaction involving O(t D) in the
atnosphere we can rlete:mine the inporba¡rce of this reaction by in-
corporating it into the reaction sohene which now becomes
0 +hy -zo(3P)
oofor 175OA < x < Z+2+A
Ic"
+ y--, o3(rAr) + M
2










r o(3P) + o, oofor3100A<À< 118004
o o
O" + hu - O(tD) + 0, for 1775A< L < llO0A
k
o(tP) + o.(' A.) Lzo,




o(1o) + o. ('A.,) 
kz 
,2oz
The resul-tÍ\g profiles for o(to), O(uP) a¡tl O" are given in
fig:r:re l+9 together with the 0 ancl 0. profiles fron figure 48 for
conparison. The 0. concentrati.ons obtainecl are far too snall ancl
the total ozone anount of 10 " cn is i¡ad.nissibly Iow. Hence it
is apparent that other neactions must occur which conpete with 0.
for the avaiJ.able O(to).
" Recently Raper and. Del[or" (llfu) have ðiscussecl the tleactivation
of O(1E) iù the afuosphere a¡rtl attribute it to the reactions
o(to) + Nr:-N r* 
k8", 
n, + o(3e)
o(,o.) + or=-ou* Þ o(3r) + o,
The very fast reactioir rate of 10-1 t "tt molecuf-es-1 """-' hasbeen suggested. by ïIa11ace ancl Chanberla:-n (t 959) îor R8b based on
RBa
apd.
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an analysis of airglow spectra originatilg at heights above lOOIo
in the atmosphere. Then thi-s va-lue uf hb was usetl it was for¡¡rd-
that R8b proceed.ecl so fast with the O, concentrations i:: the ozono-
sphere that R7 coul-d- be eompletely neglectecl a¡ld the trigh O. con-
centrations of figure /a8 were obtai:recl again. It is theref,ore
consiclered that no great eonfid.ence can be placecl in this val-ue for
kg¡; Tfalf.ace and- Chanberlail have, in ary case, stated- that kUO
night be consid.erably less at lower al-titud.es, a conclusion al-so
reached. by Raper and- DeMore (116+).
Ilnfortunately no laboratory values for k , antl k O are avail-abl-e
at present, although experirnental studies by Del[ore and. Raper (lg6Z)
arrd. Kataki-s and. laube UgeZ) ind.icate that N, is not effici-ent at
cleactivatirre O('D) irr the gas phase. EeMore and. Raper have how-
ever for:nd. that 0, is 4"5 tj-mes as efficient as N, fu d.eactíváti:rg
O('O), æ4 since the atmospheric N, concentration is ! tines that
of Or, it is seen that tleactivation of O('O) by O, and. N, i-n the
atmosphere wiJ-l proeeecl at about the same rate. The conbi¡recl
rate i-s
o('o) ( k8 k8¡ 2 ngu 02 o(1 D) 2 kg" o(10) t'i,N 0+ )2a 2
For convenience, cal-culations were nacle to d.etermir¡e an empirical
value of hb which gave realistic ozone concentrations in the
atmosphere. As shonn in figr:re 50 the ozone profile is very
sensitive to the val-ue of kg¡ and. the final value selected. was
kgb = 2r5 x 1o-r4 cm3 molecr;l-e-r """-t for which the tota] ozone
anoi¡nt was O" 33 cm S.T.P. The corresponrling value for kU" is
5 x 1O-l s crt molecule-' "."-' . Although ttrese rate constants'are rather low for bi-nol-ecu-l-ar reactions, i-n view of the excited.
complexes N O* ancl O-* i::voLved- as intennecliates, it wouJ.d. appear'22
that rate constants of this or.der are not wracceptably Ìow.
Despite the slovuness of these reactions coropared- to that of R7 the
csneentration of O(tO) il the atmosphere is sti-l-l controlletl by
R8a and. R8b because of the nuch greater o, and N, concentrations.
ft is possible that both kU" and. k6o naJr vary witlr altitude d.ue to
pressure effects but, in uiew of the tack of clefj¡litive d.ata, it is
sonsid"ered. that the assr:mptions mad.e here are not wireasonabl-e.
the concentrations of 0., o('D) and o(.p) for ttre chosen value
of kuo are g'iven in figr:.re 11 . The o. end o(3p) concentrations
are excessively high above about 6Oh, partially because it was
necessazy to onit reaction Rl fron the equations in orcler toginplify their nunerical solution. This reaction has however
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been incll¡tlecl in the tttiurnal investi-gatíon reportetl in Sectiqn 6.7.
Apsrt fron the high concentrations above 60h the profiJ-es 'are eor¡-
,siûeretl to be faùrly realístic for an atnosplrere at rest, anel a
conparison of figuree J+8^ 4è 5t i-nöicates that the inclusion of
reactions ùnvolvi¡g 0(tD) t¡¿s resu:Lteö prilcipa^Ily i¡r the qe-noval
'of the vel¡r lange 0. concentrations;beIow 40h. [he narcinrrm 0.
ooricentratisn of 5J+ x 1Or2 ,nslecules c 2Jh, fu
egreenent rüitÌ¡ Case I of Chapter J. T 1sn of O(tO)-
ii erbremgly low at al1 al iluùes, the 'of about 107
atons cn-3 bei¡lg reaohecl at the highept sÍcleretl.
Nevertheless, flespite its low eoncentratÍon, O(' O),effectively
coûtrols ttre totaf ozetne amount in a phOtocþenical atno-sphere.
this control is not.aehievecl by reaction RT.clestrgSrj¡g large
,amounts of 0., as tliesociation by solar ratliation is very much nsre
effecti-ve at a].l altitutles, but is due to the fact that only rRJ¡ arrô
R7 leatl to the clisappeara¡¡ce of atonic o¡rygen ancl ozone. R7 i-s
nueh nore efficient i¡ ttris process than R4 antl as a result the
equilibriur Goncentrations obtainecl are snalLer tharr t'hose when R7
i.s negleotedl.
lgo alløwa¡rce has been natle for reactions i¡rvoluiag 0. andl elec-
tronically exciteô 0, as suggestetl by Clyne et al. (lg6l), ancl in
the subseque4t section these reactions will be consicleneô.
6.5 Reactions involving eleotronically exci.tecl nolecular owgen
0n1y the two lowest electronicatly excitecl states of Or, tAg
i+
andl 'X * , were eonsi.d.éiied. as thesê , ars ttre ou-1-y excitecl states
e:cpecteel to,be present i¡r the ozonosphere j¡r appreciable qrre.ntitj-es.
Excitation of 0, to electronic states higher than t rj rtt tlr"
ozmosplnere seens ì-ikeIy to result soleIy from the reconbi¡¡ation
of atsnic olcygen?
0 + O + ll-+ 0r* + It[
For O(3f ) Yorrng a^nct Sharpless (1 962b)have for.:acl that although the
Ilerzberg ancl Atnospheric ba¡rtl s¡rstems of O, are excitecl by this
reaction, the excitation occurs at a negJigible 4ate, antl |n ar¡¡r
case ,thls reaction is i-roportant onl-y above 6010 altitucle. Becar¡se
of the 1ow 0(1D) concenlratiqn i¡r the atnos¡ùrere ttre corr"esponcling
reaction ilvolvi.ng O(t O) ca.n be conpletely ignoretl.
)
The procluction or O, ( I ) (
+
ând O x fuù the ozonosphere2 t
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RJb, together with the subsequent reactions of O(1O). As ind.i-
catecl by Raper and. DeMore (116+) RBb ca¡r protluce either O,
/. *\ /. \
('t* / 
or O, ('O* / 
; however, because of enerry requirements,
it has been assuned. here that only O, (tli ) 
*t"aIIy results. As
will be shown later this assunption is of little i-nportsnce as
regarôs the photochemistry of 0.. In a<lclitión, ni-nor sources of
eJ.ectronically excitecl O" are reactions R4 ancl R/.
Rl+
lhe fomation of or(
than that d.ue to reactions Rjb ar¡d. R8b. In both RL antl R7 the
grorrncl'state 0, molecul-e is obse:¡retl to be vibrationally excited-
a¡rd. McGrath ancl Nomish (tg6O) have suggestecl that this excitation
/ _\perníts tine Or( t¡- ) to participate i¡ chai¡r reactions involving'\ é/
the destruction of Qs. In tùre sucçeecling section the possible
reaotions lnvolvÍng vibrationally excitetl 0, wiJl be tliscussecl.
Renoval of O" i¡r the 1t+ ancl 1À- states may occur by racliativeÞÞ
transitions or by two bocly collisions. rn the case of racliative
d.e_activation the foIlowÍng transitions are possible
o('p) * ou('4) - o +0 AI





o('o) + o.('r,) - o,(";)..,('rl) R7
The procluct:ion or or(rou 
) 
o" R4 is 1ike1y on the grorrntls of spin
conservation as suggestetl by lÍcÇrath ar¡tl Norrish (lgSl). In the




















The relevant rad.i.ative transitíon probabJJ-ities are
Vallarrce Jones ancl Gatti¡ger (19Ø)ks 1..5 x 1o sec
k 2,5 x 1o-a """-' Noxon (lg6l)
R12a
," k12^, 1O-r8 cm3 molecr¡J-e-1 """-t, implying a 
pnobability of
-8cleactivation of about 10 per gas ki¡etic collision. SÍlce onJ-y
10
kr, - 1 J+ x 1o-1 ""." 
t see Noxon (lg6l)
As the transition probabilities inùicate, the excited st¿.tes are
metastable. tn spite of this Yourg aricl Sharpless (1962b) consider
/,+\
that plgrsical quenching of Or(18'. ) is probably r:nimportant som-\ .Ò /
pared. with racli-ative transiti,ohs ancl they give the nate constant






physical quenchi:eg is i¡:vsfved i:r thÍs reaction it vuas assunecl that
o, was equally ineffective in quenciring o, (tr+- ) as rr. It- 2 \ 8/
was also assunecl that quenchi:ag resulted. i-n cleactivâtion of the
o to the gpormcl state" With the above value fo, nrr,.E*\8/
tx*
rÞ )
ofO occurrecl nainly by neans of Rl1 .
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In the case of or(t o,), nlry"i"al quench-ing is of greater
\ Þ,/
i-mportance because of the much lower rad.iative transition proba-
bility for R9. Arnolcl et aI. (lg6+) have recently investigated.








This reaction is not of much consequence for A deacüitaiùonIo
as it involves the unstable fo:sn 0o* which is not formetl very
efficiently at the l-ow pressure existÍng in the upPer atmosphere.
Arnolcl et al-. also for:nd. that less than 106 col-l-isions clicl not
,(
)
effect the pþsical quenching of 0
is used for k.,zb it reaction R12b












obtai¡eed- are less than those stipulated- by Vallance Jones a¡rd.
Gatti:eger (19$) as bei:eg required- to produce the obse::ired airgl-ow
intensities. It has therefore been assr¡metl that k ,2b = 1O-1s cm3
nolecu-Les-1 "u"-t , which d-oes not seem unreasonable whier conpared.with the value f or k 2u 6iven by Yor:ng and- Sharptess (1 962 b) . In
ad.,lition tq reaction R12b ít has bee.n shown by Val]ance Jones ancl
Gattinger (llØ) that it is necessary to assume that sel-ective
d.eactivation of O A by atonic olrygen occurs. Such d.eactiva-ot)
tion is only effective above about 501sn al-titud.e and a value of




o( 3e) + 3t-ob
2\0 , chenical- quenctri:eg, involves 0u i-:e the reaction scheqe
and- is the nechanisro of principal interest to this study. As
suggestecL by Clyne et af . (lgØ) the reactions considered. are
o,('
o. (t4, ) +






The cleacti-vation is attributecl to atom-atom exchartge which Herron
ancl Kfej¡r ?ge+) foulcl to be a very efficient process for o4rgen.
In the case of o^(tz* \ r* t" not necessary to consider such a
'\ 8/
cleactivation process because of its nuch lower concentration in
the atnosphere ancl its Lr-igher rad.iative transiti-on probabiJity.






1a ("; ) 
+ o(3e)
2
Since R14 is exothernic by only 13kcal it is impossible for arry
of the reaction proöucts to be electronically excited.. R15 is
actually end.othermic by 2.6k cal, which is therefore the ninimum
activation enerry of ti:-s reactiôn. Mathias ancl Sch-ift (lg6+)
have measured the conbined rates of what are presumed. to be




this gives the combined. rate at JOOoIC as about |O-1 
4
-'l -1 therefore, approxi-nately as an upper 1imit,sec
\o =
-1A - -110 " cmó molecul-e -1
and- k, u = 1O-1 
o 
"*p( -z6ooßr) 
cmS molecule-1 sec -1
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Hence, incorpor:ati-ng the atlclitiohal reactions listecl above, the
conpl-ete reaction scheue as d.efi:recl by the controlling tlifferential
equations can be obtai:eetl as for equations E1 and E2 on p.16.
Reaction R5 was agai-n onitted. for nathenatical reasons ar¡d. ttre
equations were soLved. for equiJ-ibriun conclÍtions, for a zet:it}-
angle of O-. The resulti::6 eoncentrations of ttre various gases
are given in figure 12. It was for.¡ncl that reactions R14 anit R15
producetl onJ-y a verSr ninor change fron the concentrations given in
figure !1, because of the srnall rate conste¡rts e¡rtl low çoncentra-
tions involved. It would. therefore seem that these reactions can
be safely onitted- fron the atrnospheric ozone reaction scheme.
I:: an attenpt to retluce the hi6h O. e^nô O(tp) concentrations i-n
the mesosphere Case I was replacecl by Case II of Chapter 3 îor t;tie
purposes of calcu-l-ating the concentrations given in figure !2.
Case II was seleetecl as it is thought that it probably gives a
more realistic representation of the O, clj.ssociation processes in
the Schr¡mann-Runge absorption ba¡rcls. the 0. concentration above
50lo i-s l-ess than that for Case I, as shown in figure 21 , f or
reasons given i¡ Seetion 3.)+.1. Hence by substituting Case l[ for
Case I j¡t the present calcul,ation it was laaourn that snall-er O. ancl
O(tp) concentrations woulcl be obtai¡retl i¡ the nesosphere, although
it turned. out that the recluctions were not as large as hopecl. lhe
slight change i¡ the or, o(3e) ana o(to) concentrations in figure !2
comparetl to those of figure 51 were actualJy tlue to this ch"rge
rather than the incorporation of reactions R1l+ a¡rd. R15.
The O,
for some conment. the fo:mer profile shows that the present
reaction scheme preöicts a maxlmun concentration cluring the day
at about 4O km, which altitud.e is consiclerably lower ttran that
given by airglorÍ measurernents. This low l-eveI naxi-nr:m conoerr-
tration however rapit[Ly 4i sappears as sunset i-s approached. and.
any nocturnal enission must originate above 80Isn. The
and ur,(tl* 
) 
n"uriles given in fisure 52 cari-/nr* \\ 8/
o.('o profile is not consiclerecl to be very satisfactory but thisoÞ
is due to the r¡¡rcertai¡rty of \zb æd ]q s. Because of the unin-
por.bance of O,('^- 
) 
as regard.s the O. concentrati-on, it was not
considered. worthwhile attempti¡g to impnove this profile at the
present ti-me. The concentrations given are of the orcler required.
to account for the Infra-red. Atmospheric bancl intensiti-es accorùing
to Va-1lance Jones ar¡d Gattinger (t 9Ø).
6.6 fne prod.uction of vibrationally excitecl o)g/gen in the ozonosphere
Ïn the tliscussion of the question of the quantrrn efficiency of
photochæical 0" reactions in section 3.L.6, nention was nad.e of
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the work of McÊrath an¿ Norrish (tg6O). they f,or¡rcl that chain
reactj-ons were occurrring in the flash photolysis of 0. which they
showecl to involve yibrational-.Iy excited nolecular olryBen, 02!l', in
its gronnd. eLectronic btate. lfcGrath ancl Nornisfr (f 957, 1960)
end. Fitzsimms¡s ancl Bair (116+) founrl that the Or* was prod.ueetl
as a result of the reaction of O. with both O(tB) ancl o(1D)r antt
hence 0r* nust also be fomecl in the atmosphere. It is therefore
apparent that the possibilit¡r exists that chain reactions invol-vi:rg
the d.estnretíon of 0. by Oz* could. be of importance il the ozono-
sphere, antl it is necessar¡r to discuss this possibility.
, ùfcGrath arrd Norrisfr (t960) for¡rd t¡¡àt a ohain was not i:ritiatecl
i¡n the reaetion of O(3e) with 03, in agreement with Benson a4rtl
Axvortþr' , (llSt) results on the the:rnal cleconposition of 0".




( I ( )aÞ, f')1 +0 -Ð 203 "t + o(r o)t0 E I2 ,¿.
As inòicatecl, it is fecessar¡r for the Or* to be exoitecl to at
f,east the 17th vibrational leve1 in order to procluce O(tD), and-
l[cGrath antl Norrish have suggested. that the reason why they failetl
to observ" Oro exeited above the 17th J.evel is due to the absve
reaction. Now, although this necha¡isn nay g'ive a satisfactory
explanation of the laboratory resr¡l-ts ít tloes not follow that a
cl¡ai-n reaction will ocor:r in the atmosphere. The prinoipal
elifference between the two environments is that the O. to gas
ratio usecl in the laboratory was of the orcler 1 j¡ 100, whereas
j-n the atnosphere the corresponcli:eg ratio reaches a'naxinw of I
to 1Os at about 5OI@ as shown i¡l fieure 29. Hence in the atmos-
phere the f:requency of collisions of 0r* with 03: all of which nay
not resqlt in chernical reaction accorðing to Jones and, Daviclson
(lg6Z), wiJ-l be considerably lower ttran that in the laboratory.
Even though the d.eactivation of Or* must proceeô prinariJy by
vibrational rel4xation, si¡ce O, is a homonuclear mo1ecuJ-e, such
cle-activation is fast for highly exoitecl vibratisnaÌ 1eve1s anil,
accorclSlg f,s trrlf,2sìmnons antl Bair (1 964), proceeds mainJ-y by
singl-e quantrin jr¡nps. They have also statetl that the concentra-
tion of Or* with v" > 17 is toq snal1 for tl:ese moleer¡fes to be
of najor i-nporbance in the reaction scheme.
lhe possíbility tbat 02* nay be fornecl in the prinary act of O.
clissociatÍon has been cliscussed- by Basco ancl Norrisfr (t g6l). In
,/ o.('tg.\ o\ o.('ag) \
toPp\
\ -r
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order to satisfy spil requirements a.n¡r 0r* thus" fo:med wor.ùtl have
to result fron dissociation of O. for À > J10OA. Hence the
highest vibrational 1evel vuhich coulcl be e:çectecl in the atrnosphere
is 16, which is incapable of ini-tiating a chain by the McGrath-
Norrish nechanism. It wouì-tl appear that the neglect of any
reactions i-nvolving vibrationally excited. O, is justifiecl i¡ the
present stucly.
6.7 Tlne cliurnal variation of the gases i¡r tl¡e nesosphere
In Chapter l¡ an investigation of the tliurnal variation of 0=
and O il the mesosphere using the rrsta¡rtlarcl'r O. reaction scheme
was reported. It is therefore of some interest to repeat this
investi6ation for the five gases involved. in the present reaction
scheme in oriler to d.eternine their d.iurnal variations. The nr:meri-
cal. nethocls used for this investigati-on were essential-ly the sane as
before, the five d.ifferential equations governing the gas concen-
trations bei::g i-ntegratetl sj-nul-tar¡eously on an IBM 7O9O computer.
Because of ti-ue step limitations ancl the excessive computi::g tine
required. for the present reaction schene i-t was not possible to
repeat the investigation i¡l the for"rn carriecl out previously.
Instead. attetrttion was confi¡recl to the top layer considerea (77.5 -
8OIo) in orôer to d.eterri::e the non-equilibrj-r¡n concentrations, as
it is for tleis layer that the 0. concentration is i.:r poorest agree-
roent with observation, see fi$¡re 55. The extent of the d-eparture
fron equilibrir:rn is not easiJ-y clete:minecl as reaction.R5 was
incl-utled. i¡r the non-equilÍbrium calculations, and thus the reduction
i¡r the O- concentration tlue to this reaction cannot be separated-
fro¡o the retluction due to the cliurnal effects. It was f or;r¿d. that
the O. concentration in the top layer at noon fell- fron the va¡1ue
of 6 x 1Oe nolecules cm-3 (fi-gure 52) to 2 xlOs molecules cm-3,
correspond.ing falls bei:eg noted. for the other gases, of which
0
)
A showed- the snal]est change. It is therefore apparentob
that the clepartrre frorn equiJibriun ca¡r¡ot account for the clis-
crepancy between theory a¡rd. obsen¡ation i¡ the mesosphere.
Now, since the nagnitude of the gas concentrations i¡ the meso-
sphere are exeessive, tÌæ nagni-tucles given for the diurnal- varj-ation
of these gases in figure 54 wil-I not be representative of actual
conclitions, br¡t the fora of the variation s.houl-cl be fairly realistic.
the O. ana O(3e) variations are si¡iIar to those obtainec!, previously
j-n Chapter l¡ with markecl changes occurri:rg at tlawn ancl d.usk,
although the buil-tl up in the concentrations cluri::g the d.ay is not
so apparent as before. Ât lower levels the clawn and. iLusk variations
woul-d. be smal-Ier antl at about 5ohno cliurnal variation wor¡ld. be
expectecl. the O(10) and- O, concentrations fall very
9o
very rapidly to zetø al s.t¡rset even at.80lo,, ancl thus no airglow
contributions cerr be e:qlecteil fron these tases belsw 8Olm. At
tlam there is an extrenely fast rise in the eoncentrîati,on of these
gases anil narketl "spiJcestt occur in the profiJ.es which can be
attributecl ts the tlissociation at this tj-ue of the very high 0.
concentrations. these spikes elisappear withj¡ J@ ninutes anô
alrnost consteJot values for the concentrations are naintainecl
th:roughout the clay. At lower altitutles these spikes wouJ-d. be
mueh ].ess noticeab]-e. The A concentration shows a mueh
slswer rate of decrease at sunset tha¡r that of 0, /ttl). The= \ 8/'
retluction occurs throughout the whole night and is greater than two
orrlers of nagnitude. The concentration very soon returr:s to its
elaytiroe value at clawn, and. a much.broad.er spike is obtained. than
those for o(rD) and o" (";). At lower levels trre oz('n. ) "orr-
centration is erqtectbd to fall to zero beoause of the greater
ph,¡rsical quenching at these,levels. Ihe d.iurnal variation of
ttri-s gas is not very realistically represented here because of
tloubts concerniJÌg the rates of tleactivation.
6.8 Conelucling renarks
The notlifietl photoehenical ozone theory presentedl here carmot
ur¡for:tr¡nateIy, be eonsitlered proven r.¡ntiJ- the rates of deactivation
of O(tO) ty O, ancl Nr, as cleter.:ni¡lecl here, are substantiatecl experi-
nentally. Despite this r¡ncertainty the theory, besid.es explaining
the otherrrise unacseptable 0. profi-le fu figr:re l+8 obtai:netl with
t'tre stand¿rÈL 0= reaction scheÍlê, ¡'l 5e has a¡r aclvantage over other
previously rraceeptable" photochemicaf O. profiJes. The advantage
is that higþer 0u concentrations are obtai:aed. i-n the stratosplrere,
resulting in better agreement with rscket measurements between
35 æLd 50 l@ than the previous photochenical pnof iles given 5-n
figrrre J1 . However, above about 50knthe situation is reverseô,
a.nd very poor agreement is for¡nd between the pnesent theory a.ntl
obserration. Ttris fail-ing is att:ributecl to the li-nÍtation of a¡r
olqrgen atnosphere antl the èiscrepancy betwes¡ theory and obsenration
inclicates that this limitation must be nore restrictive than
hitherto thought. In the actual- atnosphere atomic hyd.:rogen reacts
with 0- 'as cliseussed in Çhapter 2, ancl proiluces the þrd.rory1 air-
glow banels whioh have been shown by Packer (196,1) to Ue situatetl
naÍnly arsr¡ed 80Ì0,a1-titutle. It is known that the reaction of H
with b. is very fast, Kaufnan (ll6t+), hence the higb O= values Í-:e
the mesosphere shswn i-n figure 53 cæt be expected ¿s be sonewhat
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most of the H i-n the mesosphere results fron d.issociation of water
vapour, it is noteworthy that such dlissociation shoultl be able to
occur, with d.i-ninishing effectiveness, tlown to altitud.es of abor,rt
50lobecause of the wavelengths involvetl.
A further ad-vantage of the present theory stems fron the high 0.
concentrations obtained. in the mesosphere. This ad.vantage is that
previous photochenical 0s profiles, inolutling those given in the
prececling chapters, d-o not require reactions involving H ancl 0. in
order to obtain 0. concentrations in agreement wi-th observation in
the mesosphere, i.e. these 0. profiles for o)cygen atmospheres satis-
factorily account for the observed. 0. tlistribution. However the
0. values obtained- in this chapter for an oxygen atnosphere clo
require reactions between O. ancL H, (or sone other meehanism for O.
removal) in order to reduce the O. values and procluce profiles in
agreement with observation. Hence the presence of H in the meso-
sphere, as indicated- by the 0H emission bands, is a necessity of
the present theory, ancl can readily be includ.ecl in any extension to
a hyd.rogen-oxygen atmosphere of the results presented here. Ïf
reactions involving H were included. in the reaction schemes of
previous photochemi-cal 0. calculations it woufd appear that unreason-
ably low Ou concentrations woul-d be obtained. in the mesosphere.
It nust be emphasized. that the resufts presented. in the preceöing
section woul-d. be substantially rnoùified. by the inclusion of these
ad.clitional- reactions. Si-Bilar renarks of course apply to a much
l-esser extent to the results of Chapters 4 anil 5. In each case
d.ifferent nr:mericaf values to those quoted- previously are to be
expected., but in afl- cases essentially the same form of cliurnal
variation or eclipse variation wouf-d be obtained.. A cleparture
fron equil-ibriurn in the mesosphere would. stitÌ be expected. because
of the infl-uence of reactions involving H in the radiation free
tine at night.
It is adnitted. that the reaction mechanism presented. in this
chapter d-oes not of course prove that O(to) is of najor inportance
in the photochenistry of ozone as atlvocatecl here, but it is cliffi-
cu-l-t to fintl arry reasonable alternative at the present moment. Thus
reactions involving H and. N cannot be of importance in the strato-
sphere because there is no way of prod-ucing these atoms at this
level . For sinil-ar reasons reacti-ons invol-ving excited. mol-esul-es
other than 0 z car' al-so be neglected., especially as such reactions clo
not in general nesult in a red.uction irr the nu¡lber of od.d- forms of
orygen, as is required. in ord-er to remove the 0.. There remains the
possibility that ion reactions may be of importance but it would. seem
that ion concentrations are too low in the ozonosphere to be of nuch
consequence. A further alternative is that the atmospheric 0u
profile is entirely controlled. by meteorological factors, ancl that
any excessive 0u concentrations are rapidly removecl by atnospherio
motions. Such a possibilit¡r seens highJ-y unÌikely since, as simil-ar
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photochenical profil-es are to be expected at all latitudes above
about 35IÃ, the removal of any excess 0. involves iclentical-
atnospheric motions at all- latitucles, which of course is inpossible.
An aspect of sorne importance which shoul-d- be nentioned concerns
the consequences to airglow stuclies of the rate of d.eactivation of
O(tO) in the ozonosphere as required. here to account for the O.
concentrations in the stratosphere. No observable emission from
O(,0) woultl resuÌt fron its presence in the ozonosphere, as its
lifetj-ne in this altitutle region is considerably l-ess than its
raùiative lifetine of about '1OO second.s. For this reason radiative
transitions invol-uing 0(1D) have been neglected. throughout the
present stutty. 'However above 100lcn a high rate of deactivation of
O(tU) is requirecl in order to accoun$ for the low observed inten-
sity of its airglow emission at 63æL. thus the requirements of
the airglow theory are at variance with those of the 0. theory. In
ord.er to resol-ve this disagreement l-aboratoty, measurements are
required for the rate of deactivation of 0('D) over a pressure range
representative of the al-titud.e regions d.iscussecl here. the littl-e
infor"rnation which exists at present, as rnentioned in Section 6.1¡,
supports the slow rate of cleactivation of O('D) proposed here.
In conclusion it therefore appears that future photochernical- 0-
calcul-ations must take account of the reaction of õ(tp) with O.r 
3
although reactions involving efectronically and vibrationally ex-
cited. 0, can be onitted.. ft also seems that with this reaction
schene the linitation of a¡ oxygen atmosphere imposes an unaccept-
able restriction above about 50lG altitude, and. a mcire realistic
reaction scheme includ-ing tgrdrogen is required.. However, d.efini-
tive laboratory stud-ies of reactions involving 0. and- 0(1D), ana
also experi-nental measurements of the 0. profile in the atmosphere,
are needed- to supply vita-l information bearing on this proposed-
reaction scheme before it can be considered- proven.
-93-
.APPn{DIX I
ÎABLE 1 . O)ffeEN .ABSORPIION COEFFICENIS (cnz noJecute 1 bas.e ,E')
Derivecl f,ron Ditchburn a¡rtl Yor¡r.rg't s da,ta UgeZ)
d,- = o *.lLzopo Aa
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Derivetl fron Ditchburn antl Yorrng'" (t)62) exttapptration of thei¡
clata for the Herzberg oontinuun
Derivecl fron Tlatanabe et alrs clata (lg¡l) assuning a oontinur.¡n to
r¡rdlerlie the Schumann-Rrrnge bentls as proposed by Ttlillcinson an¿L
l[u11iken çtlSt)
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